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Preface 
This dissertation is the result of research within two areas: ad hoc networks and peer-
to-peer networks. Common to both areas is the need to locate resources – information 
and services – in the network. While all architectures presented in this work originally 
have been designed for mobile networks, they can also be used in fixed networks, and 
therefore the generic architectures and the network-specific functions are separately 
described in this dissertation.  
The work was started in 2003 while I was finishing my Licentiate’s thesis. 
Although the dissertation work represented a new research topic, the M.Sc. and 
Lic.Sc. topics on IP telephony routing turned out to provide a useful background for 
the dissertation work. The decision to do a dissertation on resource discovery was 
fortified when I was granted the honor of being admitted to the Graduate School of 
Electronics, Telecommunications and Automation (GETA), which provided funding 
for a period of four years starting in 2003. In addition, I am grateful for the generous 
financial support from the Finnish Foundation for Technology Promotion (TES) and 
the TeliaSonera Foundation. 
The work on ad hoc networks has been carried out in the MobileMAN project 
funded by the European Commission under the Information Society Technologies 
programme. The work on peer-to-peer networks started in 2005 in a department 
funded project, MobileP2P, where many of the original concepts forming the work 
were created. In 2007 the work on peer-to-peer networking continued in the three-year 
Decicom project funded by Tekes, Nokia, Ericsson, and Nethawk. This project 
enabled the development of the ideas into the form they are presented here.  
During the research work, the additional duties of teaching and instructing student 
work have provided me with new perspectives and an opportunity to widen my 
knowledge. Towards the end of the dissertation work, working in the ICT SHOK 
Future Internet research programme has allowed me to work on the foundations for 
enabling the peer-to-peer type of communication in future networks.  
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Chapter 1  
Introduction  
1.1 Background 
The Internet is built on the philosophy that the control and intelligence 
should be at the network edge instead of at the core [SRC84]. Currently, 
a similar shift toward the edge is seen in the information and media 
market. This shift concerns both the production of media and the 
distribution technology [KK08]. Whereas media was earlier generated by 
large organizations and published through a few distribution channels, the 
popularity of user-generated content has increased rapidly during recent 
years. The main enablers have been the improved technical possibilities 
for ordinary users to create and publish digital media [VW07]. Users 
have a large choice of distribution services, including YouTube 
[YouTube] for publishing video material, Flickr [Flickr] for publishing 
photos, myHeimat [myHeimat] for citizen journalism and justin.tv 
[JustinTV] for live broadcasts. In several popular services, such as 
Wikipedia [Wikipedia], the ordinary user is responsible for creating and 
maintaining the information and the service. Personal opinions and 
experience can be published through various blogging systems, bulletin 
boards and chat systems. Distribution of files and media has traditionally 
been implemented using servers in the network, using for example the 
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and the World Wide Web (WWW). 
Distributed systems, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing systems and 
personal web-servers are currently rising as an interesting alternative to 
server-based systems. Moving the distribution system to the network 
edge allows saving costs by avoiding large centralized servers.  
The trend of decentralization fits well with the currently popular Web 
2.0 ideology. Web 2.0 [ORe05] refers to web services emphasizing user-
created content, social networks, communities and collaboration. 
Facebook [Facebook], MySpace [MySpace], and LinkedIn [LinkedIn] are 
examples of popular services allowing users to network and keep in touch 
with other users. These online communities also support the distribution 
of user-generated media by controlling the access and focusing the 
attention on topics relevant to a given user.  
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Electronic devices are being equipped with an increasing amount of 
processing power, memory and communication capabilities at the same 
time as they become more lightweight and mobile. Today’s mobile 
phones, Personal Data Assistants (PDAs), cameras, and music players 
have capacities comparable to those of computers a few years ago. In 
particular, mobile phones have been at the center of development, with 
increasing memory and processor capacity and a wide range of integrated 
applications and peripherals. Modern mobile phones are equipped with 
cameras, media players, radio, television and Global Positioning System 
(GPS) receivers. This broadens the use of the phone from simple voice 
communications to video communications, media sharing, collaboration, 
entertainment, and gaming. The phone is becoming a device for creating 
and consuming all types of digital media. The powerful capabilities and 
open software development platforms of mobile phones, and their wide 
range of communication networks, make these devices capable of 
participating in the current trend of user-generated media and social 
networking. As the phone is light and small, the user carries it along 
almost always. In addition to the applications known in the fixed 
network, mobility gives room for new innovative applications and 
services that were not meaningful in a fixed computer. 
A variety of network technologies allow mobile devices to 
interconnect with other devices and with external services. Cellular 
networks, such as GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) and 
UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) are by far the 
most popular for voice communications. Driven by the Internet, the share 
of packet data traffic on these networks increases. Cellular networks 
provide good mobility with wide coverage. They are based on a fixed 
infrastructure controlled by the operator. For local data communications, 
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are common. They typically 
connect to the public Internet through the private network of an 
organization. Complementary to the above technologies, recent research 
efforts have produced data networks operating between the devices 
without any fixed infrastructure. These so called wireless mesh networks, 
or mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), are formed of mobile devices co-
operating to forward packets where the radio range of a single sender is 
not sufficiently large to cover the destination. They are typically built on 
top of IEEE 802.11 [IEEE2007] or Bluetooth [Bluetooth] technology. 
Their lack of centralized elements leads to using decentralized algorithms 
for routing, resource discovery and other network management functions, 
making them inherently self-organizing.  
As the amount of information increases, the importance of being able 
to locate the desired resources is emphasized. For web pages, search 
engines like Google [Google] provide a fast and convenient method for 
locating a page containing a specified keyword. Search engines, however, 
are not able to locate recently created pages, dynamically generated pages 
and pages with access limitations. Furthermore, searching is limited to 
keywords without support for more expressive semantics. Since the 
search is central to the operation of many web services, these often 
provide a separate search system to bypass the restrictions of search 
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engines. These, however, operate only locally. As the information moves 
to the network edge, there is a growing need for scalable methods to 
locate information in the terminals, in user communities and in social 
networks. In addition to information, there is a need to locate services, 
users, communities, events, and hardware resources.  
Vanthournout et al. [VDB05] define a resource as “any source of 
supply, support, or aid that a component in a networked environment can 
readily draw upon when needed. Examples are: files, measurements, CPU 
cycles, memory, printing, control devices, forums, online shops, etc.” 
Vanthournout et al. define resource discovery as the “ability to locate 
resources that comply to a set of requirements given in a query.” They 
further define a resource discovery service as “the service that returns the 
location of matching resources in response to a query with requirements.” 
The resource discovery service thus takes a query as input and returns a 
location. In this work we also use the terms resource discovery system as 
a synonym for resource discovery service.  
Schwarz et al. [SEK+92] define searching as “an automated process, 
where the user provides some information about the resources being 
sought, and the system locates some appropriate matches.” Thus, the 
search does not identify any specific resource and does not initiate the 
access to the resources. Schwarz et al. further define browsing as “the 
user-guided activity of exploring the contents of a resource space.” The 
resource space may include all resources in the system but typically the 
resources are limited to the ones residing at a given location. In addition 
to searching and browsing, we can identify a third type of information 
retrieval. In a lookup, the identity of a resource is known and the 
information, including the location, is desired. As a result of searching, 
browsing or a lookup, a given resource may be selected for access by the 
user. Each type of resource may be accessed in a different way. For 
example, a file is downloaded using an indicated file transfer protocol.  
Resource discovery is a central component in peer-to-peer (P2P) 
systems. Schollmeier [Sch01] defines peer-to-peer as “a distributed 
network architecture, where the participants share a part of their own 
hardware resources (processing power, storage capacity, network link 
capacity, printers, etc.). These shared resources are necessary to provide 
the service and content offered by the network (e.g. file-sharing or shared 
workspaces for collaboration). They are accessible by other peers 
directly, without passing intermediary entities. The participants of such a 
network are thus resource (service and content) providers as well as 
resource (service and content) requesters (servent-concept).” 
Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis [AS04] define peer-to-peer 
systems as “distributed systems consisting of interconnected nodes able 
to self-organize into network topologies with the purpose of sharing 
resources such as content, CPU cycles, storage and bandwidth, capable of 
adapting to failures and accommodating transient populations of nodes 
while maintaining acceptable connectivity and performance, without 
requiring the intermediation or support of a global centralized server or 
authority.” Roussopoulos et al. [RBR+04] characterize peer-to-peer 
systems as self-organizing systems with symmetric communication and 
decentralized control.   
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Hitherto peer-to-peer has been nearly synonymous with file sharing, 
with popular systems for sharing music and video material (e.g. Napster 
[Napster], Gnutella [Gnutella]) or documents (e.g. Freenet [Freenet]). It 
has been estimated that up to 70% [KBB+04] and 80% [FLM+03] of the 
Internet traffic is related to peer-to-peer file sharing, depending on the 
measurement point and how peer-to-peer traffic is identified. During 
night-time, the peer-to-peer traffic stands for nearly all of the total traffic 
[FLM+03]. Currently most of the activity in file sharing systems is illegal 
distribution of copyrighted files, such as music and movies, but legal 
applications are emerging. For example, the BitTorrent [BitTorrent] peer-
to-peer protocol is used for the distribution of the Linux operating system 
[How03]. Commercial content providers are considering peer-to-peer 
systems as an efficient distribution method allowing cost savings and 
reducing the need for massive server farms as the users themselves 
contribute with the storage, bandwidth and processing power. Examples 
include Spotify [Spotify] for delivering streamed music and the P2P-Next 
[P2PNext] project aiming to provide large-scale delivery of video 
streams.  
Peer-to-peer systems can be used in applications beyond file sharing. 
The peer-to-peer approach has been proposed as the underlying model for 
a wide variety of applications, from storage systems and cooperative 
content distribution to Web caching and communication infrastructures 
[QB06]. Seti@home [SETI] utilizes a peer-to-peer approach to combine 
the unused computer capacity of several users to analyze telescope data. 
Skype [Skype] utilizes peer-to-peer technology in order to locate users 
and bypass firewalls in the distributed implementation of Internet 
telephony. Whereas conventional Internet telephony, represented by the 
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [RSC+02] and H.323 [ITU98], has been 
based on servers, a distributed version of the SIP protocol, P2P-SIP 
[P2PSIP], is being developed within the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF). Peer-to-peer technology can also be utilized to implement 
applications similar to the currently popular Web 2.0 services, 
represented by LinkedIn [LinkedIn], Facebook [Facebook], Flickr 
[Flickr], blogs, and chat and discussion groups. The inherent peer-to-peer 
type of interaction between users and the need for large servers in these 
applications make them good candidates for distribution. Roussopoulos et 
al. [RBR+04] categorize applications into the following general problem 
areas that are suggested as suitable for peer-to-peer: routing problems, 
backup, distributed monitoring, data sharing, data dissemination and 
auditing.  
The popularity and interest in peer-to-peer systems can be explained 
by a few advantages. First, the load is distributed between the participants 
and individuals can distribute files practically without any costs. The 
storage space and bandwidth consumption is distributed between users 
eliminating the need for a server with massive capacity. This lowers the 
costs and risks in the introduction of a new service. For commercial 
providers, distribution offers lower requirements on server capacity and 
better scalability, which above all reduces the capital expenditure but also 
operation expenditure. For new providers, peer-to-peer systems lower the 
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entrance costs to the market. Moreover, the responsibility is distributed. 
No single service provider is responsible for hosting the material. It is 
difficult to track the participants, and there is no single point that can be 
shut down and held responsible, which has been an important driver 
especially in illegal file sharing. The system is also fault tolerant and 
provides a high degree of self-organization and load-balancing [YG02]. 
Traditional client-server solutions show their restrictions especially under 
peak usage [T08]. 
From the individual user’s perspective the drawback is the required 
contribution and effort. Each peer-to-peer system uses some of the 
processing power, storage and bandwidth of the user. Participating in 
several peer-to-peer systems simultaneously multiplies these 
requirements. Each peer-to-peer system also requires an application to be 
installed, which is more cumbersome than using an application residing 
on a web server. These problems can be alleviated by implementing the 
peer-to-peer functionality as middleware, allowing a common resource 
discovery system to be shared between several applications.  
A peer-to-peer file sharing application represents a typical 
application of resource discovery. The desired file is specified in a query 
that defines the attributes of the file. The most common attribute is the 
file name, but other important attributes include the file type, the 
description, the artist and the bitrate of a MP3 song, the codec of a video 
file, etc. Using peer-to-peer in a mobile environment gives new possible 
attributes, for example the location where a picture is taken. A search 
mechanism can be used to search for several other types of resources, 
such as a video streaming service or a chat group. 
1.2 Research problem and objectives 
The design of a resource discovery system is a tradeoff between several 
factors. During the last few years, most of the research on resource 
discovery has been concentrated on structured systems, i.e. systems with 
strict rules for the topology and location of information. In these, the 
requirements in terms of versatility have been lowered in favor of high 
efficiency. The main restriction of structured systems is that they are 
fundamentally restricted to exact-match single-key queries without any 
possibility to express complex queries [RM06]. Complex queries are 
required in several types of applications, where the desired resource is 
specified using multiple attributes, value ranges, numerical and string 
operations, substrings etc.  
On the other hand, the high overhead of unstructured systems 
restricts their scalability, particularly in mobile networks. To improve 
scalability, the search scope is reduced in several systems. These systems 
are only able to locate a resource with a given probability and they are 
unable to guarantee finding a resource consequently. While such systems 
may be adequate for file sharing where the number of replicas is high and 
the harm of not detecting a file is low, reliable methods are needed to 
provide support for several other types of applications where resources 
may be unique or the number of replicas may be low.  
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Another common way to improve efficiency has been to increase the 
degree of centralization. This implies an unevenly distributed load, which 
may demotivate users from participating in the system. Our objective is 
to allocate the load according to the available capacity while maintaining 
a motivation to participate in the system. When all devices are similar, it 
is meaningful to allocate an equal load to each device. When some of the 
devices have a significantly higher capacity, and are maintained by a 
party willing to provide this capacity to the system, the aim is that these 
high-capacity devices bear a higher load. The load is primarily measured 
as the network traffic and storage. 
In this work, we study distributed resource discovery systems with a 
special focus on mobile networks. We study approaches to designing a 
system that is efficient yet generic. The design requirements common to 
all architectures proposed in this work are: 
• Reliable and predictable operation. If a requested resource exists in 
the system, then it must be found in each search.  
• Support for complex queries. The application should be able to define 
any kind of query without customizing the overlay according to the 
query type.   
• Load distribution. Load should be distributed uniformly between 
nodes or, where justifiable, according to device capacities.  
• Practically implementable. The architecture must be feasible to 
implement in practice, considering the requirements on topology, 
maintenance, and usage. Nodes should be able to join and leave the 
system without causing large restructuring of the network.  
• Minimized traffic. Considering all other requirements, the control 
traffic must be minimized.  
In this work, we aim to address these properties by proposing a 
modeling framework and based on that framework we develop new 
architectures. The architectures developed in this work are intended for, 
but not limited to mobile networks. The mobile networks considered 
include cellular networks and ad hoc networks. These environments call 
for solutions that reduce the required bandwidth and energy consumption 
in the devices. The resource discovery is seen as a general service 
provided to a wide range of applications. Thus, the resource discovery 
can be implemented as middleware utilized by several applications 
running on the device. For the cellular network, we also aim to propose 
scenarios how resource discovery architectures can be utilized in the 
implementation of a resource sharing service – either provided by the 
cellular operator or running among the users themselves. We base the 
scenarios on the input from user studies. We further aim to evaluate the 
technical feasibility of such a service.  
Although we recognize that security is important in all distributed 
systems, we do not attempt to analyze security threats or to develop 
solutions against malicious attacks, such as denial of service, as part of 
this work. We only consider the functional aspects of the resource 
discovery, such as hiding resources to which the requester has no access 
rights.   
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In our study, a resource can be any information or service that should 
be located. The resources may reside in any of the participating devices. 
We exclude systems relying heavily on a globally agreed classification of 
resources into different types as this may be impractical in open and 
heterogeneous scenarios. This eliminates systems where the nodes must 
be pre-classified according to their interest or where resources must be 
manually categorized into fixed categories. We do not consider how 
resources are specified, i.e. the format and content of the metadata. We 
aim to provide a general service that is not designed for any specific 
application. We exclude strictly structured systems. Finally, we also 
exclude work on the methods for accessing a located resource, as the 
method is specific to the type of resource.  
1.3 Methodology 
This work proposes several new algorithms and architectures. System and 
algorithm design is therefore the main method used in the work. The 
proposed solutions are tested and verified using various methods. For the 
technical evaluation, we use mathematical analysis, simulation and 
prototype implementations. The user study is based on questionnaires and 
interviews.  
Mathematical analysis allows systems to be quickly and accurately 
studied. However, the model must often be simplified and generalized in 
order to allow analysis. In this work, mathematical analysis is used for 
determining parameters, for analyzing the expected performance of a 
system, and for explaining the experimental results.  
Simulation allows a system to be implemented and tested in a 
controlled environment. The model of the system is more complex and 
realistic, and resembles the final implementation closely. However, the 
evaluation is exposed to the assumptions and approximation of the 
simulated external environment. All proposed architectures have been 
evaluated using simulation.  
Implementation provides information about the actual performance 
of a system, usually using a simplified prototype. While prototyping 
gives real-world information, it is usually limited to tests with a few 
devices. This work uses prototype implementations to evaluate the 
performance of the mobile device and the wireless connections. 
Prototypes are also implemented to verify that the simulated architectures 
work in real networks and to detect shortcomings in the practical 
applicability.  
Questionnaires and interviews provide information about how the 
user thinks and behaves. In this work, questionnaires and interviews have 
been used to aid the design of group-based resource discovery systems, to 
provide motivation for design choices and to provide input parameters. 
Large-scale user testing with implemented systems is, however, out of the 
scope of this work, which concentrates more on technical questions.   
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1.4 Our contribution 
This thesis is written as a monograph. It is partially based on several 
publications authored or coauthored by the present author. The work 
presented in most of the publications has been extended. Additionally, 
this thesis contains material that has not been published earlier.  
 
The main contributions of our work are the following. 
1. A model for analyzing resource discovery systems. In particular, we 
propose a model that analyzes the balance between proactive and 
reactive operations. 
2. Three new resource discovery architectures and the related 
algorithms. The first architecture extends the Parallel Index Clusters 
[CG03] architecture, allowing arbitrarily interconnected clusters. The 
second architecture minimizes the traffic by making the division 
between proactive and reactive operations optimal. This architecture 
is able to adapt to changing network conditions. The third 
architecture is fully proactive with a low traffic overhead.  
3. Deployment scenarios and implementation considerations for 
resource discovery in a cellular network, both when the service is 
provided by an operator and when the service is maintained by the 
users in a distributed fashion. The contribution includes proposals to 
signaling schemes based on the Session Initiation Protocol.  
4. Studies on the feasibility of resource discovery in a cellular network 
both from the user perspective and from a technical standpoint. The 
former is based on questionnaires and interviews, and the latter on 
prototype implementations.  
5. Methods to organize the nodes in an ad-hoc network into clusters or 
into a backbone in order to allocate the largest load to the nodes with 
the highest capacity. The organization is the basis for a resource 
discovery system.   
6. A simulator for evaluating the performance of overlay networks. 
The original contributions of the present author can be found in this 
work and the following publications.  
• The modeling work in Chapter 2 is mostly new unpublished work, 
except for the Search/Index Space model published in [Bei10]. This 
represents the sole work of the present author.  
• The three architectures in Chapter 3 have been published in [Bei07a], 
[Bei10], and [Bei07b], respectively. These are the sole work of the 
present author. 
• Results from one of the user studies of Chapter 4 have been published 
in [MBL+07] and [MBL+06b]. The operator-controlled architecture, 
the SIP-based signaling schemes and some measurements have been 
published in [BML+05], [MBL+06b], and [MGB+07]. The signaling 
has also been proposed for standardization in [GMB+06]. The fully 
distributed architecture has been published in [Bei07b], with the 
protocol specified in [Bei07c]. This work extends the published 
works and integrates the different approaches.  
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• The fundamental ideas for the categorization of devices and the 
creation of the virtual backbone in Chapter 5 are published in 
[CBK02], [CBK04], [CGK+04], [CKB05], and [CVK+06]. The 
algorithms for clustering the network according to capacity are 
published in [BKC05]. A shorter version of this publication has also 
been published as a book chapter [BKC06]. This work extends the 
published work.  
• In addition to the publications directly related to resource discovery, 
the author previously participated in research on IP telephony and 
interoperability [KCB00], [KCB01], [Bei04]. These have given 
background on the methods in mapping, routing and distribution. The 
author has also worked on resource discovery in peer-to-peer SIP 
(P2P-SIP) [HHB09]. 
Consequently, part of the results of this work can be found in existing 
publications. This work, however, complements and extends the work in 
these publications. The work is structured as a monograph to give a more 
comprehensive view and a progressive approach to the research.  
All simulations of overlays are performed using PONGsim 
[PONGsim], a simulation package developed by the present author. 
PONGsim is described in a technical report [Bei09]. Publication 
[BKC05] uses a predecessor of PONGsim for simulating ad hoc 
topologies. 
Related work has been published in student work instructed by the 
present author. Parts of the prototype implementations have been 
presented in the Master’s theses [Leh06] and [Rey07] as well as in the 
special assignments [Hyy06] and [Pan09]. The Master’s thesis [Soi09] 
categorizes and proposes access control methods. Some of the surveys 
are described in the Bachelor’s theses [Lag09], [Nor09], and [Pal09] and 
in the special assignment [Lev09].  
We present the detailed contributions for each chapter separately in 
Sections 2.3, 3.3, 4.3, and 5.3.  
1.5 Structure 
The work studies resource discovery architectures and the applications of 
resource discovery in mobile networks. The work is therefore divided 
into a generic architectural part and a network-specific part. The purpose 
of the architectural part is to model and analyze resource discovery 
architectures and to propose new architectures. This allows us to compare 
algorithms and architectures in the general case without involving 
implementation specific details. The network-specific part applies 
resource discovery systems to cellular and ad hoc networks.  
The rest of the work is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 defines 
the terminology and concepts used in the thesis. It provides models for 
describing and analyzing resource discovery architectures. In particular it 
analyzes the optimal degree of index distribution, which is the basis for 
the rest of the work. 
Chapter 3 presents three new types of architectures involving index 
distribution. For all architectures, we require that it should be possible to 
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locate all existing resources, and that the load is evenly distributed 
between nodes. We also aim to support a wide range of query types.  
Chapter 4 studies the use of resource discovery in cellular networks. 
We evaluate the feasibility of peer-to-peer systems in cellular networks 
both from the user perspective and from a technical standpoint. We 
propose architectures for two different scenarios, depending on whether 
external centralized processing resources are available. We also design 
signaling schemes for the scenario.  
Chapter 5 studies resource discovery in an ad hoc network formed 
between consumer devices. As the capabilities of the nodes are expected 
to vary significantly in such a network, we aim at allocating the load to 
the nodes with most capacity. The study focuses on forming an overlay 
according to the node capacities and utilizing this overlay to support 
resource discovery.  
Chapter 6 presents the results, summarizes the work and suggests 
topics for future research. 
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Chapter 2  
Modeling and analyzing indexing  
This chapter presents techniques for modeling and analyzing indexing in 
a resource discovery system. First, the terminology and the concepts used 
in this work are defined and a technology background is provided. Then, 
we provide models for describing and analyzing resource discovery 
architectures. This includes the definition of the metrics and the desired 
properties as well as the modeling of overhead, update frequencies, and 
centralization. We present the simulator used in this work. We propose a 
model called the search/index space model for analyzing uniform 
indexing. In particular, we use this model to analyze the optimal degree 
of index distribution, and to determine when a reactive, proactive or 
hybrid system is optimal. 
2.1 Introduction 
In a collaborative system, resource providers make a selected set of their 
resources available to other users. A resource can be a piece of 
information or a service that the resource provider provides through his 
or her device. Information is usually in the form of a file, but equally well 
could be retrieved from a relational database. A service implements a 
function that a device provides for other devices, for example a printing 
service. In general, information has the characteristic that it is easy to 
replicate, but services are rather tied to a specific node. Information 
generated in real-time, such as a video stream, is viewed as a service. 
While the differences between information and services need to be 
considered in caching and replication, resource discovery operates in a 
similar way for all resources.  
A resource is described, automatically or manually, by a set of index 
terms or attributes. Fundamental attributes include the type of resource 
and the name identifying the resource. The attributes form the resource’s 
metadata. The metadata is used in the search to determine, both manually 
and automatically, whether a given resource meets the requirements of 
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the user. A resource descriptor includes access information in addition to 
the metadata of a resource. The access information is a set of attributes 
specifying the location and access methods of the resource, or it can be a 
key used in a subsequent lookup.  
A resource requester is a user who intends to access a resource. 
Often, the resource requester does not specifically know the resource to 
access, but is able to specify the desired attributes of the resource using a 
search criterion. For example, a user wishing to access a printing service 
must at least specify the type of resource, a printer, for it to be found. The 
user might additionally specify other attributes, such as the type of 
printer, e.g. PostScript printer, or the color capability.  
 The objective of a resource discovery system is to be able to locate 
resources that reside in the devices of the participating users. The 
resource discovery process can be divided into a resource publication 
process performed by the resource provider, and a resource retrieval 
process performed by the resource requester. We identify four phases in 
the entire resource discovery process:  
1. A resource provider publishes the resource descriptor in order to 
make the resource known to other devices.  
2. A resource requester searches for resources matching a specified 
search criterion. 
3. The resource requester looks up the devices providing the resources.  
4. The resource requester contacts the resource provider in order to 
access a located resource.  
The phases are sequential and connected to each other. Phases 1 and 
2 are connected by the metadata that matches between the resource 
descriptor and the search criterion. Phases 2 and 3 are connected by a 
resource key, for example a hash of the resource name, uniquely 
identifying the resource in the system. Phases 3 and 4 are connected by 
the access information of the resource, for instance in the form of an IP 
address and a port number, or as a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) 
[BFM98]. The phases are independent: a published resource may be 
found in several searches, a search may find several published resources, 
a resource may be available in several devices, and a located resource 
may be accessed several times and in different ways. The access is 
generally not considered as part of resource discovery – the resource 
discovery rather aims to provide the information to make access possible. 
The resource retrieval process is depicted in Figure 2.1. Resource 
discovery systems can be divided into systems providing lookup and 
systems providing search. In the former, phase 2 is omitted and the user 
must know the identity (e.g. the unique name or key) of the resource 
through some external means. For example, in a structured system the 
user may need to search for the key with a separate web search engine, as 
in BitTorrent [BitTorrent]. In the latter, the user knows some properties 
of the desired resource. In those systems, phase 2 and 3 are commonly 
integrated into a single search phase. Unstructured systems allow this 
type of search. The search involves feedback: the user may re-specify the 
search criterion based on the obtained metadata, location and resources. 
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To enable feedback, the found information is presented to the user. The 
search process is successful if the user obtains the desired resource.  
    
Figure 2.1. The resource retrieval process.  
An index is the collection of resource descriptors of several 
resources. An indexing architecture is a resource discovery architecture, 
where the resource descriptors are distributed to nodes other than the 
resource provider. This chapter analyzes the use of indexing in resource 
discovery systems. Before going into the specific study of indexing, we 
present overlay networks, common topologies and basic distribution 
algorithms as a background to the analysis.  
2.1.1 Overlay networks 
An overlay network is a network built on top of another network. It is 
formed when a set of nodes, those running a given application, form a 
network by connecting to each other. The links between nodes in the 
overlay network are logical, and each overlay link can be thought of as a 
path of physical links. Nodes that are neighbors in the overlay network 
are not necessarily neighbors in the physical network. The underlying 
network is transparent from the overlay network’s view and the traffic 
between two nodes in the overlay network is routed using the underlying 
routing protocol. Peer-to-peer systems are based on overlay networks. 
Other uses of overlay networks include adding structure to ad hoc 
networks and implementing application-layer multicast.  
The overlay network can be modeled as a graph G = (V, E), where 
V = {v1, v2, …, vN} is the set of vertices, or nodes, and E = {e1, e2, …, eM} 
is the set of edges, or links, in the graph. The number of nodes in the 
network is denoted by N. Two nodes v, u ∈ V are neighbors if a direct 
link e = (v, u) ∈ E between them exists. The set of neighbors of a node v 
is denoted N(v). The number of neighbors of a node v is the node’s 
degree, d(v) = |N(v)|. Links are usually assumed bidirectional, but in order 
to generalize, we define a bidirectional link as two unidirectional links: 
one per direction. A node v with unidirectional links may have an 
indegree din(v) (the number on links ending at the node) that differs from 
the outdegree dout(v) (the number of links starting from the node) 
User knows
expected attributes
Search criterion
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Key
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Location
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Search
Metadata and key
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[RW95]. To avoid ambiguity, we define that in a directed graph N(v) only 
includes the nodes to which v has a link, whereas d(v) = dout(v). The 
distance dist(v, u) between two nodes v and u is the lowest number of 
links in the graph needed to connect the two nodes. The diameter of a 
network is the largest distance found between two nodes in the network.  
In practice, a link in the overlay network is usually implemented as a 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection. When the User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used instead of TCP, a link is only known at 
the application-layer through the knowledge about the peering node. 
Generally, each link has state information associated with it. Since an 
overlay link is purely conceptual, it is also possible to establish 
temporary links in order to transmit a packet directly between two nodes. 
The typical use of temporary links is to transmit a search reply directly to 
the resource requester without traversing intermediary nodes. For 
example, this method is used in the semi-recursive routing model in 
[JZM+08].  
Since the topology of the overlay network is independent of and non-
coinciding with the underlying network’s topology, routing is often 
inefficient. Nodes that are neighbors in the overlay may be very distant 
physically, and a search operation may require a high number of round 
trips globally. The inefficiencies due to this mismatch between the 
overlay and physical topology have often been neglected as sufficient 
bandwidth has been available in the fixed Internet. The topology 
mismatch makes the effects of an inefficient resource discovery method, 
such as flooding, even more severe. The problem has been recognized 
and methods (e.g. [LZX+03], [LZX+04], and [WIH05]) have been 
developed for modifying the overlay topology to better match the 
physical topology. Especially in ad hoc networks the consideration of the 
physical topology is critical, and emphasized by the low bandwidth, high 
packet loss, changing physical topology, and the effect of collisions on 
the Medium Access Control (MAC) -layer. Overlays designed for ad-hoc 
networks often follow the physical topology to some degree.  
2.1.2 Topologies 
The connections between nodes in a network form the topology. The 
considered network can either be an overlay network or a physical 
network. We now describe some important topologies.  
Random power-law topologies 
Several types of natural networks, including social networks and 
computer networks, are shown to have a power-law distribution of node 
degrees [WS98]. A network whose degree distribution follows a power-
law is referred to as a scale-free network [BA99]. In such a network, the 
probability Π(d) that a node connects to d nodes is Π(d) ∝ d-γ, where the 
exponent γ characteristically is between 2 and 3 [BA99]. The power-law 
distribution implies a high number of low-degree nodes, and a small 
number of high-degree nodes. 
A random topology is created by unstructured systems. As a node 
joins the overlay network, it creates links to a set of known nodes. These 
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nodes may be advertised through some external method (e.g. a www-
page), build into the application, or remembered from previous sessions. 
The joining node may ask the known nodes for the addresses of other 
nodes to which it may connect. Consequently, the topology of the 
network forms rather randomly. The topology is easy to create and 
requires minimal maintenance. It has been demonstrated that the node 
degrees of most unstructured topologies follow a power-law distribution 
[SGG03], although not perfectly. The power-law property of such a 
topology is often self-enforcing: a node with a high degree has a higher 
probability of receiving new connections, i.e. further increasing its degree 
[BA99]. This preferential attachment mechanism is most often associated 
with scale-free networks, although it is only one of several mechanisms 
that can produce power-law networks [LAD+05]. 
Power-law topologies are demonstrated to be robust in the face of a 
random node breakdown [SGG03]. The network diameter of a power-law 
topology is low, improving routing efficiency – the highly-connected 
nodes essentially form a backbone which connects the nodes in the 
network with a small number of hops. The load on high-degree nodes is 
higher than the load of low-degree nodes, so ideally these nodes should 
be the most powerful and well-connected nodes. In most systems high-
degree nodes appear quite randomly without any controlled selection. 
However, Gia [CRB+03] includes a method to adapt the topology so that 
high-capacity nodes have a higher degree and low-capacity nodes are 
within a few hops from a high-capacity node.  
Unit disk graphs 
Another type of random topology is generated when nodes distributed in 
a two-dimensional plane interconnect with nodes within each other’s 
radio coverage. Broadcast networks are often modeled as unit disk 
graphs, where every node is assumed to have an identical radio coverage 
with radius one. A node v has a link to a node u if and only if the 
Euclidean distance between v and u is at most 1. This model is slightly 
over-simplified as the transmission power of practical devices often 
varies. Neither does it consider obstacles and interference [KWZ08]. 
Regardless of these shortcomings, the model is frequently used to model 
ad hoc networks [KMW04].  
Structured topologies 
The above topologies are formed rather randomly or depending on the 
physical restrictions. In an overlay network, any kind of topology can be 
constructed in a controlled way. Well-known topologies in networking 
include rings, stars, trees and fully connected topologies. In these 
topologies it is easy and efficient to send a message to all nodes. These 
can also successfully be used in overlay networks. The difference to 
random topologies is that they require continuous maintenance as nodes 
join and leave. Structured topologies, together with strict data placement 
and actively maintained routing information, are used in a type of peer-
to-peer systems called structured systems, described more thoroughly in 
Section 3.2.  
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2.1.3 Distribution algorithms in random topologies 
Delivering a message to all (or a defined set of) nodes in a random (or 
arbitrary) topology is a common problem with applications in, for 
instance, routing and multicasting. Two basic search algorithms are 
commonly used in random topologies: flooding and random walk. Both 
algorithms allow for several variations.  
Flooding 
Flooding is a simple and popular method to deliver a message to all 
nodes in a network using a breadth-first search. Typical applications for 
flooding include the delivery of routing updates in link state routing 
protocols, including OSPF [Moy94], and locating the destination node in 
reactive routing protocols for ad hoc networks, including AODV 
[PBD03] and DSR [JHM07]. In this work, we are concerned with using 
flooding as a search algorithm whereas the flooded message is a search 
request. Most popular unstructured systems, including Gnutella 
[Gnutella] and Kazaa [Kazaa], use flooding for distributing search 
requests. We call an architecture using global flooding of search requests 
in a random topology a search flooding architecture1.  
In flooding, the resource requester v sends a search request message 
to all its neighbors simultaneously. Each node receiving the message 
processes the message (e.g. by looking for a requested resource in its 
index), and then forwards a copy of the message to all neighbors, except 
the one from which it was received. In order to avoid forwarding the 
same message several times, each message is identified with a unique 
request identity (ID). A node remembers the IDs of the forwarded 
messages, and if the same ID is seen in a received message then the 
received message is discarded before processing and forwarding. 
Flooding is a solid search method: if there is a path from the resource 
requester to a given node, then the request will be delivered. The request 
will reach a given node on the fastest (often shortest) path. However, 
even though the algorithm guarantees that a message will not be 
forwarded twice, it cannot guarantee that the message is not received 
twice. In fact, the more neighbors a node has the more copies of the 
message will it receive.  
In order to reduce the traffic, the maximum number of hops is usually 
limited with a time-to-live (TTL) field TTTL that is initialized to a given 
value TInitialTTL and decreased each time the message is forwarded. When 
TTTL = 0, the message is discarded. For example, Gnutella limits the scope 
of a search request to a maximum of TInitialTTL = 7 hops [RFI02]. The 
disadvantage of this method is that it cannot find resources on a node u 
for which D(v, u) > TInitialTTL. Fortunately, resources are typically well 
replicated in file sharing applications, so a copy can, with reasonable 
probability, be found within the hop limit. Rare resources may still be 
undetected.  
                                                 
1 For clarity we avoid the more common but ambiguous term fully distributed 
architecture as several other architectures can be classified as fully distributed.  
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Iterative deepening [YG02] [BCF+03] (also called expanding ring 
search or adaptive TTL) is a well-known technique where TInitialTTL is 
successively increased until a match has been found or until TInitialTTL 
exceeds a maximum value. The resource requester must wait a defined 
period and observe potential replies before repeating the search with an 
increased TInitialTTL. This increases the search delay but allows all existing 
resources to be found. For resources near the resource requester, the delay 
and message overhead is low. A variant of iterative deepening is 
Hurricane Flooding [JJ07], where the resource requester divides its 
neighbors into groups, and upon each iteration sends the message to one 
group with a TInitialTTL higher than in the previous iteration. In this 
algorithm, the network is searched in a spiral pattern centered in the 
resource requester.  
Flooding has also been extended by forwarding the query only to 
selected neighbors chosen randomly, such as in Modified Random BFS 
[KGZ02] and Normalized Flooding [GMS05], or according to some 
heuristics, such as the number of past results in Directed BFS [YG02], 
similarity of queries in Intelligent Search [KGZ02], or similarity of 
neighbors in [CDN+05]. None of these approaches are able to guarantee 
finding an existing resource.   
Random walk 
Random walk is a message distribution algorithm that, like flooding, can 
be used to distribute a search request in any topology. In random walk, 
the resource requester generates one or several walkers, with TTTL 
initialized to TInitialTTL. A walker is in practice a search message that is 
sent to a randomly chosen neighbor. Each node that receives the walker 
checks its index for matches and forwards the walker to a randomly 
chosen neighbor with a reduced TTTL, excluding the neighbor from which 
the walker was received. The difference to flooding is thus that the search 
is sent only to one neighbor instead of to all. The search can be stopped 
when one or a given number of matches have been found. Otherwise, the 
walker traverses the network until TTTL = 0. The walker may return to an 
already visited node. It has been shown that a walker gravitates toward 
high-degree nodes in a power-law network [ALP+01].  
One major weakness of random walking is the long delay. As nodes 
are visited sequentially, one node at a time, the maximum delay is 
proportional to TInitialTTL. To reduce the delay, several parallel walkers can 
be generated by the resource requester, but this reduces the efficiency as 
the walkers are likely to visit the same nodes. The question how many 
walkers should be generated is difficult as it depends on the network size 
and node connectivity, both of which are unknown by the resource 
requester.  
Walkers can also be replicated during their walk. For example, a 
walker can be split into two walkers each time it is forwarded. This 
allows random walk to adapt to networks of different size: the longer the 
path the more walkers are generated. Overlapping between different 
walkers is still a major problem. The method can be seen as an 
intermediary between pure random walks and flooding, i.e. flooding with 
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a limited number of considered neighbors. In [ZLZ+05] the walkers 
avoid overlapping paths by storing the visited nodes in a Bloom filter. 
However, after the walker has been replicated, the new walkers do not 
communicate and the Bloom filter contains only the nodes visited by the 
other walker before replication.  
Random walks have been applied to unstructured peer-to-peer 
networks in several variations. In [ALP+01] the walker is sent to the 
highest-degree neighbor, utilizing the power-law property of the overlay. 
Freenet [Freenet] uses hints to guide a walker towards nodes with higher 
probability of having the requested resource. Gia [CRB+03] selects the 
highest capacity neighbor for which there is an available token. Gia nodes 
further remember queries, so that when the same query returns to a node, 
it is forwarded to a different node than earlier. Matches reported to the 
resource requester serve as keep-alive messages, indicating that the query 
has not been lost due to topology changes.   
2.2 Related research 
The scalability of search flooding networks has been analyzed in several 
publications. Ripaeanu and Foster [RF02] analyze the Gnutella network 
using packet traces and determine the degree distributions and path 
lengths in Gnutella. Saroiu et al. [SGG02] use a similar method to obtain 
comprehensive statistics about traffic, sessions and shared resources in 
Gnutella. Ritter [Rit01] models the peer-to-peer traffic patterns using a 
tree and concludes that the traffic grows exponentially with the number of 
hops, which causes scalability problems. Schollmeier and Schollmeier 
[SS02] show that this exponential model is too simplified and 
unrealistically pessimistic, partly because it does not consider the finite 
network size.  
As only a few architectures utilize large-scale index distribution (see 
Chapter 3), the number of works modeling and analyzing such 
architectures is low.  
Cooper and Garcia-Molina propose the Search/Index Link (SIL) 
model [CG03] to analyze architectures involving indexing. In this model, 
links are divided into non-forwarding search links, forwarding search 
links, non-forwarding index links, and forwarding index links. 
Forwarding links implement flooding while non-forwarding links 
implement sending over a single hop. A search message is sent on all 
search links starting from the resource requester. A search message 
received over a forwarding search link is forwarded on all search links 
(except for the link on which the message was received), provided that 
this search message has not been forwarded earlier. On a non-forwarding 
search link the message is only sent over a single hop and not forwarded 
by the receiving node. Copies of a node’s local index are distributed 
correspondingly over forwarding and non-forwarding index links, and 
stored in the remote indices of the nodes along the path. Links are 
unidirectional.  
The SIL-model is enhanced by Deng and Lv into a Query/Index Link 
(QIL) model [DL04], with only two types of links: search links and index 
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links. QIL adds an optional parameter to the link that specifies the 
TInitialTTL of a message whose first hop is over this link. This replaces the 
concept of forwarding and non-forwarding links: for a forwarding link 
TInitialTTL = ∞ and for a non-forwarding link TInitialTTL = 1. Graphically 
search links are marked with solid arrows and index links with dashed 
arrows. Figure 2.2 shows a simple example of a network modeled with 
QIL: nodes A and B maintain an index of all resources in the network and 
other nodes can search by querying one of these nodes. 
 
Figure 2.2. Example network modeled with QIL. 
The models allow coverage to be analyzed. The coverage of node v is 
defined in [CG03] as the fraction of nodes in the network that can be 
searched by a query generated by v. In a network with full coverage all 
nodes have a coverage of one. The models can also be used to analyze 
redundancy. A network has redundancy if it contains a link that can be 
removed without reducing the coverage for any node [CG03].  
Both the SIL and QIL models are able to describe most of the 
existing unstructured architectures. Unfortunately, the models only 
consider flooding and single-hop updates as search and index distribution 
algorithms. Architectures utilizing random walks and other less common 
distribution methods cannot be described. Despite this limitation, the 
division into search and index links can be used to model a wider range 
of architectures, provided that the used search and index distribution 
algorithms (if not flooding) are stated explicitly. In this work, we use the 
QIL model to visualize the overlay topology. 
Three index replication strategies are compared in [CS02], which 
shows that a square root allocation minimizes the number of queried 
nodes. A square root allocation refers to an allocation where the number 
of copies of a resource is proportional to the square root of the search 
frequency for this particular resource. The work assumes a search process 
that can pick unvisited random nodes regardless of the topology until the 
resource is found. As the work does not consider how search and 
replication is implemented, it can be considered more of a theoretical 
framework. Neither does it consider the message overhead for replication 
and searching. 
2.3 Our contribution 
In this chapter, we provide methods for modeling and analyzing resource 
discovery systems and the use of indexing in these. Of particular interest 
are such resource discovery systems where centralized components are 
avoided and the load is distributed evenly among the participants.  
Index link
Search link
A B
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In Section 2.4 we define the central concepts and operations in a 
resource discovery system. We define four important properties: 
determinism, complex queries, index allocation invariance and 
uniformity. We specify the parameters modeling a resource discovery 
system and the metrics used to evaluate the performance of a system. We 
discuss the overhead of common distribution algorithms and examine the 
relation between the node degree and the overhead of flooding. We study 
when and how frequently index updates should be generated. We 
evaluate the use of indexing in the basic peer-to-peer architectures and 
the performance implications of centralization. The material is 
unpublished and produced as a reference framework for the rest of this 
work. We also present a simulator developed by the present author. The 
simulator has been published as open source [PONGsim] and is described 
in a technical report [Bei09]. The simulator has been used in other 
projects, including [Soi10]. 
In Section 2.4.9 we construct a model called the Search/Index Space 
for examining the optimal balance between reactive and proactive 
operations in a uniform architecture. We apply the model to analyze how 
the ratio between the frequency of index updates and the frequency of 
search requests determines how reactive and proactive operations are 
optimally combined. In particular, we evaluate when a fully proactive or 
reactive solution is optimal. The model is published in [Bei10] and 
complemented in this work to consider the message size. We further 
apply the model to determine the optimal cluster size in the Parallel Index 
Cluster and Parallel Search Cluster architectures.  
This chapter and the related publications are the sole work of the 
present author. 
2.4 Modeling indexing 
In order to be able to analyze and describe the properties of resource 
discovery systems, we need to model them. In this section, we provide a 
model used in the rest of the work.  
2.4.1 Terms and definitions 
Let us first define some fundamental concepts. Each resource discovery 
system studied in this work is based on an overlay network G = (V, E). 
The overlay network is formed by a set of nodes V and a set of logical 
links E that connect these nodes. The arrangement of links between the 
nodes forms the topology of the overlay network. The links are used for 
transmission of messages. There are four main types of messages: index 
updates, search requests, search replies, and maintenance messages. 
Index updates and search requests are typically one-to-many distributions 
while the search reply is a one-to-one transmission. Some architectures 
send the reply message using a temporary link instead of using the fixed 
links of the overlay network. A temporary link connects two nodes for 
the duration of a single message transmission. Maintenance messages 
may be required in a topology with a defined structure.  
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A new message is generated by a node. The generated message is 
then sent to a set of neighboring nodes. Assuming error-free transmission, 
each of these nodes receives the message. A node may forward a received 
message, whereas the same message or a modified version of the message 
is sent to a set of neighboring nodes. Thus, the term sent message 
includes both generated and forwarded messages. Each node that either 
generates or receives a message is said to process the message. 
Unambiguous definitions of these terms are especially important in 
performance evaluation as these events are counted.  
A subset ℤ of the nodes are resource providers. When a resource 
provider makes a resource available, it creates a resource descriptor 
containing the resource provider’s address and the metadata describing 
the resource. The collection of resource descriptors of node v forms the 
local index ℒv, which describes the resources available at node v. Certain 
architectures, called indexing architectures, distribute the local index of a 
node v, either explicitly or implicitly, to a set of indexing nodes, ℙv. Most 
indexing architectures distribute resource descriptors over a single hop, 
whereas |ℙv| ≤ 1. We call those non-forwarding indexing architectures. In 
a forwarding indexing architecture, the resource descriptor can be 
forwarded multiple times. 
The local index is transported in one or several index updates to the 
indexing nodes. The index distribution algorithm defines the local 
decisions made by a node in order to generate and forward index updates. 
Consequently the indexing nodes ℙv are determined by the index 
distribution algorithm together with the topology. Each node u ∈ ℙv 
stores the resource descriptors of a received index update in its remote 
index ℛu. A node u may therefore, in addition to its local index, maintain 
a remote index ℛu = {ℒw | ∀ w ∈ ℕu} describing resources available at a 
set of indexed nodes ℕu. The index ℐu = ℒu ∪ ℛu of a node u 
consequently contains the entries of the local index and the potential 
remote index. The resource descriptors are maintained in the remote 
index until they are either replaced by new versions of the same resource 
descriptors or explicitly removed. Additionally, most indexing 
architectures remove descriptors that have not been renewed within a 
given expiration time. 
A resource requester v that desires to access a resource formulates a 
search criterion. The search criterion is transported in a search request or 
query to a set of queried nodes ℝv according to the local decisions 
specified by the search algorithm. The query covers the index of a set of 
covered nodes ℍv = ∪u∈ℝv ℕu. When the search request encounters a 
node whose index contains a resource descriptor that satisfies the search 
criterion, a match has been found. A search reply is then generated and 
sent to the resource requester. The search reply may be transported to the 
resource requester over a single logical hop or by traversing the reverse 
path of the search request. 
We call the distribution of a search request or index update to a set of 
node a transaction. Borrowing the terminology from ad hoc networks 
[Fee99], we separate between proactive and reactive transactions. The 
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distribution of index information to ℙ is a proactive transaction while the 
distribution of a search to ℝ is a reactive transaction.  
The rules for forming the topology, the search and index distribution 
algorithms and the other fundamental properties of the overlay together 
constitute the architecture of a resource discovery system.  
2.4.2 Fundamental properties of a resource discovery architecture 
The choice of architecture is largely determined by the properties that are 
required from it. In this section we define the fundamental properties that 
we aim to support in most of our proposed architectures.  
Determinism 
Some resource discovery systems cannot guarantee a resource to be 
found in all searches and by all nodes. Instead, the success is determined 
probabilistically and the results may vary between consecutive searches. 
Jin and Jiang [JJ07] define deterministic search strategies as strategies 
guaranteeing that at least one copy of the resource is found, provided that 
the resource exists in the system. Non-deterministic strategies do not 
provide such guarantees. Non-determinism may be a result of the use of 
randomness, such as forwarding a search request to only a few randomly 
chosen neighbors. It can also be due to a limited search scope, for 
example forwarding a search request only to the few closest neighboring 
nodes. In these cases, the system is non-deterministic by design, because 
even in the lack of external forces the system may not find all matching 
resources. Repeating a search request multiple times in such a system will 
not guarantee finding the resources.  
A different kind of failure is caused by external forces, such as 
message losses or node failures. Because these are independent of the 
system design, we do not take them into account in our classification into 
deterministic and non-deterministic systems. As these are temporary in 
nature, they can be solved by repeating the search. We therefore refine 
the term deterministic system to consider the behavior only in static 
situations. Specifically, in this work, we define a deterministic resource 
discovery system in the following way. 
 
Definition 2.1. An architecture is deterministic if each existing resource, 
after a bounded time after its publication, is found in a bounded time in 
each search performed by each node in a network that is static for the 
duration of the search operation.  
 
This definition allows a bounded time for index distribution and search 
distribution. As a consequence of the definition, a system is considered 
deterministic even if a search fails due to a topology change during the 
short search transaction. In any architecture, a search may fail due to a 
topology change, no matter how well-designed the architecture is. The 
purpose of the definition is to identify architectures that are deterministic 
in the absence of external forces. Unless otherwise stated, we use the 
above definition for the term deterministic. 
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The concept of determinism is related to the concept of full coverage 
defined in [CG03] for networks modeled with SIL. The coverage of a 
node v is defined as the fraction of nodes in the network that can be 
searched, either directly or indirectly, by a query generated by a node v. 
A network has full coverage if the coverage by every node is one. 
Networks with full coverage are deterministic when flooding is the 
distribution method (which is assumed in SIL). When another search 
method, e.g. random walk, is used in a system with full coverage, the 
system is not necessarily deterministic.  
Complex queries 
Resource discovery systems may allow different degrees of complexity in 
defining the search criterion. In the simplest case, each resource is 
identified by one or several keys (e.g. keywords or names). A user locates 
the resource by specifying one of the keys as a search criterion. The key 
must be specified exactly in the same way in the query as in the resource 
publication and only a single key is allowed in a query. Systems based on 
distributed hash tables (DHT), as described later, are fundamentally 
limited to this type of exact-match single-key queries [RM06]. These 
systems implement a mapping from a key to a value (typically the 
address of the resource).  
In practice, users tend to have partial information about the desired 
resource and they submit broad queries [GFB+04].  Many applications 
therefore need to support complex queries. Especially substring searching 
is popular. For example, a user entering the search word “travel” might 
want to obtain resources containing the words “travel”, “travels”, 
“travel’s”, “travelling” (British), “traveling” (American), “traveller” 
(British), “traveler” (American), as well as compounds such as “travel 
tips”. Combinations of several keywords are common: Reynolds and 
Vahdat [RV03] report that 71.5 % of the queries sent to a Web search 
engine contain two or more keywords and over 40% of the queries 
contain three or more keywords.  
In [TP03] the following types of complex queries are identified: 
1. Multi-attribute queries define desired values for several attributes 
and the attributes are combined using a logical operation. Typically, 
the logical and is used and the query matches if each attribute 
matches with the required value. An example multi-attribute query 
locates a device providing printing services and providing color 
prints.  
2. Range queries define a range of values allowed for a given attribute. 
Example range queries locate files larger than a given size, music 
encoded with given bitrates, or services within given geographical 
coordinates.  
3. Aggregation queries combine results from a large number of nodes. 
Examples of aggregation queries are Count, Sum, Maximum, 
Minimum, Average, Median and Top-K [RM06].  
4. Join queries combine records from two tables in a relational 
database. 
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We complement the above list with evaluated queries: 
5. Evaluated queries use an expression to evaluate matches. For 
example, the desired resource can be defined using a regular 
expression.  
The class of evaluated queries has two important subclasses: 
6. Substring queries produce matches with string attributes containing a 
specified substring. Substring queries are popular in file sharing 
applications, where the user can search for files containing a given 
substring in their file name.  
7. Similarity queries produce matches with string attributes similar to a 
specified search string according to some definition. Such queries 
can match with words that are in a different form (e.g. singular vs. 
plural), with words that sound similar, or words containing minor 
spelling mistakes.  
Techniques for supporting certain types of complex queries using 
multiple exact-match single-key queries exist but these currently have 
severe limitations (described in Section 3.2.2). Above all, each technique 
supports only a few types of queries and often a priori knowledge of the 
expected content is required.  
On the other hand, a generic complex query can be based on any 
attribute, any combination of the attributes and any part of an attribute. 
Therefore, to support all types of complex queries without a priori 
knowledge, the whole resource descriptor must be available for matching 
with the search criterion. Searching therefore requires each search request 
to be compared with the index of each resource provider in the system. 
We define the requirement for complex queries in the following way. 
 
Definition 2.2. An architecture supports complex queries if ℍv = ℤ for 
every node v ∈ V, where ℤ are the resource providers and ℍv are the 
nodes whose indices are covered by searches of v. 
Index allocation invariance 
A system must reduce stale resource descriptors, i.e. resource 
descriptions containing aged information or referring to a non-existent 
resource, as they consume storage, cause false matches and give the user 
incorrect information. If several versions of an entry exist in the system, a 
querying node is not able to determine whether an obtained resource 
descriptor is the most recent one unless the search is guaranteed to cover 
all indices in the system. A system allowing a high share of stale 
descriptors must explicitly check the validity of the resource descriptor 
on resource access. Still it may not be deterministic as it may miss 
potential matches. To reduce stale resource descriptors, the validity time 
of the index must be short and the index often refreshed. This is not 
enough to guarantee determinism.  
In order to avoid stale resource descriptors, the set of indexing nodes 
ℙv must be invariant: consecutive updates of a resource descriptor must 
reach the same indexing nodes. This ensures that all remote indices are 
correctly updated with a modified or removed resource descriptor. We 
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define the requirement of index allocation invariance in the following 
way.  
 
Definition 2.3. An architecture is index allocation invariant if the set of 
indexing nodes ℙv and ℙv’ in two consecutive index updates performed 
by a node v always are the same (i.e. ℙv = ℙv’) in a static network. If njoin 
nodes join and nleave nodes leave between two consecutive updates, the 
number of nodes changed in the set of indexing nodes must be |ℙv ∆ ℙv’| 
≤ nleave + njoin, where ∆ denotes symmetric difference.  
Uniformity 
Borrowing from the terminology of ad hoc networking [Fee99], we 
define uniform architectures in the following way. 
 
Definition 2.4. An architecture is uniform if there is no distinction in the 
roles of nodes.  
 
In uniform indexing architectures, all nodes participate in indexing. As a 
consequence of the lack of specific roles, the indexing load is typically 
distributed equally among the nodes. A stronger definition requires that 
the number of indexed nodes |ℕv| is approximately similar for each node 
v in the network.  
 
Definition 2.5. An architecture has uniform index allocation if the 
number of indexed nodes |ℕv| is similar (within reasonable limits) for 
each node v in the overlay network.  
2.4.3 Network model parameters 
The performance of a resource discovery architecture is dependent on 
several input parameters that describe the modeled network and usage. 
We model the network using a selected set of parameters that contribute 
significantly to the performance and that can be measured. These input 
parameters are expressed as network-wide averages. The central 
parameters used in this work are listed in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Input parameters.  
Parameter Symbol Description 
Network size N The number of nodes in the system. 
Degree D The average node degree. 
Frequency of 
generated search 
messages 
fs The average number of generated search 
messages per node per time unit. 
Frequency of 
generated index 
messages 
fi The average number of generated index 
update messages per node per time unit. 
Frequency of 
generated messages 
f f = fs + fi. 
Search/index ratio r r = fs / fi. 
Churn frequency fchurn The average number of nodes joining the 
network per time unit. As we assume that 
the long-term network size is constant, this 
is also the average number of nodes 
leaving per time unit.  
Replication Rreplication The percentage of nodes that have 
identical copies of a resource. Each 
resource is assumed to be replicated to the 
same number of nodes.  
Size of a search 
message 
Ss The average size of a search message. 
Size of an index 
message 
Si The average size of an index update 
message. The size varies largely as it 
depends on the number of resources 
contained in the message and the level of 
detail in the descriptions. 
 
2.4.4 Performance metrics 
A performance metric is used to evaluate the performance of a system as 
a function of the input parameters. We divide the metrics into traffic 
metrics, quality metrics and transaction metrics.  
Traffic metrics 
Traffic metrics describe the frequency of events. Events include 
generating, sending, forwarding, and receiving messages. The events can 
be measured either as a count of messages or as a count of bytes per time 
unit. Message types related to resource discovery include search requests, 
search replies, index updates, and overlay maintenance messages. 
Furthermore, the traffic can be measured on a per-node basis or as a 
network-wide average. Although a simulator typically produces all these 
metrics, we need to select a subset for evaluating the performance.  
As we aim to evaluate the algorithms and architectures independently 
of the implementation details and the protocol design, we measure the 
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message frequency instead of the bandwidth. An estimate of the 
bandwidth can then be calculated by multiplying the message frequency 
with the average packet size, once the packet size is determined. The 
packet size depends on the packet format, data encoding, protocol 
overhead and the number of included resources. For example, a 
significantly higher packet size results from transporting data in the text-
based SIP protocol than using a binary protocol. Multiplying the message 
frequency with the message size only gives an estimate of the bandwidth, 
as the size of different packet types can vary, but within a given type of 
transaction (search or index update) the variation is relatively small.  
Assuming error-free transmission, the network-wide number of sent 
messages equals the network-wide number of received messages. 
Therefore, it is irrelevant which metric is used for measuring the 
network-wide traffic. From the view of a single node, the numbers of 
received and sent messages differ. We prefer counting the received 
messages rather than sent messages, as it gives a simple load indicator. 
The motivation is that each received message has to be processed 
separately (e.g. with an index lookup), while sending a message (e.g. with 
flooding) duplicates the same message to several neighbors. 
In our analysis we ignore the messaging for reporting the search 
results. The number of reports depends on the number of matches and the 
size of a report depends on the number of matches on a given node. These 
are unrelated to the performance of a search or index distribution 
algorithm. In most cases, as we study unstructured systems, there are no 
overlay maintenance messages.  
When not explicitly indicated, the used traffic metrics are network-
wide averages. However, in some cases we present the node perspective, 
which represents the performance as experienced by the end user. 
Especially in non-uniform indexing architectures, nodes are typically 
assigned different roles and the performance experienced by different 
nodes varies widely. The performance can then be evaluated as averages 
for each role separately. In examining the degree of uniformity, the 
maximum, the minimum and the variation of a metric are interesting in 
addition to the average.  
The used traffic metrics are defined in Table 2.2.  
Battery consumption is not considered separately in this work, but 
the consumption resulting from network access is assumed to be 
proportional to the sum F + f. 
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Table 2.2. Traffic metrics.  
Parameter Symbol Description 
Frequency of 
received search 
messages 
Fs  The number of search messages received 
by a node per time unit.  
Frequency of 
received index 
messages 
Fi  The number of index messages received by 
a node per time unit.  
Frequency of 
received index 
messages 
Fm The number of maintenance messages 
received by a node per time unit. 
Frequency of 
received messages 
F  The total number of messages received by 
a node per time unit. 
Search load Ls The number of search messages processed 
(generated or received) by a node per time 
unit.  
Index load Li The number of index messages processed 
(generated or received) by a node per time 
unit.  
Maintenance load Lm The number of maintenance messages 
processed (generated or received) by a 
node per time unit. 
Load L The total number of messages processed 
(generated or received) by a node per time 
unit. 
 
As both load and message frequencies are commonly used in 
literature, we include both as metrics. We define the index load and 
search load based on the definitions in [CG06].  
 
Definition 2.6. The search load is the average number of search messages 
processed by a node per time unit. This includes messages originating 
from the node itself, corresponding to searching the local index:  
sss fFL += . (2.1) 
Definition 2.7. The index load is the average number of index messages 
processed by a node per time unit. The index load is the sum of received 
index messages and generated index messages: 
iii fFL += . (2.2) 
As load can be derived from the frequency of generated messages and the 
frequency of received messages we do not indicate it separately. 
Transaction metrics 
Transaction metrics describe the cost and the scope of a single transaction 
for a given distribution algorithm. A transaction is either a search 
distribution or an index distribution. Network-wide averages are used to 
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reduce the dependence of a given node’s location in the network. The 
used transaction metrics are defined in Table 2.3.  
Table 2.3. Transaction metrics.  
Parameter Symbol Description 
Search message 
count 
Ms Number of message transmissions in the 
network resulting from a single search 
operation, provided that all matching 
resources are found.  
Index message 
count 
Mi Number of message transmissions in the 
network resulting from a single index 
update.  
Search visit count Ns Number of nodes (other than the requester) 
contacted in a search operation. 
Index visit count Ni Number of nodes (other than the resource 
provider) storing the index of a node. 
 
Quality metrics 
Quality metrics describe the satisfaction of the user. The quality metrics 
used in this work are presented in Table 2.4.  
Table 2.4. Quality metrics.  
Parameter Symbol Description 
Search delay Ts  The average time to discover a unique 
resource located at a random node in the 
network. This delay is the typical latency 
experienced by the user.  
Full search delay 
sT
)
  The time to search all indices in the 
system. This is also the maximum delay to 
find a given resource located at a random 
node.  
Full index 
distribution delay 
iT
)
  The time to distribute an index update to 
all indexing nodes. This delay determines 
the time from a resource being published 
to that the resource can be found in any 
search.  
Success ratio Rsuccess  The ratio of the number of found matches 
to the number of existing matching 
resources. A ratio below one implies that 
the user cannot be satisfied on all searches.  
 
If the success ratio is below one, the user cannot be satisfied in all 
searches. As this work studies resource discovery algorithms that are 
deterministic according to Definition 2.1, we require a success ratio of 
Rsuccess = 1 in a static system. In real systems both resources and nodes are 
dynamically added and removed. Even if the system is deterministic 
according to our definition, a search may fail if the resource is removed 
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during the search distribution (Ts > 0) or if the search is performed before 
the index distribution is completed (Ti > 0). We require a measured 
success ratio over 99%.  
The delay is affected by the packet size, the underlying topology and 
the link delays. To give a more generic view of the performance, free 
from these assumptions, we measure the delay with a fixed link delay 
Tlink independent of the packet size. The delay can be linearly scaled to 
take other link delays and an average message size into account.   
The index distribution delay has only a marginal effect on the 
perceived performance, since it is unlikely that a newly published 
resource is immediately requested. Generally it is possible to use slower 
methods for index distribution than for search distribution. Nevertheless, 
the index distribution delay must be within reasonable limits not to affect 
the success ratio. While an excessive search delay only lowers the user 
satisfaction, an excessive index update delay may cause searches for the 
resource to fail even though the resource exists in the system.  
2.4.5 Overhead 
We define the central concepts of overhead of a distribution algorithm in 
the following way.  
 
Definition 2.8. The search overhead of a search algorithm is defined as 
Ωs = Ms / Ns. 
 
Definition 2.9. The index distribution overhead of an index distribution 
algorithm is defined as Ωi = Mi / Ni. 
 
In an optimal distribution algorithm, each node receives a distributed 
message only once. Delivering a search message to Ns receivers can 
therefore optimally be performed with Ms = Ns transmissions, i.e. Ωs = 1. 
 
Definition 2.10. A search distribution algorithm is optimal if Ωs = 1. An 
index distribution algorithm is optimal if Ωi = 1.  
 
The traffic metrics and transaction metrics are related. Let us show 
the relationship between metrics by considering a single type of message: 
search messages. Each node generates search messages at an average 
frequency fs. As each search message is distributed to Ms nodes, and no 
message is assumed to be lost, each node v give rise to  
ssvs MfF =,   (2.3) 
receptions of search messages. As the network contains N nodes, each 
producing search messages at the frequency of fs, the total number of 
search message receptions in the network is 
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ssNv vsnetworks
MNfFF ==∑ = ..1 ,,  . (2.4) 
The network-wide number of received search messages must equal the 
network-wide number of sent search messages. The average frequency of 
received search messages per node is then 
ssnetworkss MfNFF == /,  , (2.5) 
which is proportional to the search frequency.  
The number of message transmissions depends on the overhead. 
Inserting Definition 2.8 into (2.5) gives 
ssssss NfMfF Ω==  . (2.6) 
Equation (2.6) can also be rewritten as 
ss
s
s
Nf
F
=Ω  , (2.7) 
giving a convenient way to determine overhead with simulations. The 
corresponding equation can be applied to index distribution as well. The 
total traffic (assuming Fm=0) in the network can be determined as 
 iiisssiissis NfNfMfMfFFF Ω+Ω=+=+=  . (2.8) 
In most deterministic distribution algorithms, Ns and Ni can be described 
as functions of N. The overheads are typically constant and specific to the 
distribution algorithm and topology. This allows optimizing the network 
for given search/index ratios.   
2.4.6 Overhead of distribution algorithms 
An overhead of Ω = 1 is achievable in certain structured topologies, for 
example rings, stars and fully connected topologies. In the lack of a 
structure, the efficiency is reduced. The standard distribution algorithms 
for random topologies, flooding and random walks, are far from optimal. 
Practical systems therefore often reduce the overhead by reducing the 
determinism.  
Flooding 
In flooding without TTL limitations, each node in the network forwards a 
message exactly once. After the first copy is received, other copies of the 
same message are ignored. A message forwarded by node v is sent to 
d(v)-1 neighbors, where d(v) is the degree of v. Therefore each node v 
causes d(v)-1 messages to be received by other nodes.  
 
Hypothesis 2.1. The search overhead of flooding in a network consisting 
of nodes vi (i=1…Ns) with an average degree of D is 
11)(
1
−=−==Ω ∑ Dvd
NN
M
i
i
ss
s
s . (2.9) 
To test this hypothesis we perform a simulation of a network with 1000 
nodes and a varying average degree. For each scenario, we simulate 10 
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different artificially generated random power-law topologies, each with 
1000 searches, and the results are averaged. The experimental results 
presented in Table 2.5 confirm our hypothesis with a maximum error of 
1.5%. 
 Table 2.5. Overhead of flooding.  
D Ns Ms Ωs Expected Ωs 
4 999 2982 2.9850 3 
6 999 4960 4.9650 5 
8 999 6930 6.9369 7 
10 999 8892 8.9009 9 
12 999 10846 10.8569 11 
14 999 12792 12.8048 13 
 
Gnutella [Gnutella], which is commonly used as a reference, had an 
average degree of D = 5.50 in October 2000 [LCC+02]. Lv et al. 
[LCC+02] found through simulation on the actual Gnutella topology of 
October 2000 that a node, on average, receives the same query 4.5 times, 
thus Ωs ≈ 4.5 = D - 1, which is in line with our hypothesis.  
Decreasing the degree reduces the traffic but increases the network 
diameter (and consequently the search delay) and the risk of network 
partitioning. It is also difficult to reduce the degree in a controlled way: 
the lack of coordinated topology maintenance unavoidably creates a 
power-law network with a high degree for some nodes. A typical 
approach to reduce the overhead is to limit the maximum number of hops 
a query is forwarded using a TTL value. This reduces the set of queried 
nodes Ns to a subset of all the nodes N. As the coverage is reduced, the 
system becomes non-deterministic. To obtain full coverage, the TTL can 
be gradually increased until the whole network is covered. The various 
techniques of iterative deepening, including Hurricane Flooding [JJ07], 
are therefore deterministic. The other improvements to flooding presented 
in Section 2.1.3 are non-deterministic.  
Random walk 
Also random walk reduces the number of messages at the cost of a 
reduced coverage. If the resource requester generates a single walker with 
an initial TTL of TInitialTTL, then the number of examined nodes is 
Ns ≤ TInitialTTL because of the possibility of visiting the same node multiple 
times. The number of messages caused by the search is Ms = TInitialTTL. 
Therefore Ωs ≥ 1. For a small TInitialTTL, revisiting occurs infrequently, and 
Ns ≈ TInitialTTL, i.e. Ωs ≈ 1. To cover all N nodes with a given probability, 
TInitialTTL >> N, whereas the fraction of repeated visits increases 
significantly. If Nwalkers parallel walkers are generated by the resource 
requester, the number of examined nodes is Ns ≤ NwalkersTInitialTTL. While 
the delay is reduced, the number of messages is still Ms = NwalkersTInitialTTL, 
thus Ωs ≥ 1. The nodes covered by different walkers overlap especially 
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for a large Nwalkers as all walkers start at the same location. The problem is 
that a walker cannot know which nodes have been visited by the other 
walkers. The walkers could regularly communicate by sending messages 
through the resource requester; however, this extra communication 
creates additional overhead. 
Random walk is a non-deterministic search method [JJ07]. In basic 
random walk it is impossible to guarantee that all nodes are covered by 
the search, but increasing TInitialTTL and Nwalkers increases the probability 
that most nodes are covered. Unfortunately, this increases 
Ωs significantly. Because the non-deterministic behavior, we do not 
consider random walk in its basic form in this work. However, in Section 
3.4 we provide extensions to guarantee finding all resources.  
2.4.7 Frequency of index updates 
We categorize systems into push and pull types depending on the party 
initializing and controlling the distribution of index updates. Indexing in 
today’s peer-to-peer networks is mainly of the push type, where the index 
update is initiated by the resource provider. Search engines use a pull 
type of index updating: the indexing node itself controls the collection of 
index information, for instance, through a web crawler. Generally, push 
type index distribution gives better performance and freshness since the 
distribution is initialized when a resource has changed and the frequency 
of periodical updating can be low. Pull type index distribution is used in 
search engines partially because the web servers do not support push 
updates and cannot be aware of all search engines. Pull type index 
distribution also allows the indexing node to control the update 
frequency. However, the inability to detect when resources have changed 
leads to long update delays, inaccurate index information, and 
unnecessary index transfers. In this work, we only study the push type of 
updates.  
A single update message may contain updates to several resource 
descriptors. The size of an update message is typically limited to a 
maximum number of resources, Rm. A full update of all Rn resources 
available at a node therefore requires Rn / Rm messages. Including Rm 
resources in a message increases the message size less than Rm times the 
original size, since the headers typically use a large fraction of the 
message.  
We distinguish between event-driven and periodical updating of 
index information [MBB06]. Event-driven updating generates an index 
update describing all or part of its shared resources in the following 
situations:  
1. Entry index updates are generated when a node joins the system. The 
local index of the joining node is distributed using one or several 
index update messages. A node generates these messages at an 
average frequency fi,entry, which depends on the churn rate fchurn of the 
network and the number of resources published per message. As fchurn 
is a network-wide parameter and fi,entry is node specific, the 
relationship is fi,entry = fchurn Rn / (RmN), where N is the number of 
nodes in the network.   
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2. A modification index update is generated when a new shared 
resource becomes available, a resource is modified or when a 
resource is removed. Only the modified resource descriptor is 
included. A node generates these updates at an average frequency 
fi,modification, which depends on the user’s behavior. The modification 
index update frequency can be assumed proportional to the size of 
the node’s local index. 
3. An exit index update is generated when a node leaves the system to 
inform that all resources of the node are removed. A single indication 
removes all resource descriptors without explicitly listing them. In a 
stable system the long term frequency of nodes leaving equals the 
frequency of nodes joining, and we use the churn rate fchurn for both. 
In practice, a fraction pfail of the nodes fail without sending exit index 
updates. A node therefore generates exit index updates at a frequency 
fi,exit = (1-pfail)fchurn/N. 
Periodical updating adds a fourth type of update: 
4. Periodical index updates are required by systems where the index 
entries age. Aging prevents stale information left by, for example, a 
node leaving the system without sending an explicit exit index update 
or when this update is lost due to an error or topological change. 
Periodical index updates further allow nodes that were off-line 
during the entry index update or modification index update to receive 
the update later. Index entries are typically refreshed at a system 
specific frequency adjusted to balance the amount of traffic and the 
risk of stale index information. As the index can be divided between 
several messages, the frequency depends on the number of resources 
of the node. A node therefore generates periodical index updates at a 
variable frequency fi,refresh = frefresh,resourceRn / Rm, where frefresh,resource is 
the constant frequency of updating a specific resource. Alternatively, 
fi,refresh can be kept constant, whereas refreshing Rn resources requires 
Rn / Rm update rounds with a variable resource specific update 
frequency of frefresh,resource =  fi,refreshRm / Rn. A constant index update 
frequency is motivated when the index updates have additional 
functions, such as topology maintenance.  
Often, both event-driven and periodical updating is used. This 
combines the responsiveness of event-driven updating with the reliability 
of periodical updating. The total frequency of index updates generated by 
a node is fi = fi,entry + fi,exit + fi,modification + fi,refresh. It depends on the 
frequency of modifying resources, the churn rate, and the implementation 
parameters. As we discuss later in this chapter, the ratio r between the 
search frequency fs and the index update frequency fi is an important 
parameter determining the best architecture for a given system. 
Unfortunately, both fs and fi are difficult to estimate in advance.  
2.4.8 Common indexing architectures 
The taxonomy [RM06] divides resource discovery architectures into three 
categories depending on the use of indexing:  
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1. In local indexing the nodes only store their own local index and no 
index distribution is used. All nodes must therefore be queried 
separately (Ns = N - 1, Ni = 0). The most common of this type of 
architecture is the search flooding architecture (also called fully 
distributed or pure architecture), where the topology is (nearly) 
random power-law and flooding is used as the search algorithm. All 
links are search links. The architecture is uniform. This architecture 
is depicted using QIL in Figure 2.3 (a). 
2. In centralized indexing, the indices of all nodes are transferred to a 
single centralized node as depicted in Figure 2.3 (b). Each node has a 
search link and an index link to the centralized node. For the 
centralized node Ns = 0 and Ni = 0 while for the other nodes Ns = 1 
and Ni = 1. This concentrates the entire load on the centralized node, 
whose capacity limits the scalability of the system. Centralized 
indexing is therefore, by definition, non-uniform. Even in a 
centralized architecture the index may be replicated to or divided 
between several nodes, for which various strategies have been 
proposed in [SG03]. Conceptually the architecture is still centralized 
and an ordinary node sees the server cluster as a single centralized 
server.  
3. In distributed indexing, the load of indexing is distributed between 
several nodes. Only a subset of the nodes are queried (0 ≤ Ns ≤ N-1, 
0 < Ni ≤ N-1). 
Most current solutions use distributed indexing, which can further be 
divided into several subcategories. 
Centralization 
The most common distributed indexing architecture is a two-layer 
hierarchical architecture, usually called semi-centralized architecture or 
super-peer architecture. The semi-centralized architecture divides nodes 
into C clusters (1 ≤ C ≤ N), where each cluster contains one indexing 
node, called a super-peer or super-node. The other nodes are called 
ordinary nodes. Each ordinary node is connected with a search link and 
an index link to the super-node in their cluster, as depicted in Figure 2.3 
(c). The ordinary node transfers its local index to the super-node 
(Ni,ON = 1) while the super-node does not distribute its index (Ni,SN = 0). 
The super-nodes are interconnected with search links, usually in a 
random power-law topology. Searching is performed by distributing the 
search request to each super-peer in the network with flooding. A 
searching ordinary node generates Ns,ON = C messages while a searching 
super-node generates Ns,SN = C-1 messages. The architecture essentially 
forms a hierarchy, where the super-nodes form the upper layer and 
ordinary nodes form the lower layer.  
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Figure 2.3. (a) Search flooding, (b) centralized, and (c) semi-centralized 
architectures modeled with QIL.  
The fraction of the nodes being super-nodes is C/N and ordinary 
nodes (N-C)/N. Applying Equation (2.8) to both these groups of nodes, 
we obtain 
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This is an increasing function of C when the derivate dF/dC is positive: 
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In these situations, F is minimized at the lowest allowed value C=1, 
whereas the architecture is centralized. Only in the rare situation that 
index updates are very frequent compared to search requests, and the 
network is small, a centralized solution is non-optimal. In that particular 
case, F is a decreasing function of C, whereas F is minimized at C’s 
maximum allowed value C=N.  
Centralization thus generally improves the scalability from the 
network perspective, and the lowest traffic is generated in a centralized 
system. The lower the number of super-nodes, the less traffic is 
generated, and since fewer nodes need to be queried also the search delay 
is reduced.  
For C = 1, the semi-centralized architecture reduces to centralized 
indexing, whereas the traffic is 
(a) (c)(b)
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( ) ( )NfNfF is 1111 −+−=  . (2.13) 
Note that the term (1-1/N) indicates the fraction of ordinary nodes, 
i.e. those nodes that need to transport their index and search requests with 
a single message. The centralized node itself generates no messages for 
its index updates and search requests. On the other hand, for C = N the 
semi-centralized architecture reduces to a search flooding architecture: 
( ) sssss NfNfF Ω=−Ω= 1  . (2.14) 
While the network perspective favors centralization, the node 
perspective prefers distribution. Assuming searches are uniformly 
generated among the nodes, the frequency of generated search messages 
in the network in total is Nfs. In the semi-centralized architecture, the 
frequency of the search messages received by an ordinary node is 
Fs,on = 0 while the corresponding frequency of a super-node is 
Fs,sn = NfsΩs. Whereas an ordinary node in a semi-centralized architecture 
does not receive any search messages from other nodes, a super-node 
receives all search requests of the network and stores a large index. It 
does not benefit from the improved network-wide efficiency. At the same 
time, the capacity of the ordinary nodes is unused.  
Concentrating indices in a few nodes results in some nodes being 
bottlenecks for scalability. Assuming a message handling capacity of 
Fmax,v messages per time unit of super-node v, this node can operate in 
networks with at most Nmax nodes, where 
ssv fFN Ω= /max,max  . (2.15) 
In the semi-centralized architecture, the search capacity of the system 
does not increase as new super-nodes are added since all queries must be 
distributed to all super-nodes. When the capacity of the weakest node is 
exceeded, all queries cannot be processed and the system becomes non-
deterministic. Thus, the maximum number of nodes in the system is  
ssC fFFFN Ω= /),...,,min( max,2max,1max,max . (2.16) 
Typically the super-nodes are selected rather randomly among the 
eligible nodes (having adequate bandwidth and no NAT-restrictions). The 
large difference between super-nodes and ordinary-nodes creates an 
incentive problem, which may discourage a node from becoming a super-
node. The larger the network, the larger the difference in load between 
ordinary nodes and super-nodes. Therefore, semi-centralized 
architectures are mainly suitable for systems where nodes with 
substantially higher capacity exist and can be identified, where there is a 
clear third-party providing the system, or where there are additional 
rewards for centralized nodes. Moreover, centralization introduces critical 
points of failure – the centralized nodes must be more reliable and longer 
available than other nodes since they maintain the index of several nodes. 
Parallel Index Clusters and Parallel Search Clusters 
In their work [CG03] on the Search/Index link model, Cooper and 
Garcia-Molina propose two new architectures, Parallel Index Clusters 
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(PIC) and Parallel Search Clusters (PSC), which use a defined topology 
but with arbitrary placement of index information. In the PIC 
architecture, nodes are divided into C clusters. Index links connect all 
nodes within the cluster. For the index links, PIC can use any topology 
that guarantees distribution of index information from all nodes to all 
nodes within the cluster. Suitable topologies include rings, stars and 
random topologies with flooding. The index overhead depends on the 
chosen topology and distribution method. Each node has a search link to 
at least one node in each cluster. Thus, to search for a resource, at least 
one node in each cluster is queried (Ns = C) and consequently the indices 
of all nodes are accessed. Ideally, only one node in each cluster is queried 
whereas Ωs = 1. On average, Ni = N/C.   
 
Figure 2.4. A (a) PIC network and a (b) PSC network modeled with QIL.  
The PSC architecture works in a similar way, but with search and 
index links interchanged. The local index is distributed to one node in 
each cluster: Ni = C. Ideally, Ωi = 1. In searching, each node in the local 
cluster is queried. On average, Ns = N/C. Figure 2.4 depicts a PSC 
network and a PIC network using QIL in subfigures (a) and (b), 
respectively. Clusters are indicated with dotted circles2.  
2.4.9 Simulator for overlay networks 
We develop a simulator, PONGsim (Python Overlay Network Graphical 
Simulator) [PONGsim], that implements the described modeling 
framework. This section gives a brief presentation of the simulator with 
which the architectures in this work are evaluated. We focus on 
presenting how the simulator relates to the modeling framework. For a 
technical presentation we refer to [Bei09].  
Our simulator is a discrete-event simulator. In a discrete-time 
simulator (also called event-driven simulator) future events are scheduled 
using a queue ordered according to the time when the event takes place. 
The simulator picks the first-occurring event from the queue, advances 
the simulated time to the time of the event and performs the action related 
to the scheduled event [JBS92]. Each event may give rise to new future 
events. Typically events correspond to receiving a message or performing 
the actions of an expired timer.  
                                                 
2 The notation for indicating clusters is not defined by QIL but rather included for 
clarity. 
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The simulator is implemented using the Python language, with the 
reasoning that the time won by faster prototyping of new algorithms is 
larger than the time lost by slower execution in an interpreted language. 
The simulator is implemented as a generic framework with a modular 
structure to allow using it in a wide range of purposes. To support 
development and debugging of algorithms, the simulator supports a 
graphical mode and the possibility to control the simulation speed and 
examine node properties and messages. For running multiple scenarios in 
sequence, the simulator provides a faster batch mode, with a common 
queue for scheduling parallel simulation across multiple processors or 
processor cores. The simulator allows collecting statistical information 
using several tools, and performs averaging across multiple instances of a 
simulated scenario. After all defined scenarios are performed the 
simulator can collect the results into tables showing the effect of various 
input parameters on the examined metrics. Scenarios are defined in 
scenario files as collections of parameters together with their values. The 
simulator allows specifying value ranges for repeating a simulation with 
all combinations of values of the defined parameters.  
The simulator implements the following models: 
• Application model. Each simulated node runs an application, which 
implements the behavior of the node and, in particular, the reactions 
to events from other simulator models. The application defines how 
received messages are processed, how timer expirations are handled, 
how the node connects to other nodes and how the node reacts to 
events of the user including search requests and resource 
modifications. The simulator comes with applications for standard 
algorithms including flooding, random walks, and PIC. 
• SIL model. A particular feature of our simulator is that it allows 
defining the topology and message forwarding using the SIL or QIL 
models. The topology is then specified using search and index links 
with a TTL defining the forwarding properties. Additionally 
temporary links (e.g. representing UDP messages) can be modeled. 
The SIL/QIL model supports three classes of messages: index 
updates, search requests and generic messages (including e.g. search 
replies and maintenance messages). The model specifies the 
processing of messages using flooding (forwarding links) or one-hop 
updates (non-forwarding links). The simulator also allows extending 
the SIL/QIL models further to generalize for other forwarding 
behavior using the underlying search/index link topology. The 
application can then decide the neighbors to which a message is 
forwarded and modify the TTL. This allows search methods like 
random walks to be implemented.  
• Topology model. The topology defines the links connecting nodes. A 
separate topology generator allows various topologies to be specified, 
including fully connected, random power-law, and ring topologies. 
Power-law networks are generated based on the method proposed by 
Barabási and Réka [BA99], which generates power-law topologies 
with the exponent γ = 2.9 ± 0.1. At each step, a new node is added 
with k links from the new node to k different existing nodes. The 
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probability Π(vi) that a new link is established to a node vi is 
Π(vi) = d(vi) / Σj d(vj). Since each step increases the degree of two 
nodes by one, the topology generator can generate topologies with an 
even average degree given as parameter. The simulator also includes 
a modified version of this algorithm which additionally can produce 
fractional and odd average node degrees.  
• Resource model. The resource model simulates the user-related 
resource events by controlling the generation of searches, and the 
addition and the removal of resources. Search requests are generated 
at exponentially distributed random intervals with the intensity λs = fs. 
The requested resource is selected from the resources currently 
existing in the system using a uniform or a Zipf distribution. For the 
Zipf distribution, the query rate of the ith most popular resource is 
proportional to i-α with the parameter α controlling the skewness. 
Resources are added to the system at exponentially distributed 
random intervals with the intensity λr = fr and remain in the system an 
exponentially distributed random interval Tr = Nresources / λr 
determined using Little’s law to keep the number of resources at a 
given average level Nresources. The location of resources can be 
uniformly random or selected using a Zipf distribution. The 
application model is notified with events from the resource model and 
can, depending on implementation, react by generating modification 
index updates. Additionally the application can issue periodical index 
updates. The resource module follows a search request through the 
system and collects statistics about, for example, the success ratio 
Rsuccess and search delay Ts.  
• Churn model. Nodes can be created and destroyed during the 
simulation time to simulate churn. To these events the application can 
respond by updating the overlay topology and generating entry and 
exit index updates. The simulator also defines an initial topology. 
• Delay model. In addition to fixed and uniformly random link delays, 
the simulator can import delays from a matrix of pair-wise delays 
stored in a file. In particular, this allows mapping simulated nodes to 
measured nodes, for instance, obtained from delay measurements 
between DNS servers using the King method [GSG02].  
Additionally, the simulator provides support functions for interfacing 
nodes with other components and provides control for the graphical 
interface, logging, simulator performance monitoring and error handling.  
Collection of statistics is started after a specified settling period. The 
simulator finishes when given stop criteria are satisfied, for instance, after 
a given time or a given number of generated search requests. The 
simulator collects three types of statistics: snapshots, node-specific 
statistics and simulator-wide statistics. Snapshots are generated 
periodically to examine global state at different points in time, for 
example, the load distribution between nodes. Node-specific statistics are 
available per node, but typically the average, maximum value, minimum 
value, or sum of all nodes is evaluated. The node-specific statistics can be 
divided by the simulation time (excluding the settling period) to obtain 
the frequencies Fi, Fs, Li and Ls. Simulator-wide statistics include 
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information not related to specific nodes, such as the number of links in 
the network.  
2.5 Analyzing uniform indexing architectures 
As we have seen, the lowest traffic and delay is normally obtained with a 
centralized system. However, this represents an extremely non-uniform 
architecture. To balance the indexing load, all nodes in the system must 
participate in indexing and each node must index a roughly equal number 
of nodes. To balance the search load, different resource requesters contact 
a different set of indexing nodes. Further, to support complex queries and 
guarantee deterministic behavior in an unstructured system, a search 
request must be compared with all resource descriptors in the system.  
Both index distribution and searching involves distribution of a 
message to several nodes. Index distribution is a proactive transaction, 
i.e. it is performed before the resource is requested, while the search is a 
reactive transaction performed as a consequence of the resource request. 
In order to reduce the search traffic, the number of queried nodes must be 
reduced. At the same time, the index load must be minimized. This 
section studies how the balance between reactive and proactive 
operations is adjusted to minimize message overhead.  
2.5.1 The Search/Index Space model 
To model searching and indexing in uniform architectures, we introduce a 
model called the Search/Index Space. The model, originally published in 
[Bei10], is here slightly extended to account for non-optimal search and 
index distribution algorithms. The purpose of the model is to illustrate 
and analyze the balance between searching and indexing. The model 
describes architectures that are (1) deterministic, (2) uniform, and (3) 
support complex queries.  
We assume that every node in the system can be a resource provider. 
Each node v distributes its local index to a set of indexing nodes ℙv. 
Consequently, a node w stores the index of a set of indexed nodes 
ℕw = {v | w ∈ ℙv}. A search request sent by node v reaches a set of 
queried nodes ℝv and locates all resources provided by the nodes ℍv = 
∪v∈ℝ ℕv. In order to guarantee finding all matching resources, the search 
must reach the index of all nodes. Thus, if the network consists of the set 
of nodes V, the requirement is ℍv = V for all v ∈ V. Our goal is to 
minimize the sizes |ℙv| and |ℝv| of the sets while still fulfilling the above 
requirement.  
Continuous model 
The Search/Index Space model arranges nodes into a space with two 
orthogonal dimensions as depicted in Figure 2.5: a proactive and a 
reactive dimension. Each point in the space is allocated to a node. Index 
distribution is performed along the proactive dimension and searching 
along the reactive dimension. The requirement is that the index 
distribution must traverse each point in the proactive dimension, and the 
search distribution must traverse all points in the reactive dimension. The 
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nodes that are allocated to the points in space that the distribution crosses 
receive the distributed message. Since the dimensions are orthogonal, all 
possible search distributions converge with all possible index 
distributions. Consequently all indices are covered and the model models 
deterministic systems (in static networks). Since all indices are examined, 
complex queries are supported. The architecture determines how points 
are allocated to nodes and how the dimensions are traversed. If each node 
is allocated an equally sized part along both dimensions, the architecture 
is uniform. 
 
Figure 2.5. The continuous Search/Index Space model. 
Discrete model 
For practical purposes we use a discrete version of the Search/Index 
Space model. The discrete version depicted in Figure 2.6 represents the 
network consisting of N nodes as a P x R matrix. The N ≤ PR nodes are 
elements in the matrix. An index update is distributed to one node in each 
of the rows and a search request is distributed to one node in each of the 
columns. Thus, P = |ℙ| and R = |ℝ|. Using our previous definitions, Ni = 
P - 1 and Ns = R - 1. The Search/Index Space models uniform index 
allocation if the nodes are distributed uniformly in the matrix, i.e. each 
row and each column contains the same number of nodes. Perfect 
uniformity is obtained if N = PR but in practical cases the near-uniformity 
obtained with N < PR is adequate whereas some slots are empty.  
Referring to the SIL model, index links connect nodes in the 
proactive dimension and search links connect nodes in the reactive 
dimension. The model allows any topology of search and index links that 
results in the distribution to the correct nodes. The model does not 
specify the algorithms used for distribution of index updates and search 
requests. Instead, it models the performance under various distribution 
algorithms.  
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Figure 2.6. The discrete Search/Index Space model. 
The model can describe various common architectures. A fully 
reactive architecture is modeled as a 1 x N matrix shown in Figure 
2.7 (a). Such an architecture is Gnutella, where flooding is used as a 
search algorithm and a random connected topology of search links 
connects the nodes. A fully proactive architecture, such as a global index 
network is modeled as an N x 1 matrix represented by Figure 2.7 (b). The 
Direct Index approach described in Section 3.6 uses this approach. 
Hybrid proactive-reactive architectures are formed when P > 1 and R > 1. 
The PIC and PSC architectures are examples of architectures having both 
a reactive and a proactive dimension. In PIC, the P clusters are the rows 
in the matrix, and nodes are fully connected with search links with nodes 
in the same column. In PSC, the R clusters are the columns in the matrix, 
and index links fully connect all nodes in a row.  
 
Figure 2.7. The Search/Index Space model with (a) a reactive system and (b) a 
proactive system. 
The model can also be used to form new architectures. Any 
arrangement of search links connecting all nodes in a row as well as any 
arrangement of index links connecting all nodes in a column is valid. For 
example, connecting nodes with ring topologies in both the reactive and 
proactive dimensions results in a torus, as depicted using QIL in Figure 
2.8.  
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Figure 2.8. Torus architecture. 
2.5.2 Optimal balance between proactive and reactive operations 
We now want to determine P and R so that the total traffic received by 
the N nodes is minimized. To simplify the presentation, let us first 
assume that both the search algorithm and the index distribution 
algorithm are optimal in terms of message overhead: Ωs = Ωi = 1. 
Optimally, distributing an index update from a node to all other nodes in 
the same column requires Mi = Ni = P - 1 messages. Correspondingly, 
distributing a search request from a node to all other nodes in the same 
row requires Ms = Ns = R - 1 messages.  
We use the continuous version of the Search/Index Space model, 
whereas P and R are fractional numbers which finally are rounded to 
integers. In the continuous model, N = PR. We first determine the optimal 
P, from which we can calculate the corresponding R = N / P. As a node 
receives index messages from P-1 other nodes, each generating messages 
at frequency fi, the number of index messages received by a node per time 
unit is 
( )1−= PfF ii . (2.17) 
The number of search messages received per time unit is correspondingly 
( )1−= RfF ss . (2.18) 
The total traffic (inserting R = N / P) is 
( ) ( )( )1/1 −+−=+= PNfPfFFF sisi . (2.19) 
Deriving (2.19) with respect to P gives 
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where 
is ffr /=  (2.21) 
is the search/index ratio. As only positive values of P are valid, (2.20) is 
zero when 
rNP = . (2.22) 
The second derivative of (2.19)   
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is positive for P > 0 as r > 0, N > 0, fi > 0, indicating that this is a 
minimum. Thus, (2.22) gives the value of P that minimizes the total 
traffic. In that situation, the total traffic is 
issiiiisi ffNfffrfrNfFFF −−=−−=+= 22 . (2.24) 
In practical networks, the values P and R need to be rounded to 
integers: 
 
   rNPNR
rNP
==
=
/
.  (2.25) 
In addition to the frequency of received messages we consider the 
frequency of processed messages, i.e. the message processing load. The 
total load according to (2.2) and (2.1) is  
PrNfPffFfFL iissii +=+++= . (2.26) 
Deriving the load with respect to P gives 
rNP = . (2.27) 
Thus, we observe that the P that minimizes the network traffic also 
minimizes the processing load on the nodes.  
2.5.3 Optimal balance for non-optimal search and index distribution 
algorithms 
We now extend the analysis to the general case, where the search and 
index algorithms may be non-optimal. We model the required number of 
transmissions to distribute a search message to Ns nodes using a linear 
overhead as  
ssss NM ω+Ω= . (2.28) 
For example, in flooding Ωs > 1 and ωs = 0. In an optimal search 
algorithm Ωs = 1 and ωs = 0. Correspondingly, the number of message 
transmissions required to distribute an index update to Ni nodes is  
iiii NM ω+Ω= . (2.29) 
A node receives on average  
( ) ( )iiiiiiiii PfNfF ωω +Ω−Ω=+Ω=  (2.30) 
index messages and  
( )sssss RfF ω+Ω−Ω=  (2.31) 
search messages per time unit. By requiring the derivate of F = Fi + Fs to 
be zero, we obtain the optimal P: 
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which gives the optimal R, 
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.  (2.33) 
Theorem 2.1. A constant overhead ωs and ωi of the search and index 
algorithms does not affect the optimal R and P.  
Proof. Equations (2.32) and (2.33) do not depend on ωs or ωi. 
2.5.4 When are the extremes optimal? 
Fully reactive protocols are popular today, partly because of their 
simplicity due to the lack of index distribution. We now apply the 
Search/Index Space model to determine in which situations a fully 
reactive protocol is optimal. For a reactive protocol to be optimal, the 
optimal P must be P ≤ 1, i.e. there must be no proactive transactions. 
Applying this requirement to Equation (2.32), gives the search/index ratio 
for which a reactive architecture is optimal: 
s
i
N
r
Ω
Ω
≤
. (2.34) 
We can see that the feasibility of the reactive algorithm increases when 
modification of the resources becomes frequent compared to searching. 
The feasibility of fully reactive architectures also decreases as the 
network size grows. Note that although there is no indexing in the 
reactive algorithm, the parameter Ωi  must be considered since it denotes 
the efficiency of the index distribution algorithm to which we compare. 
Comparing to an optimal index distribution algorithm thus yields Ωi = 1. 
Correspondingly applying the requirement R ≤ 1 to Equation (2.33) 
gives the criterion for a fully proactive algorithm to be optimal:  
s
iNr
Ω
Ω
≥
. (2.35) 
Combining (2.34) and (2.35), a hybrid proactive-reactive approach is 
feasible when 
s
i
s
i Nr
N Ω
Ω
≤≤
Ω
Ω
 (2.36) 
or written in an alternative way: 
N
f
f
N ii
ss ≤
Ω
Ω
≤
1
. (2.37) 
It is worth noticing that the feasibility of both fully reactive and fully 
proactive architectures decreases as network size increases, while the 
hybrid architectures become feasible in large networks. The extremes are 
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thus feasible in very marginal situations. Consequently, fully reactive 
protocols like Gnutella need to artificially limit the network size (search 
scope) through a TTL. The areas of optimality for proactive, reactive and 
hybrid architectures are depicted in Figure 2.9 for a case where 
Ωs = Ωi = 1.  
 
Figure 2.9. Areas of optimality for proactive, reactive and hybrid architectures. 
In some cases, a hybrid proactive-reactive approach is not applicable, 
and only fully reactive and fully proactive solutions can be considered. 
Then, the frequency of received messages per node per time unit is 
F = Fi = fi(ΩiN + ωi) for the proactive solution and F = Fs = fs(ΩsN + ωs) 
for the reactive solution. The proactive solution is optimal when 
iiiissss fNffNf ωω +Ω>+Ω . (2.38) 
If we assume that there is no constant overhead ωs = ωi = 0, then the 
proactive solution is optimal when 
iiss ff Ω>Ω , (2.39) 
which can be written as 
sir ΩΩ> . (2.40) 
We observe that in this particular case, the choice is independent of the 
network size.  
2.5.5 Analyzing practical implementations 
The model does not consider the size of search and index update 
messages. Typically, the number of messages received per time unit is 
more critical than the size of the messages. This is in particular true for 
evaluating energy consumption and processing load. Furthermore, the 
message size is heavily dependent on the actual implementation. Still, the 
model can easily be adapted to consider the average size Ss of a search 
message and the average size Si of an index update message. The 
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message sizes affect the performance proportionally to the frequency of 
the messages. Multiplying the average message size with the average 
transmission frequency gives the average bandwidth. The average 
bandwidth of received index messages is  SiFi = Sifi(ΩiNi + ωi) and the 
average bandwidth of received search messages is SsFs = fsSs(ΩsNs + ωs). 
Modifying Equation (2.32) to calculate the optimal cluster size when the 
average message size is known gives: 
iii
sss
ii
ss
Sf
Sf
NrN
S
S
P
Ω
Ω
=
Ω
Ω
=
.
 (2.41) 
The size should be considered especially in the implementations that 
transports the index update of several resources in a single update 
message. In these solutions, the frequency fi is reduced while the size Si is 
increased. 
2.5.6 Applying the Search/Index Space model to PIC and PSC 
Equations (2.25) allow us to determine the optimal number of clusters in 
PIC and PSC for given search/index ratios. In PIC, the index information 
is proactively distributed within clusters and search requests reactively 
between clusters. In the Search/Index Space model, R = C is the number 
of clusters and P = Nc = N / R is the average cluster size. The search 
algorithm is optimal (Ωs = 1, ωs = 0) but the index distribution algorithm 
can be freely selected. In PSC, the reactive and proactive operations are 
swapped. In the model, P = C and R = Nc = N / P. The index distribution 
algorithm is optimal (Ωi = 1, ωi = 0) but the search algorithm is arbitrary.  
The inventors of PIC and PSC provide in their later paper [CG06] 
similar calculations for the optimal cluster size, which give identical 
results. Our model is, however, more general in that it considers the 
overhead of various index and search distribution methods. It can be 
applied to architectures other than PIC and PSC.  
Marossy et al. [MCB+04] provide a simulation-based analysis of PIC 
where a “square-root law” is formulated: the average load over a set of 
different search/update loads is constant when the number of clusters is 
the square root of the number of nodes. We can determine their 
simulation results mathematically by inserting P = N  into (2.26), 
which gives 
   ( )si ffNL += , (2.42) 
confirming that under this condition the total traffic is independent of r 
and only depends on the total number of generated messages fi + fs. The 
simulation of Marossy et al. also indicated that the load increases slower 
than linearly with an increasing network size. With (2.42) we can 
accurately confirm that the increase is in the order of O( N ). Also the 
square root allocation in [CS02] shows similar criteria for optimality in a 
different type of architecture.  
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Table 2.6. Properties of the PIC and PSC architectures under optimal cluster size.  
Architecture PIC PSC 
Index topology Arbitrary connected 
topology within a 
cluster * 
A link from each node 
to at least one node in 
all other clusters 
Search topology A link from each node 
to at least one node in 
all other clusters 
Arbitrary connected 
topology within a 
cluster * 
Index distribution 
method 
Any * One-hop updates to a 
node in each cluster 
Search distribution 
method 
One-hop queries to a 
node in each cluster 
Any * 
Class Hybrid proactive-
reactive uniform 
Hybrid proactive-
reactive uniform 
Links in network ( )2NO  ( )2NO  
Index entries per node ( )NO  ( )NO  
Index message 
scalability, Mi 
( )NO  ( )NO  
Search message 
scalability, Ms 
( )NO  ( )NO  
Search delay, Ts ( )1O  star: ( )1O   
ring: ( )NO  
* The topology and distribution algorithm within a cluster are undefined. For example 
ring, star and random topologies can be used. The indicated properties are valid for ring 
and star topologies.  
Table 2.6 summarizes the properties of PIC and PSC when the cluster 
size is optimal. The properties may, however, be rather optimistic for 
practical networks as the optimal cluster size is difficult to maintain in a 
dynamic scenario. The practical implementation of a system adjusting the 
cluster size automatically is difficult as there is no global knowledge 
about the number of nodes and the search/index ratios available. 
Furthermore, rearranging nodes between clusters as the optimal cluster 
size changes is also difficult.  
 
2.5.7 Application to non-uniform architectures 
The Search/Index Space model is not limited to uniform architectures, 
even though its practical application is most valuable for these. Consider, 
for example, a semi-centralized architecture with two super-nodes and 
four ordinary nodes per super-node. This architecture can be modeled as 
depicted in Figure 2.10. The model illustrates that a search can be 
implemented by examining either all ordinary nodes or all super-nodes. 
The search of a node in its own local index is redundant as the same 
index information is examined in the super node as well. The model also 
shows that this architecture is non-uniform.  
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Figure 2.10. A semi-centralized architecture in the Search/Index Space model. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter presented techniques for modeling and analyzing indexing 
in a resource discovery system. We defined central concepts, including 
determinism, complex queries, index allocation invariance, and 
uniformity. We established a set of metrics for evaluating the 
performance of an overlay. We defined the overhead Ω of a distribution 
algorithm and stated that a distribution algorithm is optimal when Ω = 1. 
For search and index distribution algorithms, we denote the overhead 
with Ωs and Ωi, respectively. We found that the overhead of flooding is 
Ωs ≈ D – 1, where D is the average node degree. We divided the 
frequency fi of generated index update messages into components: 
fi = fi,entry + fi,exit + fi,modification + fi,refresh, where fi,entry  is the frequency of 
entry index updates, fi,exit is the frequency of exit index updates, 
fi,modification  is the frequency of resource modifications and  fi,refresh is the 
frequency of periodical index updates. The search/index ratio r is defined 
as r = fs / fi, where fs is the frequency of generated search requests. We 
concluded that centralization reduces the total network traffic when 
r > 1/Ωs(N-1), i.e. in almost all practical cases. However, centralization 
causes unevenly distributed load and creates a capacity bottleneck and an 
incentive problem. Complete centralization is therefore undesired in 
many cases. We presented our simulator PONGsim which uses the 
described metrics to analyze the performance of overlay networks.  
We proposed our Search/Index Space model for illustrating and 
analyzing searching and indexing in architectures that are deterministic, 
uniform and support complex queries. Above all, the model can be used 
to determine the optimal balance between searching and indexing, i.e. to 
determine the number of nodes P to which an index update is distributed 
and the number of nodes R contacted in a search. Denoting the number of 
nodes in the network with N, the optimal P and R are 
iiss fNfP ΩΩ= /  
and 
ssii fNfR ΩΩ= / , respectively. A fully reactive solution is optimal 
in the marginal case when r ≤ Ωi/NΩs and a fully proactive solution is 
optimal when r ≥ NΩi/Ωs. In all other situations, it makes sense to 
combine reactive and proactive operations.   
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Chapter 3  
Uniform indexing architectures  
This chapter presents three new types of architectures involving index 
distribution. The first architecture extends the Parallel Index Clusters 
[CG03] architecture by allowing the clusters to be arbitrarily 
interconnected. We present two search algorithms for this architecture. 
The second architecture minimizes the traffic by making the division 
between proactive and reactive operations optimal. We present how this 
architecture can dynamically adapt to changing conditions and how the 
delay can be reduced. The third architecture is fully proactive with a low 
traffic overhead. For all architectures we require that it should be possible 
to locate all existing resources, and that the load is evenly distributed 
between nodes. We also aim to support a wide range of query types. All 
architectures are evaluated by simulations. We start by presenting the 
research related to indexing in resource discovery systems.  
3.1 Introduction 
We have seen that a centralized architecture provides the lowest message 
overhead and delay. However, the capacity of the centralized node limits 
the capacity of the system. The centralized node can also be a single point 
of failure. When all participating nodes are similar, it is difficult to give a 
node the incentive to take the additional burden as a centralized node. In 
uniform architectures, every node maintains a part of the index 
information. Consequently, the load is distributed more evenly between 
the participating nodes. These systems are particularly useful in 
collaborative settings where nodes are similar and have an equal role. The 
goal of a uniform architecture is to minimize the traffic without 
concentrating the load in a few nodes. 
Indexing is a proactive transaction that transfers information about 
available resources to other nodes in advance, reducing the number of 
nodes that need to be queried for a search. With the Search/Index Space 
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model, we have shown that a large group of scenarios benefit from 
indexing. In particular, large networks can benefit from a combination of 
proactive and reactive transactions.  
Most resource discovery systems today use some form of indexing. 
Distributing index information to more than a single node is still a quite 
uncommon approach, as we will see in Section 3.2. The Parallel Index 
Clusters (PIC) and Parallel Search Clusters (PSC) are examples of this 
kind of large-scale index distribution approach. They represent hybrid 
proactive-reactive architectures, which can be adjusted to be optimal 
according to the Search/Index Space model. However, the clustered 
topology imposes certain restrictions. Above all, the topology is difficult 
to construct and maintain.  
In this chapter we propose three new architectures. The first 
architecture enhances the PIC architecture so that clusters can be 
interconnected in an arbitrary manner. The second architecture represents 
a completely new approach to implement a hybrid architecture. A major 
motivator is the need to dynamically adjust the topology as nodes enter 
and leave the network. The third architecture shows that a completely 
proactive architecture can be implemented in an efficient way.  
Although uniform architectures assume that all nodes have similar 
capacity, the proposed architectures can be seen as components of 
architectures that allow allocating load in a desired way. Firstly, uniform 
architectures can be used together with centralization in a hierarchical 
way. The lower layer is then centralized, concentrating the load on the 
centralized node to an appropriate level. The centralized nodes are 
connected with a uniform architecture. Secondly, if some nodes have a 
higher capacity and are willing to take a higher load, the load on these 
nodes can be increased in a controlled way using a virtual node concept. 
A single node then operates as several virtual nodes, whereas it receives 
the combined load of these virtual nodes. 
The architectures studied in this chapter are uniform, deterministic, 
and index allocation invariant. Two of them natively provide complex 
queries and one provides complex queries with special considerations.  
3.2 Related research 
Let us first review the research on indexing, including both uniform and 
non-uniform architectures.  
3.2.1 Unstructured systems 
Centralized architectures were used in the early peer-to-peer file sharing 
systems. The most famous example is the original Napster [Napster] for 
sharing music. As the centralized architectures showed their weaknesses, 
above all the dependence on a single centralized point, search flooding 
architectures such as Gnutella version 0.4 [Clip2] were developed. To 
improve scalability and to support nodes behind firewalls and NATs, 
semi-centralized architectures have become popular. Semi-centralized 
architectures are used in Gnutella version 0.6 [KM02] and in the 
FastTrack protocol on which Kazaa [Kazaa] and Skype [Skype] are built. 
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Of these, only the search flooding architecture provides a relatively 
uniform load, but it does not utilize indexing.  
In a Global Index network [CG03], the topology consists of only 
index links and the resource descriptors are available to all nodes before 
the resource actually is needed. This results in fast searches and 
eliminates the need for search distribution. The architecture is uniform, 
index allocation invariant, deterministic and fully proactive. Global 
indexing can be implemented using structured topologies (e.g. rings) or in 
random topologies, with index distribution based on flooding. Global 
indexing is used in some distributed database systems [ÖV99] but is 
often practically unfeasible in large-scale resource discovery, since it 
requires all nodes to store a complete index over all resources. However, 
a global index can be used in limited overlays. In [CG03] global indexing 
is considered for the upper layer of a two-layer hierarchical architecture. 
The resulting architecture is fundamentally a semi-centralized system 
with the search and index links exchanged. The architecture is index 
allocation invariant and deterministic but non-uniform.   
In the Local Indices approach [YG02], each node maintains the 
indices of nodes within r hops. The approach uses a method to learn 
nodes within r hops and to maintain this knowledge in a dynamic 
topology. Search requests are sent by flooding, but only nodes spaced at r 
hops examine their index. Thus, the processing power and search delay is 
reduced. However, as the message is still distributed to all nodes (within 
a TTL), the search overhead still equals flooding with an additional 
overhead due to index distribution. We therefore find the improvement to 
flooding marginal in terms of message overhead. The architecture is 
deterministic, index allocation invariant and uniform. Local indices with 
r=1 are also used in Gia [CRB+03].  
In the Routing Indices scheme [CG02], a node maintains a routing 
table indicating the number of resources of given types reachable through 
each of its neighbors. Resources thus need to be classified according to a 
defined set of types. Depending of which of three proposed models is 
used, the routing table gives the compound number of documents under a 
branch, the number of documents for each hop up to a specified horizon, 
or an exponentially aggregated count of documents under a branch. A 
query is forwarded to the subset of neighbors that reaches most resources 
of the requested type. While the search requires a lower number of 
messages than in normal flooding, the index distribution has a cost 
comparable to flooding. If the manual classification of documents is 
omitted, as assumed in this work, the algorithm can only count the total 
number of documents under a branch, which gives a marginal benefit.  
In Percolation Search [SBR04] the local index is replicated to a set 
of nodes using a short random walk, the length of which is a function of 
the network size N and the power-law exponent γ. A query is implanted 
on a set of nodes using a similar short random walk. These nodes start a 
probabilistic flooding search, where the query is sent to a neighbor with a 
given probability. This results in a search delay in the order of O(log N). 
For random power-law networks, O(log2 N) messages are generated per 
query, while in most grown graphs (with a maximum degree of N ) the 
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traffic scales as )log( 2 NNO . Even though the reported hit rate is fairly 
high (over 90% in given scenarios), the algorithm is non-deterministic. 
Additionally, the lack of index allocation invariance contributes to the 
non-determinism.  
BubbleStorm [TKL+07] controls the number of index replicas and 
queried nodes so that the hit rate is arbitrarily high. It uses a concept 
called BubbleCast to distribute index updates and queries to a specified 
number of nodes determined by the weight w. Each node receiving the 
message reduces w by one and forwards it to s (the split factor) 
neighbors. The currently remaining weight is divided between the s 
neighbors. BubbleStorm provides an algorithm for generating a 
controlled topology, a random multigraph, where the node degree is 
proportional to the bandwidth. Even though the hit rate is theoretically 
controlled, BubbleStorm is fundamentally non-deterministic. A major 
problem is the lack of index allocation invariance. Consequently, each 
update round generates new replicas and leaves stale versions of the 
previous replicas. 
In contrast to explicit index distribution, index information can be 
collected implicitly – a method usually referred to as index caching. 
Index caching must not be confused with content caching, where the 
actual resource is replicated. A simple caching method is to store copies 
of the search results in the nodes relaying the search reply to the resource 
requester, whereas no additional index distribution traffic is generated. 
This approach is used in [Mar02] and [Freenet]. The performance 
improvements provided by index caching are based on location locality 
(resources nearby tend to be more frequently used) and time locality (an 
accessed resource is often accessed again). Stale index replicas are left in 
the system when the original local index is modified. Because of the 
lacking index allocation invariance, the validity time of an entry must be 
short. 
3.2.2 Structured systems 
Recent research has concentrated on structured systems, where the 
overlay topology is strictly defined and the location of the index entries 
within the network is defined. This is in contrast to unstructured systems, 
where the topology is random and the index can be located anywhere in 
the network. A structured system utilizes an abstract key space, e.g. in the 
form of a ring in Chord [SMK+01], a torus in CAN [RFH+01] or a 
Plaxton tree [PRR97] in Tapestry [ZKJ01] and Pastry [RD01]. Each node 
has an identifier that identifies its location in the key space. Consistent 
hashing is used to prevent restructuring when nodes join and leave. 
Likewise, each stored element has a key identifying its location. The key 
is generated by a hash function, for example, from the file name, 
keywords, description, etc. The element is stored at the node whose 
identifier is “closest” to the key, where the definition of distance depends 
on the algorithm. The fact that the location of each resource’s index is 
known makes searching efficient, with a scalability in the order of O(log 
N) for a network of N nodes in most algorithms. Maintenance of the strict 
structure is generally claimed costly under a high churn rate [CRB+03], 
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even if this claim has been questioned [QB06]. Today’s peer-to-peer 
systems show high churn rates, with a median up-time of 60 minutes per 
node [SGG02]. 
In order to find a resource in a structured system, the key of the 
resource must be known. The structured system essentially maps a key to 
the corresponding data. Therefore, DHTs are naturally constrained to 
exact-match single-key queries. Chawathe et al. [CRB+03] point out that 
structured systems are ill-suited for file sharing systems where keyword 
searches are more prevalent and important than exact-match searches, 
and most queries are for relatively well-replicated files.   
Some types of complex queries can be supported in DHTs through 
various techniques. Each technique is specific to one or a few query 
types. Most work, including [AX02], [BAS+04], [BHP+04], [GAA03], 
[GS04], [HJS+03], [CLG+04] and [SGA+04], aim to support range 
queries. Multi-attribute queries are supported in [BAS+04], [BHP+04], 
and [FBG+04], substrings in [HHH+04], equi-joins in [HHL+03], and 
longest-prefix matching in [BHP+04]. A comprehensive survey of these 
techniques can be found in [RM06]. A typical approach is to divide the 
attribute into several partitions, and to allocate each partition to a node. 
For example, ranges are divided into sub-ranges and strings into words or 
n-character sequences. Each partition must be stored separately in the 
DHT. Also queries are divided into partitions and each partition is 
queried separately. This increases both the storage and the query 
overheads, which decreases the efficiency of the DHT. Furthermore, 
since each technique enables only a few query types, supporting multiple 
query types entails implementing several techniques and, in the worst 
case, several overlays in parallel. Most solutions also require some a 
priori knowledge about the stored data, such as the data-types and 
expected values. The overlay must therefore be tailored separately for 
each application. While DHT-based techniques are valuable for many 
applications, they may not provide the expressiveness and flexibility 
required by a system shared between multiple applications. In contrast, an 
unstructured system natively supports all types of complex queries as the 
whole index is available at the node evaluating the query [BHP+04]. For 
this reason, several flooding-based overlays are in widespread use despite 
their high overhead.  
Structured and unstructured systems can be integrated. In the Assisted 
Search with Partial Indexing [ZH05] scheme, an unstructured system is 
assisted by a structured overlay. A random part of the resources are 
registered in a DHT-based index, which is used to find common interests 
among peers. Peers with similar interest are connected together in an 
unstructured overlay used for searching with a reduced TTL, thus, 
complex queries can be supported. Additionally, the index covers 
unpopular resources which can be found using the DHT.  
3.2.3 Loosely structured systems 
Between structured and unstructured systems, a separate class of systems 
is emerging. These are often called loosely structured systems. The 
definition of a loosely structured system varies. Androutsellis-Theotokis 
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and Spinellis [AS04] define loosely structured systems as systems where 
the location of the content is not completely specified but is affected by 
routing hints, such as in Freenet [Freenet]. Ganguly et al. [GCD04] use 
the term for a system with a topology evolving according to the shared 
content. In fact, most of the recent “unstructured” systems involve a 
degree of structure and, as Risson and Moors [RM06] point out, the 
structure is rather determined by the type of index. The structured versus 
unstructured routing taxonomy is becoming less useful [RM06]. We 
therefore do not aim to provide a definition of loosely structured systems 
but rather use the term where either the structure or the placement of 
index information is not strictly defined, while not completely arbitrary 
as in an unstructured system. Several of the solutions studied in this work 
can be categorized as loosely structured systems. In particular, the 
Parallel Index Clusters (PIC) and Parallel Search Clusters (PSC), having 
a strictly defined topology but with a free placement of indices, can be 
considered as a loosely structured system. These architectures have been 
described in Section 2.4.8.  
3.3 Our contribution 
Our review of the existing architectures shows that very few architectures 
distribute index information to more than a single node, especially in a 
way that improves the system performance. Several of the reviewed 
architectures are non-deterministic. This chapter studies uniform 
architectures. Thus, we avoid the concentration of load in a few nodes, as 
common in centralized and semi-centralized systems. The aim is to 
minimize the number of messages in the network while providing a 
reasonable search delay. Furthermore, we require the architectures to be 
deterministic, index allocation invariant and provide a method to support 
complex queries. 
In Section 3.4 we propose a modified version of the PIC architecture 
called IPIC that allows clusters to be interconnected arbitrarily. 
Removing the requirement of full connectivity between clusters allows a 
reduction of the number of links in a network with N nodes from O(N2) to 
O(N). Searching in this architecture requires a different search algorithm 
than the one used in PIC. Therefore, we propose two new search 
algorithms based on random walk. The first algorithm visits every cluster 
in the network exactly once, while the second algorithm trades efficiency 
for a reduced delay. We analyze the performance using simulations. The 
architecture and a first set of simulations are published in [Bei07a]. In 
this present work, we repeat the simulations of [Bei07a] but with larger 
networks and with metrics compatible with the other metrics of this work. 
These new simulation results are unpublished. We also provide an 
unpublished backtracking method to be used in certain scenarios.  
In Section 3.5 we propose a new architecture called Zone Indexing 
based on a ring topology. The architecture allows the balance of reactive 
and proactive operations to be adjusted dynamically according to the user 
behavior and network properties. We propose an algorithm for 
determining the optimal balance according to locally available 
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information. We propose a method to limit the delay using shortcuts. We 
perform simulations to study the performance of the algorithms. The 
architecture and simulations are published as part of [Bei10].  
In Section 3.6 we present a fully proactive architecture based on a 
link-state routing protocol. In contrast to a routing protocol, however, we 
utilize the possibility to communicate directly between nodes, making 
index distribution efficient. We propose compressing the index 
information to reduce storage space and communication overhead. The 
performance is evaluated with simulation. The work is reported in 
[Bei07b]. 
The research presented in this chapter and the related publications are 
the sole work of the present author. 
3.4 Clustered indexing architectures 
The Parallel Index Clusters (PIC) architecture provides searching at an 
overhead that is significantly lower than search flooding when 1/N ≤ 
fsΩs/fiΩi ≤ N. However, the requirements on topology may restrict the 
scalability in certain networks. This section describes the scalability 
problem and proposes solutions to it. Let us first define some concepts. 
The cluster topology is a specified topology of connections between 
clusters that controls how the overlay topology is implemented. The 
cluster topology can be thought as an upper hierarchical layer of the 
overlay network. Let Es ⊂ E denote the set of search links and Ei ⊂ E 
denote the set of index links in an overlay network G = (V, E). We define 
the cluster topology as a graph T = (C, K), where the vertices C are 
clusters and the edges K the connections between clusters. A cluster C’ ∈ 
C is a set of nodes C’ = {v1, v2, …, vn}, where each node v ∈ V belongs to 
a single cluster Cluster(v) ∈ C.  
 
Definition 3.1. An overlay network G = (V, E) implements a cluster 
topology T = (C, K) if and only if a link e = (v1, v2) ∈ E exists for all k = 
(C1, C2) ∈ K from every node v1 ∈ C1 to some node v2 ∈ C2. A cluster 
topology can be implemented with either search links (e ∈ Es) or index 
links (e ∈ Ei). 
 
Definition 3.2. An overlay network G = (V, E) exclusively implements a 
cluster topology T = (C, K) if G implements T and additionally a 
connection k = (Cluster(v1), Cluster(v2)) ∈ K exists for all e = (v1, v2) ∈ 
E, where Cluster(v1) ≠ Cluster(v2).  
 
Definition 3.3. The peer clusters of node v is the set of clusters Cpeer(v) = 
{C’ ∈ C | (Cluster(v), C’) ∈ K}. 
 
Thus, if a cluster C1 is connected to a cluster C2 in an implemented 
cluster topology, then for each node in C1, there is a link to a node in C2 
in the overlay network. The specific node within the target cluster can be 
freely chosen, i.e. there are several possible ways to implement a cluster 
topology in the overlay network. If some link defined by the cluster 
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topology is missing in the overlay, then the cluster topology is not 
implemented. If there is a link between clusters that are not connected in 
the cluster topology then the cluster topology may be implemented but 
not exclusively implemented.  
3.4.1 Scalability of the PIC topology 
PIC uses one-hop queries as its search method: the node in the other 
cluster is queried in a single roundtrip with a minimal delay. 
Consequently, the architecture requires that each node is connected with a 
search link to at least one node in each cluster, i.e. PIC implements a 
fully connected cluster topology. The peer clusters of every node v are 
Cpeer(v) = C \ Cluster(v). The number of search links in the network 
therefore increases in the order of O(NC) as the number of clusters C 
increases. Assuming the number of clusters increases in proportion to the 
network size N, the number of network links increases as O(N2).  
In practical applications, the cost of maintaining a search link may be 
high. There is usually state information related to the link and some 
traffic is needed in order to keep the connection open and to check 
whether it is operating (e.g. with Hello packets or pings). Furthermore, 
the maximum number of links may be limited. For instance, the 
maximum number of concurrent open TCP connections is limited in 
several systems. The topology also makes PIC less error resilient: if a 
search link is down, the resources in a cluster becomes unavailable. 
Adding a new node is complicated as the node must be connected to all 
the existing clusters. Often the joining node is not aware of all the 
existing clusters in the system. Rearranging the network, for example, by 
introducing a new cluster, is difficult. Especially, if the clusters are 
operated by different administrative parties, as assumed in Section 4.5, 
there may be administrative costs and overhead related to the 
establishment of peering relations – it may be unfeasible to require 
connections between all parties. Because of these reasons, it would 
therefore be desirable that the clusters could be connected in an arbitrary 
topology instead of requiring every cluster to be connected to all other 
clusters.  
3.4.2 IPIC: Indirectly connected Parallel Index Clusters 
We propose an architecture, called IPIC (Indirectly connected Parallel 
Index Clusters), based on a modified PIC architecture. IPIC can use an 
arbitrary cluster topology. Instead of connecting all clusters together, 
each cluster has a limited number of neighbor clusters. A node is only 
required to maintain state information for a node in each of these 
neighbor clusters. The solution requires that the cluster topology is 
connected, i.e. that there is a path between each pair of clusters in the 
cluster topology. We further assume the possibility to use temporary links 
to send search messages between nodes that are not connected by 
permanent search links. A temporary link is stateless and corresponds to 
sending a single message (using e.g. UDP) to a node without establishing 
a permanent link.  
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Searching in the IPIC architecture is more challenging than in the 
ordinary PIC architecture. The direct query method of PIC cannot be used 
since a node does not know about all clusters in the network. Queries 
must be forwarded more than one hop. Basic flooding operates at the 
node-level (not the cluster-level). Hence, although an individual node is 
able to detect duplicate receptions, several nodes in the same cluster may 
still be visited. The goal is to visit each cluster only once. A visited node 
could distribute knowledge that the cluster is visited to all other nodes in 
the cluster, but this distribution adds overhead and is too slow to prevent 
all redundant visits. Thus, the search message itself must contain the 
information about visited clusters. With such a trace, flooding can be 
used as a search method in the IPIC architecture.  
Flooding with a trace is a feasible search method but not a perfect 
one. A cluster can receive the same query several times if each copy 
reaches the cluster through a dissimilar path, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
As the trace is local to a given instance of the search query, the different 
instances are not aware of the path taken by other instances. We therefore 
need to minimize the number of instances. We propose two new search 
methods based on this observation: Stack-Based Random Walk (SBRW), 
and Replicating Stack-Based Random Walk (RSBRW). The IPIC 
architecture and the SBRW and RSBRW algorithms are published in 
[Bei07a]. We here extend the solution with an unpublished backtracking 
method and the changes necessary to support it.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Flooding with a trace starting from node A resulting in receptions by 
two nodes, B and C, in the same cluster.  
3.4.3 Stack-based random walk (SBRW)  
Stack-based random walk (SBRW) is a search method that visits every 
node in any topology. It is especially feasible in a clustered network, 
where it operates in the cluster topology. Using SBRW requires each 
cluster to have a unique identifier and that the cluster identifier Cluster(v) 
is known to each node v.  
SBRW extends random walk by adding two features: 
1. The walker does not visit the same cluster twice (unless virtual links 
are prohibited). 
2. The walker visits all clusters in the network. 
To implement the first feature, the walker carries a set T of visited 
clusters – a trace. The walker is not forwarded to a neighboring node v if 
A
B
C
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Cluster(v) ∈ T. In order to save space, the trace can be represented as a 
Bloom filter as in [ZLZ+05] but in a reasonably sized network this is not 
needed. To implement the second feature, the walker contains a set S of 
known but unvisited clusters. The entries in S are tuples (v, Cluster(v)), 
where v can be any node in the unvisited cluster Cluster(v). The set S can 
be unordered (Set Based Random Walk), or ordered in the form of a stack 
(Stack Based Random Walk) or queue (Queue Based Random Walk). In 
the following, we assume that S is a stack.  
As the walker is received by a node v, the stack is updated by adding 
an entry (w, Cluster(w)) for each neighbor w for which Cluster(w) ∉ S ∧ 
Cluster(w) ∉ T. Thus, S contains neighbors in unvisited clusters that are 
scheduled for visit in the future. The node then removes the first entry D 
= (w, Cluster(w)) from S and forwards the walker to w. The definition of 
“first” depends on the order (random, stack, or queue) of S, and 
determines whether the clusters are traversed in a random, depth-first, or 
breadth-first order. When S is empty, the walker has visited one node in 
each cluster in the network. Before forwarding the walker, node v updates 
the trace: T ← T ∪ Cluster(v).  
Using SBRW as a search method allows interrupting the search when 
a given number of matching resources have been found. The maximum 
path length can be limited using a TTL field, which makes the method 
non-deterministic. Information about matching resources can be stored 
within the walker or sent directly to the resource requester.  
SBRW is a suitable search method at the node-level as well. 
However, the advantage of the trace is most obvious at the cluster-level. 
As the knowledge is stored in the walker instead of the node, the risk of 
visiting different nodes in the same cluster is eliminated.  
3.4.4 Backtracking 
In this section, we provide a backtracking mechanism that is used when 
virtual links are unavailable. Possible reasons for this situation include 
strict firewall policies and NATs with address-dependent filtering [AJ07]. 
The walker may then not be able to contact the following unvisited 
cluster directly from the current cluster. Instead, it must follow the 
traversed path back to a cluster that can reach the unvisited cluster. 
Consequently, the walker is only sent on the permanent links in the 
overlay topology.  
The backtracking mechanism requires an additional field in the 
search message: the backtracking stack, B. This is a stack storing all 
visited nodes on the shortest path between the searching node and the 
current node.  
The backtracking mechanism modifies the forwarding procedure of 
the SBRW algorithm. When a node v examines the first entry D = 
(w, Cluster(w)) in S, it checks whether it has a direct link to w. If a link to 
w exists, the walker can be forwarded normally using this link to w, 
whereas the entry D is removed from S and Cluster(v) is added to T. 
Additionally, the address of the current node is added to the end of B. If 
no link to w exists, the last node v’ in B is removed and the walker is sent 
to v’. The trace T is then not updated. When v’ receives the search 
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message, it can deduce that it is a returning message as it sees itself 
already in T, whereas it tries to find a link to the first entry in S using the 
above procedure. The procedure is repeated until a link to the first entry 
in S is found.  
Because the walker must revisit visited nodes, backtracking adds 
overhead compared to SBRW. In practice, S must be a stack (producing 
depth-first searching) instead of a queue (producing breadth-first 
searching) to avoid the significantly higher overhead created when 
branching nodes are multiple times traversed in a breadth-first search. 
Random selection of entries in S unfeasible because of the high overhead.  
3.4.5 Replicating stack-based random walk (RSBRW) 
Like traditional random walks, the SBRW search method suffers from 
long delays due to the lack of parallel operations. As clusters are visited 
sequentially, the delay is proportional to the number of clusters in the 
network. In order to reduce the delay, parallel operations must be 
introduced. Sending multiple parallel walkers from the resource requester 
is not feasible, as all walkers will visit all clusters in the network. We 
therefore apply a method of periodical self-replication of the walker. In 
self-replication, a single walker becomes several walkers. This gives a 
degree of adaptability as the number of walkers increases with an 
increasing network size. Instead of blindly sending replicated walkers to 
random neighbors, we utilize the knowledge gathered before the 
replication to send walkers on different paths.  
We implement self-replication by duplicating the walker into 
identical walkers. The only detail that differs between the walkers is the 
stack. The stack of the original walker is divided between the new 
walkers, thus, the new walkers are scheduled for visiting different 
clusters. The new walkers contain identical traces and will not visit the 
already visited clusters. The walkers are forwarded to the first node of 
their respective stack. The frequency of duplication (every hop, every 
second hop, etc) and the number of walkers generated in the replication 
are selectable parameters. In our experiments, we replicate the walker at 
each hop into two walkers.  
Although the stack is divided between the new walkers, some 
overlapping visits appear. All clusters encountered after the replication 
will be visited by all replicated walkers. Since walkers cannot 
communicate, there is no way to assign a newly encountered cluster to a 
single walker. Neither can a walker indicate to other walkers that it has 
visited one of the newly encountered clusters. Consequently the overhead 
is higher than the overhead of the single walker in SBRW. Still, the 
overhead is significantly lower than in flooding. In [Bei07a] we refer to 
the replicating SBRW as a hybrid between flooding and SBRW, since it 
operates as flooding to a limited number of neighbors on the cluster level.  
3.4.6 Topology construction 
The inventors of PIC do not specify methods to construct and maintain 
the topology. The need to implement a given cluster topology is common 
to PIC and IPIC. In this section we describe a connecting procedure for 
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constructing a static PIC/IPIC network. We assume a fixed number of 
clusters. Further, we assume that each node knows its peer clusters and 
one node in each of them. 
 
Definition 3.4. A cluster C’ ∈ C is indegree balanced if the indegree 
din(v) is roughly the same for each v ∈ C’.    
 
The procedure implements a specified cluster topology so that all 
clusters are indegree balanced. For balancing, the procedure requires a 
Hello protocol that distributes the current indegree of each node to all 
other nodes in the cluster. The Hello messages are generated periodically 
and distributed on the index links with the used index distribution 
algorithm. Alternatively, the indegree can be transported as an additional 
field in index messages. As a consequence, each node stores the degree of 
all nodes in the cluster in a degree table.  
The purpose of the connecting procedure is to connect a joining node 
to the node with the lowest indegree in a given cluster. Initially the 
joining node has a list of one known node w in each of its peer clusters. 
For each of its peer clusters, the joining node v sends a Connection 
Request to w. Node w forwards the request to the node w’ with the lowest 
indegree according to its  degree table. The request can be recursively 
forwarded if node w’ knows about a less loaded node. A path trace in the 
Connection Request is used for loop prevention. If recursive operation is 
restricted (e.g. by NATs) node w can send a Connection Redirect 
message to v, indicating the node w’ to which v should reconnect in an 
iterative way. If a node w’ is unaware of nodes with lower indegree, a 
connection reply is sent to the joining node v and the search link is set up 
between v and w’.  
3.4.7 Hierarchical PIC and IPIC 
A semi-centralized network is created by connecting each ordinary node 
with a search link and an index link to a super node. The super nodes are 
interconnected with a search flooding architecture. Replacing the search 
flooding architecture with a PIC or IPIC architecture creates a two-layer 
hierarchical PIC or IPIC network, respectively. This allows attaching 
low-capacity or restricted nodes to an overlay of higher-capacity nodes.  
The proposed connecting procedure can be reused to construct a 
hierarchical PIC/IPIC network with a balanced number of ordinary peers 
per upper-layer node. A joining ordinary node sends a Connection 
Request to a known node w in the PIC/IPIC network. Using the 
previously defined iterative or recursive search, the node w’ with the 
lowest indegree is found. The joining ordinary node v establishes an 
index link and a search link to w’. Indegrees of links from an ordinary 
node and another cluster should be counted separately to better balance 
load.  
The node w’ can later send v a Reconnect Request to reallocate v to a 
node u with a lower indegree if the difference din(w’) – din(u) is large. 
Upon receiving this message, v restarts the connecting procedure to node 
u. The index of v does not need to be removed during the reconnection.  
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3.4.8 Performance of architectures based on PIC 
We compare the performance of IPIC to PIC and standard flooding using 
simulation. The simulations in this work represent a generic use of the 
architectures. Simulations modeling small operator networks are 
presented in [Bei07a]. We compare five schemes: 
1. Flooding in a power-law topology with the average degree of D = 4.  
2. Flooding in a power-law topology with the average degree of D = 8. 
3. PIC in a fully connected cluster topology. 
4. IPIC with the SBRW search method in a power-law cluster topology 
with the average degree of 4. 
5. IPIC with the RSBRW search method in a power-law cluster 
topology with the average degree of 4. 
The two flooding architectures are included for comparison. The degrees 
are selected to give realistic upper and lower bounds for the performance 
of flooding, whereas a typical Gnutella topology has an average degree of 
D = 5.5 [LCC+02]. IPIC assumes that temporary links are available, i.e. 
backtracking is not used.  
We denote the number of nodes in the network with N. In PIC and 
IPIC, the network is clustered into clusters with Nc = 10 nodes each, in 
total C = N / Nc clusters. PIC and IPIC implement the overlay topology 
by forming overlay links with the proposed connecting procedure so that 
clusters are indegree balanced. For this purpose a Hello protocol operates 
with messages sent at 60 s intervals. We do not count these messages as 
they are used for topology construction and do not affect search 
performance. For all schemes we test both a forwarding and non-
forwarding variant. In the non-forwarding variant, the search is 
terminated when the first matching resource is found while the 
forwarding variant searches the whole network. The search scope is not 
limited by a TTL. All schemes are deterministic, and the simulations give 
a success ratio Rsuccess > 99.5%. The reason that it is less than 100% is 
because of the dynamically added and removed resources: index updates 
are distributed with a fixed period of 1/fi = 360 s with no event based 
updates. Nodes are static during the simulation. Each scenario is 
simulated with 10 simulation runs, each 36360 s with an initial 3600 s 
stabilization period, and the results are averaged. Search requests are 
generated with exponentially distributed intervals with an average of 
360 s. Resources are uniformly distributed between the nodes and 
requests are made for random resources. Resources are not replicated 
unless otherwise stated. Matching results are reported to the resource 
requester directly. 
Figure 3.2 shows the number of links in the network. In PIC, the 
number of links increases exponentially with the network size as each 
node must be connected to a node in all other clusters. This high number 
of links is the reason for the development of IPIC. In all other schemes 
the number of links grows linearly with the network size. The exact 
number depends on the average degree and number of clusters. IPIC 
requires a number of links that corresponds to a random power-law 
topology with the average degree of D = 4.  
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Figure 3.2. Number of links in the network. 
 
Figure 3.3. Scalability in terms of Ms. 
Figure 3.3 shows Ms, i.e. the average number of receptions of a 
search message (excluding the response message) per search in a network 
of increasing size. As both PIC and IPIC-SBRW visit each cluster exactly 
once, Ms = C - 1, as expected. For flooding the number of receptions 
depends on the average degree D of the topology, and according to 
Hypothesis 2.1 it is expected to be Ms ≈ (D-1)N, which also the 
simulation shows. Analytical results from IPIC-RSBRW have not been 
obtained but our simulation shows that IPIC-RSBRW generates about 6 
to 7 times more messages than PIC and IPIC-SBRW in the given 
scenario.  
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Figure 3.4. Scalability in terms of Ωs. 
Dividing Ms by Ns gives the overhead Ωs shown in Figure 3.4. For 
PIC and IPIC, Ns = C, while for flooding Ns = N. As expected, PIC and 
IPIC-SBRW are optimal Ωs = 1. For flooding, Ωs ≈ D – 1. IPIC-RSBRW 
has a low overhead for small networks but the overhead stabilizes at 
Ωs ≈ 7 when C > 30. This indicates that knowledge about visited clusters 
is useful only during the first replication steps, after which the knowledge 
becomes aged. In large networks, the frequency of replication therefore 
needs to be reduced. One approach is to decrease the frequency of 
replication with the number of hops. The overhead does not reveal the 
full truth, however: although the overhead is larger than the overhead of 
flooding in a Gnutella topology, the Ms is lower because of indexing. 
Figure 3.5 shows the delay for locating the first copy of a resource 
assuming a link delay of DL = 20 ms. The delay includes the delay of the 
reply message, which is sent on a single hop. In PIC, the delay 
corresponds to one roundtrip, 2DL. The delay is independent of N. In 
SBRW, all clusters are visited sequentially with a total of C + 1 hops. For 
the first hit the delay is DL(C+1) / 2 on average. The delay thus increases 
linearly with the network size. In all clustered architectures, the measured 
delay is slightly lower because of the possibility to find the requested 
resource in the same cluster as the requesting node. The delay in flooding 
is proportional to the network diameter, which depends on the average 
degree. In [CL02] the diameter of a power-law random graph with 
exponent γ > 3 and D > 1 is shown to increase logarithmically with the 
network size. RSBRW trades efficiency for a reduced delay. The delay is 
slightly higher than in flooding.  
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Figure 3.5. Scalability in terms of search delay. 
For IPIC-RSBRW the replication frequency has a central role. A 
given performance that is between IPIC-SBRW and IPIC-RSBRW, both 
in terms of message overhead and delay can be obtained by adjusting the 
frequency of replication. 
3.4.9 Replicated resources 
When several copies of a resource are available, the sequential search of 
SBRW (and to some extent in RSBRW) becomes an advantage. The 
search can be interrupted when one or a given number of matching 
resources have been found, which reduces the message overhead and 
search delay.  We evaluate networks with N=500 nodes and each resource 
available at 1 to 30 random nodes. The resource is thus replicated to 
0.002% to 6% of the nodes.  
 
Figure 3.6. Effect of replication on Ms. 
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Figure 3.6 shows the number of received messages per search for the 
non-forwarding variants. Because of the large differences in traffic, a 
logarithmic scale is used. We can see that flooding and PIC cannot 
benefit from replication whereas the traffic in both IPIC variants 
decreases to a level lower than PIC. The forwarding variant is not shown: 
the redundant copies do not reduce the traffic since the whole network 
must be examined.  
Figure 3.7 shows the search delay for finding the first matching 
resource. Since only the first match is required, both the forwarding and 
non-forwarding variants behave similarly (only the non-forwarding is 
shown). The reduction in search delay for IPIC-SBRW is significant – the 
existence of a few copies halves the delay, whereas a 3% replication 
reduces the delay to a level comparable to flooding. IPIC-SBRW, given 
its low overhead, is particularly useful for replicated resources. Also 
IPIC-RSBRW benefits from replication in terms of delay.  
  
Figure 3.7. Effect of replication on search delay. 
3.4.10 Difference in cluster sizes 
So far we have assumed an identical number of nodes Nc in each cluster.  
If the number of nodes per cluster varies, it is expected that the load is 
unevenly distributed among the participating nodes. We simulate six 
scenarios with different allocations of nodes to clusters. The total number 
of nodes N = 500 and the number of clusters C = 10 are identical in all 
scenarios. The number of nodes in the scenarios is presented in Table 3.1. 
Figure 3.8 shows the average and maximum number of received 
messages per generated search. As expected, the traffic of the most 
loaded node increases as the variation in size increases. The average 
traffic is constant. In Figure 3.9 the maximum traffic is normalized in 
respect to the average traffic. The figure shows that all clustered 
architectures react similarly to the increasing difference in cluster sizes. 
However, the IPIC architectures show a slightly higher traffic for the 
most loaded node.   
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Table 3.1. Number of nodes per cluster in the examined scenarios.  
Cluster 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Scenario 1 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 
Scenario 2 40 40 40 50 50 50 50 60 60 60 
Scenario 3 30 30 40 40 50 50 60 60 70 70 
Scenario 4 10 20 30 40 50 50 60 70 80 90 
Scenario 5 10 15 20 30 40 60 70 80 85 90 
Scenario 6 5 10 15 20 25 75 80 85 90 95 
  
Figure 3.8. Average and maximum number of received messages per search 
under different cluster configurations.  
  
Figure 3.9. Normalized maximum number of received messages per search 
under different cluster configurations.  
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3.4.11 The cost of index distribution 
The efficiency of PIC and IPIC does not come without a cost. The index 
must be distributed to all nodes within a cluster. An efficient topology, 
such as a ring or fully connected topology, of index links allows the index 
to be distributed with Mi = Nc - 1 messages in a cluster containing Nc 
nodes, i.e. with Ωi = 1. If the index needs to be updated fi times per time 
unit on average, the index message traffic per node is Fi = fi(Nc-1). Since 
we have determined Ωi and Ωs for the various architectures, we can use 
the Search/Index Space model to calculate the optimal cluster size for a 
given search/index ratio.  
3.4.12 Related architectures 
For completeness, we also examine whether the Parallel Search Cluster 
(PSC) architecture could be modified to allow indirect cluster 
connectivity in the same way as in IPIC. In this approach, index updates 
are distributed to one node in each cluster using SBRW or RSBRW. All 
nodes in a cluster are queried in a search. 
Index updates are not time-critical but they must be reliably 
distributed to all clusters. It is also important that only one (or very few) 
nodes per cluster receive the index update, since otherwise the efficiency 
is reduced by storing multiple copies. The main problem, however, is that 
this type of architecture is not index allocation invariant. Because each 
consequential update of a node v may follow a different random path, the 
indexing nodes ℙv constantly changes and the previous versions of v’s 
resource descriptor remain in the system until they expire. Generally, 
index allocation invariance is difficult to provide with any multi-hop 
index distribution method without a rather strict structure of the network. 
Given this limitation we conclude that this architecture is not feasible in 
practical implementations. The IPIC architecture, however, does not 
suffer from this problem as the set of indexing nodes ℙv is stable. 
3.4.13 Comparison 
Table 3.2 compares the properties of the discussed architectures. All the 
clustered architectures (PIC, PSC, IPIC) provide a significant 
performance increase, both in terms of overhead and delay, compared to 
flooding, provided that the search/index ratio is sufficiently high. While 
PIC and PSC are able to provide optimal performance with correct cluster 
size, the IPIC architectures allow an arbitrary cluster topology and with a 
linear growth of state information but at the cost of either a longer delay 
or a larger overhead. The architectural choice therefore depends on 
whether these properties are required.  
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Table 3.2. Properties of the PIC, IPIC-SBRW and IPIC-RSBRW architectures 
and comparison to standard flooding.  
Architecture  Search 
flooding 
PIC IPIC-SBRW IPIC-
RSBRW 
Index 
topology 
- Arbitrary 
connected 
topology 
within cluster 
Arbitrary 
connected 
topology 
within cluster 
Arbitrary 
connected 
topology 
within cluster 
Search 
topology 
Random 
power-law 
A link from 
each node to 
at least one 
node in all 
other clusters 
A link from 
each node to 
at least one 
node in a 
subset of the 
other clusters 
A link from 
each node to 
at least one 
node in a 
subset of the 
other clusters 
Index 
distribution 
method 
- Any (e.g. ring 
or star within 
cluster) 
Any (e.g. 
ring or star 
within 
cluster) 
Any (e.g. ring 
or star within 
cluster) 
Search 
distribution 
method 
Flooding One-hop 
queries to a 
node in each 
cluster 
SBRW RSBRW 
Class Reactive 
uniform 
Hybrid 
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3.5 Zone Indexing – a proactive-reactive hybrid architecture 
Architectures combining proactive and reactive operations can be 
implemented in several ways, including the PIC, PSC and IPIC 
architectures. Such architectures can be made optimal using the 
Search/Index Space model. Despite their good performance, the 
mentioned architectures suffer from crucial practical problems. Firstly, it 
is difficult to construct and maintain the topology as nodes join and leave. 
To our knowledge, no automatic algorithm has been proposed. The 
closest attempt to create such an algorithm is [Dun], which however lacks 
several critical properties and has not been experimentally or theoretically 
verified. Secondly, as the performance depends on the cluster size, the 
overlay must be updated when the network size and user behavior 
changes. This update may require moving nodes between clusters and 
rearranging the links both within clusters and between clusters. The 
overlay network must itself be able to detect the need for restructuring. 
We therefore develop a new architecture implementing the Search/Index 
Space model. Our goal is to develop an architecture that 
• provides near-optimal search and index distribution algorithms, 
• provides automatic construction of the overlay network, 
• dynamically adapts to the current network size, 
• dynamically adapts to the current search/index ratio, 
• provides a search delay less than O(N), and 
• can be implemented in practice with reasonable effort. 
Additionally, the architecture must support our general requirements of 
• uniform index allocation, 
• support for complex queries, 
• determinism, and 
• index allocation invariance. 
This research has resulted in an architecture called Zone Indexing, which 
is presented in [Bei10]. 
3.5.1 Topology 
Like Chord [SMK+01], Zone Indexing organizes the nodes into a ring. 
Each node v knows the node that precedes it on the ring, its predecessor 
Pred(v), and the node that succeeds it on the ring, its successor Succ(v). 
The successor of the successor is called the second successor and is 
denoted Succ2(v) = Succ(Succ(v)). Correspondingly, the kth successor is 
denoted Succk(v). The kth predecessor of v is Predk(v). A node actively 
maintains knowledge about its first successor only but several 
predecessors can be learned through indexing.  
In a ring topology, searching can be performed reactively by simply 
forwarding a search request along the ring until it reaches the resource 
requester again or encounters a match. The search message overhead is 
then O(N) and the delay is O(N). To improve search performance, 
additional state information and index replication are needed. Here, 
Chord and Zone Indexing take dissimilar approaches, which determine 
the difference in the type of supported queries and the performance. 
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Chord places a resource-specific index in a single node which is 
identified by a key, while Zone Indexing replicates a node-specific index 
to several nodes. The searching node in Chord needs to know the key of 
the requested resource, whereas Zone Indexing allows for complex 
searches using any logic based on the metadata of the resource. The 
ability to support complex searches is the main advantage of Zone 
Indexing. The ring structure in both approaches is similar and can be 
reused in scenarios where both lookups and complex searches are needed.  
Zone Indexing divides the ring into overlapping zones. The number 
of nodes within the zone of node v is called the zone size of node v and is 
denoted Zv. The zone of node v of size Zv contains the nodes {v, Succ1(v), 
Succ2(v), …, SuccZv-1(v)}. The algorithm allows each node to select a 
different zone size, which can vary dynamically. Various algorithms for 
selecting the zone size can be developed – we later propose one such 
algorithm.  
3.5.2 Index distribution algorithm 
Each node v maintains a unidirectional index link to its successor. Index 
updates are sent with a time-to-live value of R = Zv. The local index of v 
is consequently distributed to all nodes in node v’s zone. Thus, ℙv = {v, 
Succ1(v), Succ2(v), …, SuccZv-1(v)}. Using our previous definition, a node 
w stores the index of the nodes ℕw = {u | w ∈ ℙu}, i.e. of all nodes in 
whose zone w resides. For searching (described later), each node 
maintains a unidirectional search link to its border node. The border 
node, Border(v), of a node v is defined as the closest predecessor not 
included in the remote index of v. Thus, Border(v) ∉ ℕv.  
Figure 3.10 depicts an example network from the perspective of a 
node E. All nodes use the same zone size Z = 4. The index of node E is 
distributed to the nodes ℙE = {E, F, G, H}. Node E stores the index of 
nodes ℕE = {B, C, D, E}. The border node of E is node A, as this is the 
closest node that is not indexed by E. The zones overlap, and therefore 
for example, node D distributes its index to a different set of nodes, ℙD = 
{D, E, F, G}. 
 
Figure 3.10. An example Zone Indexing network from the perspective of node E. 
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An index update message (v, Pred(v), R, E, T) sent by node v 
contains the address of the sender v, the address of the sender’s 
predecessor Pred(v), the remaining hops R, a set of index entries E, and a 
timeout value T. The remaining hops is initialized by the sender to 
R = Zv – 1. The timeout specifies the length of time the index entries are 
stored in a node’s remote index and is initialized to k (an application 
specific constant) times larger than the periodical index update interval: 
T = k / fi,refresh. The format for the index entries depends on the 
application.  
A node w receiving the index update message through a node u first 
updates its predecessor Pred(w) = u. This accounts for a potential new 
node that has joined the ring as a new predecessor. Node w stores 
information about the sender v: the predecessor Pred(v) is stored in the 
neighbor cache Pneighborcache and the index entries E in the remote index 
Ecache. If R > 0, the message is then forwarded to Succ(w) with R = R - 1. 
The expiration timer for the received entry and the timeout timer for the 
predecessor are restarted. The reception algorithm is summarized in 
Figure 3.11.  
 
Figure 3.11. Index reception algorithm of node w. 
To distribute the index to Ni nodes, Mi = Ni messages are required. 
The overhead of the indexing distribution algorithm is therefore Ωi = 1, 
ωi = 0 according to Equation (2.29) and the algorithm is optimal. 
3.5.3 Search algorithm 
Search requests are forwarded in reverse direction compared to the index 
updates. The search algorithm utilizes border nodes in order to avoid 
examining the same index multiple times. A unidirectional search link is 
maintained to the currently chosen border node. Each time the neighbor 
cache is updated (e.g. on each received index update) the border node is 
re-evaluated. The algorithm for determining the border node is presented 
in Figure 3.12. If the border node changes, the search link to the former 
border node is closed and a search link to the new border node is created.  
1: receive index (v, P, R, E, T) via u
2: Pred(w) ← u
3: Pneighborcache(v) ← P
4: Ecache(v) ← E
5: restart timer for Ecache(v) with T seconds
6: restart timer for u with T seconds
7: if R > 0 then
8: send index (v, P, R-1, E) to Succ(w)
9: end if
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Figure 3.12. Algorithm for determining the border node of node w. 
Before presenting a more efficient search method, we present the 
idea using a simple form of searching. The simplest form of searching is 
implemented by using border nodes only. A search message (v, Q, S) 
contains the address v of the resource requester, the query Q and a list of 
stop nodes S. In the simplest form of searching, a single stop node, the 
resource requester itself, is defined: S = {v}. The search request is 
forwarded by a node to its border node, which in turn forwards the 
request to its border node, until the whole ring is traversed. On each step, 
the request is forwarded to the first predecessor with new index 
information. To determine when the search has traversed the ring, the set 
of stop nodes is examined on each hop. The search finishes when it either 
(1) reaches a node w that has an entry for a stop node in its neighbor 
cache, or (2) when a stop node is the border node of w. In other words, 
the search is forwarded until  
S ∩ (Border(w) ∪ ℕw) ≠ ∅. (3.1) 
Consequently, the search covers all indices between the resource 
requester and the stop node. In the simplest form, the search covers all 
indices in the ring. We define the search path of node v as the ordered set 
of nodes that a search request generated by v will traverse, including node 
v itself.  
 
Figure 3.13. Forwarding a search request in a Zone Indexing network.  
1: b ← Pred(w)
2: while Pneighborcache(b) is defined do
3: b ← Pneighborcache(b)
4: end while
5: if b ≠ Border(w) then
6: remove search link to Border(w)
7: Border(w) = b
8: create search link to Border(w)
9: end if
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Figure 3.13 shows an example of searching. The search request 
generated by node A is forwarded to node B, which forwards to its border 
node C. The request is forwarded until it reaches node G, whose border 
node is A. As node A is the stop node, the search finishes. The search 
path of node A is {A, B, C, D, E, F, G}.   
3.5.4 Experimental setup for simulations of Zone Indexing 
We implement Zone Indexing in our simulator [Bei09] to prove the 
concept and to validate our mathematical analysis. Differently to our 
paper [Bei10], we here present the simulation results together with the 
corresponding analysis of each separate mechanism.  
The simulated system consists of N nodes, which are static unless 
otherwise mentioned. The resources are modified (added or removed) at 
exponentially distributed random intervals at a frequency of fi,update = 
1/2000 s-1, and each update triggers an index update. Additional 
periodical updates are sent at the frequency fi,periodic = 1/2000 s
-1. The total 
index update rate is fi = fi,update + fi,periodic = 1/1000 s
-1. Search requests are 
performed by uniformly randomly selected nodes for resources that at the 
time of the request exist in the network. The popularity of requested 
resources follows a Zipf distribution3 where the query rate of the ith most 
popular resource is proportional to i-α with α = 1.0. Search requests are 
generated at exponentially distributed random intervals at a frequency of 
fs. To obtain the desired search/index ratios r = fs / fi, the search frequency 
fs is adjusted. The search examines all indices, i.e. the search message is 
forwarded after a matching resource is found. In all simulations, 
resources are non-replicated and located at random nodes selected from a 
Zipf distribution with parameter α = 1.0. Transmission delays between 
simulated nodes are based on pair-wise delay measurements between 
DNS servers using the King method [GSG02]. The average unidirectional 
link delay is 90 ms with a standard deviation of 66 ms. The collection of 
statistics is started after a 3000 s settling period, whereafter the 
simulation is continued until 5000 search requests have been generated. 
The measured success ratio is Rsuccess > 99.9% in all static scenarios (a 
slight variation is due to dynamically added and removed resources). The 
system is considered deterministic.  
3.5.5 Performance of the basic version of Zone Indexing 
As the index update is distributed to all nodes within the zone with Z - 1 
messages, the frequency of received index messages per node is 
)1( −= ZfF ii . (3.2) 
To find all matching resources, the search request is forwarded along the 
search links so that the whole ring is traversed. Assuming that all nodes 
use the same zone size Z, the search message is forwarded to 
                                                 
3 We performed the simulations with both uniform and Zipf distributions. No 
differences were observed. This independence of distribution comes from the fact that 
the indices of all nodes are examined. The results from the Zipf distribution are shown.  
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  ZNZNN z // ≈=  (3.3) 
nodes. The number of search messages received per time unit is therefore  





 −= 1
Z
N
fF ss . (3.4) 
Figure 3.14 shows the frequency of received index and search 
messages in a network with N = 1000 nodes for varying zone sizes (all 
nodes use the same zone size). The used search/index ratio of r = 2 is 
obtained by selecting fs = 1/500. The figure shows the simulation results; 
the analytic results from (3.2) and (3.4) are practically indistinguishable 
from the simulation results if plotted on the same graph. The index traffic 
increases with an increasing zone size while the search traffic decreases.   
 
Figure 3.14. Received index and search messages vs. zone size.   
 
Figure 3.15. Received messages vs. zone size for different search/index ratios.   
In Figure 3.15 the total traffic is shown for search/index ratios 
varying between r = 1/8 and r = 8. As suggested by the Search/Index 
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Space model, the traffic is minimized by a certain zone size for each 
value of N and r.  
To locate all matching resources, Nz = N/Z nodes are queried 
according to (3.3). If each overlay link has a delay of Tlink, the maximum 
delay for finding a resource is 
Z
NT
Z
N
TNTT linklinkzlinksearch ≈


==ˆ
,
 (3.5) 
including the search reply. This is also the delay for finding all matching 
resources. The delay increases linearly with the size of the network.  
If only one matching resource exists, the average number of queried 
nodes is Nz/2, assuming the resource is located at any node with uniform 
probability. The average delay for finding a matching resource is then 
Z
NT
Z
NT
T linklinkseearch 22
≈


=
. (3.6) 
Figure 3.16 depicts the analytic and simulated average search delays 
in an N = 1000 node network where the average link delay is Tlink = 90 
ms. As the delay is independent of r, only r = 2 is shown. A larger zone 
size decreases the search delay. The delay is high, which motivates using 
an optimal zone size and adding parallel operations (in Section 3.5.10). 
The delay increases linearly with the network size (not shown).  
 
Figure 3.16. Average search delay when no shortcuts are used.   
3.5.6 Performance under optimal zone size 
Zone indexing implements the Search/Index Space model. A zone 
consists of one node in each row in the matrix. Because of the 
overlapping clusters, these nodes can reside in two adjacent columns, as 
depicted in Figure 3.17. A search request is distributed to one node in 
each column in the matrix. Consequently P = Z and R = N / Z. Both 
searching and indexing are optimal: Ωi = Ωs = 1. 
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Figure 3.17. Zone indexing in the Search/Index Space model.  
The analysis of optimal zone size follows the one in Section 2.4.9. 
By deriving the total traffic F = Fi + Fs given by (3.2) and (3.4) with 
respect to Z, we obtain the optimal zone size 
rNZ o = . (3.7) 
When the zone size is optimal, the frequency of received index messages 
is 
( ) isiii fNffrNfF −=−= 1 , (3.8) 
and the corresponding frequency of received search messages is 
( ) ssiss fNffrNfF −=−= 1/ . (3.9) 
The total frequency of received messages when the zone size is optimal is 
consequently 
issisi ffNffFFF −−=+= 2 . (3.10) 
 
Figure 3.18. Received message vs. network size when zone size is optimal.   
The frequency of received messages for optimal zone sizes is shown 
in Figure 3.18. The network size varies between N = 500 and N = 6000 
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nodes and the search/index ratio takes the values r = 4, r = 1, and r = 1/4. 
The analytic and simulation results plotted in the same graph correspond 
well to each other. The traffic grows in the order of O(√N) when the zone 
size is optimal. A high search/index ratio increases the traffic. 
Inserting (3.7) into (3.3) gives the number of nodes queried when the 
zone size is optimal:  
rNZNN ooz == /, . (3.11) 
Inserting (3.7) into (3.5) gives the maximum delay for finding a resource 
when the zone size is optimal: 
r
NT
NTT linkozlinkoseearch == ,, . (3.12) 
Correspondingly, inserting (3.7) into (3.6) gives the average delay for 
finding a single random resource when the zone size is optimal: 
r
NTNT
T link
ozlink
oseearch
22
,
, == . (3.13) 
Figure 3.19 shows the average search delay when the zone size is 
optimal. The traffic grows in the order of O(√N). An increasing 
proportion of searches to index updates decreases the search delay. The 
simulation results coincide with the analytic results.  
 
Figure 3.19. Average search delay vs. network size when zone size is optimal.   
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Theorem 3.1. If the zone size is optimal, the search load equals the index 
load.  
Proof. Inserting (3.8) into (2.2) gives 
NffL sii = . 
Correspondingly, inserting (3.9) into (2.1) gives 
NffL sis = . □ 
3.5.7 Algorithm for dynamic control of zone size 
The goal of the Zone Indexing architecture is to be able to adjust the 
number of index replicas so that it is close to optimal. The overlapping of 
zones allows the adjustment to be made with low effort, much lower than 
the effort of rearranging the links and clusters in a PIC or PSC network as 
the optimal number of clusters changes. The change of zone size only 
affects the initial value of the hops left field in the index update message.  
As Equation (3.7) indicates, the optimal zone size depends on the 
network size N and the search/index ratio r. Unfortunately, both variables 
are difficult to measure. A node is able to determine its local frequency of 
generated search messages and index updates and calculate a local 
search/index ratio, but this represents the behavior of only one node, 
which can be very different from the average behavior. Moreover, the 
process of obtaining a global node count does not scale. However, 
Theorem 3.1 states that Li = Ls when the zone size is optimal. When 
Ls > Li the zone size needs to be enlarged and vice versa. The load is easy 
to measure locally. The local index load Li,v of node v is calculated by 
measuring the interval Ti between processed (generated and received) 
index messages. The load is then the inverse 1/Ti of the time interval. To 
give a longer time perspective and better stability, an exponentially 
weighted average with parameter α (0 < α < 1) is used to include the load 
of earlier measurement periods: 
)1()1(/)( ,, −−+= tLTtL viivi αα . (3.14) 
Our simulations showed that the selection of α has a marginal effect on 
the performance. We use α = 0.1. The search load is measured in a 
similar way.  
To reduce the variation in zone size between neighboring nodes, we 
approximate the network-wide average load by averaging the local load 
of a larger number of nodes. The choice of zone size of node v directly 
affects the index load of v’s successors: when v changes its zone size, the 
load balances of its successors change. Therefore, we use the load of 
node v’s current successors as a basis for the zone size decision. As the 
search load is dependent on the index load (through the zone size), it is 
sufficient to adjust the index load in order to affect the Li/Ls ratio.  
To measure the load of the successors, the index update sent by node 
v contains v’s current local search load and index load. On forwarding the 
index update, each node adds their current search and index load to these 
fields. The last node in the zone sends an acknowledgement message 
back to node v containing the averaged index and search loads. Node v 
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thereby learns the average load of the nodes in its zone. If the search load 
is higher than the index load, the zone size is increased by one. If the 
search load is lower than the index load, the zone size is reduced by one. 
If the difference is small (defined by a threshold) the zone size is 
unmodified. As the zone size changes with a fixed maximum rate of ±1 
nodes per index update, the change rate is sufficiently slow to give 
stability. The acknowledgement message further doubles as an indication 
that the index update was correctly delivered. The acknowledgement 
message adds a constant overhead of ωi = 1. As stated by Theorem 2.1 
this does not affect the optimal zone size.  
3.5.8 Avoidance of local redundancy 
The Search/Index Space model requires the nodes to be uniformly 
distributed in the space. Applying this requirement to Zone Indexing, 
translates into a requirement that all nodes should use the same zone size 
to guarantee optimal performance in a network-wide perspective.  
A particular case of non-optimal performance results from local 
redundancy. This is caused by a large variation in the zone size between 
consecutive nodes. To illustrate the situation, consider the example in 
Figure 3.20. The zone sizes are ZA = 4, ZB = 2, and ZC = 2. Node D will 
select B as its border node as it is the first predecessor not included in the 
neighbor cache. When a search message is forwarded by node D to the 
border node B, the index entries of node A are examined twice: at both D 
and B. Thus, the distribution of A’s index entries to node D is redundant. 
Node A should select a zone size of ZA = 3 or less.  
 
Figure 3.20. Redundancy caused by large variation in zone size.  
Local redundancy is avoided if  
1)( +≤ vSuccn ZZ  (3.15) 
for each node v in the network. As periodical messages are received only 
from the predecessor, it is more practical to express this condition in an 
equivalent form: 
1)(Pr −≥ vedn ZZ . (3.16) 
In some cases it may be beneficial to allow local redundancy in a limited 
form. To increase the speed of adaptation when the target zone size 
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changes rapidly, it may be justified to allow a larger variation in the zone 
size between neighboring nodes. The maximum variation is then a system 
parameter ZAllowedDifference generalizing (3.16) to 
ferenceAllowedDifvedv ZZZ −≥ )(Pr . (3.17) 
For symmetry, an application can additionally consider an upper limit for 
the allowed zone size, whereas the condition is  
ferenceAllowedDifvedvferenceAllowedDifved ZZZZZ +≤≤− )(Pr)(Pr .
 (3.18) 
3.5.9 Evaluation of the algorithm for zone size control 
We first test the adaptation speed of the algorithm using a network with 
N = 2000 nodes. All nodes are started simultaneously with an initial zone 
size of Zv = 1. We implement the algorithm described in Section 3.5.7 for 
zone size control with a parameter of α = 0.1. We limit the variation in 
zone size using both an upper and a lower limit as defined in (3.18). The 
cases ZAllowedDifference = 1 and ZAllowedDifference = 2 are examined. Figure 3.21 
shows the development of the zone size during 110000 s. The vertical 
bars indicate the measured standard deviation. The final zone size is 
reached faster with ZAllowedDifference = 2 with a cost of a slightly higher 
deviation, especially during the settling time. In the stable state, both 
cases behave similarly. As the zone size can change only with ±1 node on 
each index update and updates are sent in 1000 s interval, the smallest 
possible time for reaching the final size Z = 36 is Z / fi = 36000 s. The 
measured convergence time is between 50000 s and 60000 s.  
One should be reminded that the situation of all nodes starting from 
scratch is artificial and only shows the adaptation speed. In a practical 
implementation, a joining node learns the current zone size from its 
predecessor, whereafter the adjustment reacts to relatively slow changes 
in the network.  
 
Figure 3.21. The adaptation of zone size in time.   
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We then examine the precision of the algorithm. Figure 3.22 shows 
how close the dynamically adjusted zone size is to the analytic optimal 
size 100000 s after starting the nodes. Networks have a size varying 
between N = 250 and N = 2000 nodes and a search/index ratio of r = 2 
and r = 1/2. The simulations represent a scenario of ZAllowedDifference = 1. 
The resulting size is relatively close to the optimal one although a slightly 
larger zone size is obtained.  
 
Figure 3.22. Dynamically adjusted zone sizes compared to optimal ones.   
3.5.10 Searching using shortcuts 
Using a single search message traversing the whole ring, as in the simple 
form of the search algorithm, creates a long search delay in large 
networks. To reduce the delay, we divide the ring into search sectors 
which are examined in parallel with separate search messages. The ring is 
divided by shortcut nodes which, together with the resource requester, 
separate consecutive search sectors. The more sectors the ring is divided 
into, the lower the delay, but the more state information in the form of 
shortcuts is required.  
A separate search request is sent to each shortcut node, which 
forwards the request according to the normal search algorithm. These are 
sent in addition to the normal search request originating from the 
resource requester. Each search request is forwarded along the ring until 
it encounters one of the stop nodes listed in the request, as defined in 
(3.1). Consequently, the resource requester v has several parallel search 
paths, each starting in v. All the shortcuts and the resource requester itself 
are given as stop nodes in the search. For comparison, recall that in the 
basic version of Zone Indexing, the only stop node is the resource 
requester, resulting in a single search sector covering the whole ring. The 
reason that all shortcut nodes must be included as stop nodes is that the 
resource requester cannot determine in which order the shortcut nodes 
appear in the ring.  
Consider the example in Figure 3.23. The resource requester A and 
the shortcuts D and F divide the ring into three search sectors. The search 
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message contains the list of stop nodes {A, D, F}. The search message is 
processed by node A and forwarded to A’s border node B as normally. A 
copy of the search message is also sent to each of the shortcut nodes, who 
process the query and forward the message to their border nodes. Node C 
detects that its border node D is one of the stop nodes and finishes the 
search. Also node G stops forwarding as its border node A is one of the 
stop nodes. Node E stops forwarding as it has the index of node F, which 
is a stop node. The search paths of node A are {A, B, C}, {A, D, E}, and 
{A, F, G}.  
 
Figure 3.23. Searching using shortcuts.  
Any known node can be used as a shortcut node. For instance, if a 
search reply has been received from a node w, node w can be stored as a 
shortcut. If zone indexing is used together with Chord, the fingers can be 
shortcuts.  
3.5.11 Algorithm for delay control 
This section proposes a method to populate the list of shortcuts in order 
to obtain a controlled delay. It can be used either as the only way to 
create shortcuts or to complement another method.  
A desired maximum delay is obtained by adjusting the maximum 
length of a search path. To implement controlled delay, we add two fields 
to the search message. The search message contains a counter H 
initialized to zero, counting the number of hops the search message is 
forwarded. The maximum delay is specified in terms of a maximum 
allowed hop count, Hmax. When H reaches Hmax, a Shortcut message 
containing the address of u is sent to the resource requester, which can 
establish a shortcut to node u. The counter H is then reset and the 
forwarding is continued, whereas more shortcuts may be generated by 
other nodes.  
Assuming all nodes have the same zone size Z, the maximum length 
of a search sector is ZHmax nodes, and the network is divided into at least 
N / ZHmax search sectors. With an average delay Tlink of each overlay link 
the maximum delay for finding a resource is 
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linkshortcutssearch THT max,
ˆ =  (3.19) 
and the average delay for finding a single copy of a resource is 
2/max, linkshortcutssearch THT = . (3.20) 
As a new node is unaware of any shortcuts, the delay of the first 
search may be long. However, once some shortcuts are known, the list of 
shortcuts only needs to be maintained.  
Topology changes cause new shortcuts to be allocated as the distance 
between two shortcut nodes can become too large. The maximum number 
of shortcuts can be limited to a value Ns in order to reduce the state 
information. When a new shortcut is established and the limit is reached, 
a randomly selected shortcut is removed. The randomness is used to 
distribute the shortcuts evenly around the ring since a node cannot know 
the distance between different shortcuts. Since a search sector contains 
ZHmax nodes, a network of N nodes needs to be divided into at least  
maxmin, / ZHNN s =  (3.21) 
search sectors. If the Ns < Ns,min, all generated shortcuts cannot be 
maintained, with the consequence that new shortcut messages are 
continuously triggered. In this exceptional case, the application needs to 
increase Hmax as it detects a high number of continuously received 
Shortcut messages.  
If all shortcuts are used and evenly distributed, the expected average 
delay is 
)1(2, +
=
s
zlink
tsallshortcusearch
N
NT
T
.
 (3.22) 
3.5.12 Performance of delay control 
The delay control algorithm is simulated in a network with N = 3000 
nodes and a search/index ratio of r = 1. All nodes use an optimal zone 
size of Zo = 55 according to (3.7). The shortcut interval is varied between 
Hmax = 5 and Hmax = 55. The number of available shortcuts is varied 
between Ns = 0 and Ns = 16. At Ns = 0 shortcuts are disabled. The delays 
are presented in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25.  
Figure 3.24 reveals that the delay is most dependent on Ns. Already a 
small number of shortcuts reduce the delay. The delay further decreases 
for each added shortcut, i.e. as Ns increases. The delay is slightly higher 
than the analytic delay given by (3.22). The difference between the 
analytic and the simulated delays is due to the fact that randomly 
distributed shortcuts are not perfectly evenly distributed. As Hmax is 
reduced, the distribution of shortcuts becomes more even, but still not 
perfect.  
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Figure 3.24. Average search delay when shortcuts are enabled.   
 
Figure 3.25. Effect of the shortcut interval on the average search delay.   
Figure 3.25 shows that the parameter Hmax affects the delay only 
slightly. For comparison the figure also presents the perfect allocation 
given by (3.20), which is expected when exactly Ns = Ns,min shortcuts are 
evenly distributed. Perfect allocation is not achieved in a practical 
scenario. Instead, the delay depends almost solely on the number of 
available shortcuts, because all available shortcuts will be used even 
though they do not fulfill the spacing requirement given by Hmax. When 
the minimum number of shortcuts Ns,min given by (3.21) is exceeded, the 
additional shortcuts are distributed randomly across the network reducing 
the delay further. This distribution takes place when the network size is 
varied (e.g. during network construction) and before the index cache is 
fully populated.  
The scenario is selected to also demonstrate the particular case where 
the number of available shortcuts is too low to fulfill the spacing 
requirement set by Hmax. This occurs when Ns < Ns,min as given by (3.21). 
The affected points are encircled in Figure 3.25. For these points, the 
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delay no longer decreases with a decreasing Hmax and may instead 
slightly increase as shortcuts become unevenly distributed and the 
allocation of shortcuts never converges. 
Figure 3.26 shows the message overhead added by the use of 
shortcuts. In the simulated case, the increase in traffic is between 0% and 
5%, which can be considered as a low cost for the reduced delay. An 
exception appears in the particular case when Ns < Ns,min when the 
shortcuts are never stabilized, causing continuous transmission of 
Shortcut messages with an resulting overhead of up to 9%. This can be 
avoided by increasing Hmax.  
 
Figure 3.26. Received messages when shortcuts are enabled.   
Table 3.3 presents how the number of shortcuts affects the traffic and 
delay reduction using averages of values for which Ns < Ns,min. For Ns = 1 
the value for Hmax = 1 is used as no values satisfy the condition.  
The choice of Ns is a tradeoff between delay and message overhead: 
increasing Ns adds overhead linearly while reducing the delay 
asymptotically toward zero. A practical application could adjust Ns until a 
desired maximum delay is obtained, at the same time modifying Hmax 
according to (17).  
Table 3.3. Additional traffic and delay reduction caused by shortcuts.  
Number of 
shortcuts 
Traffic 
increase 
Traffic increase 
per shortcut 
Delay 
reduction 
Delay reduction 
per shortcut 
Ns = 1 -0.30 % -0.30 % 30.86 % 30.86 % 
Ns = 2 0.24 % 0.12 % 43.99 % 21.99 % 
Ns = 4 1.53 % 0.38 % 56.57 % 14.14 % 
Ns = 8 2.32 % 0.29 % 64.70 % 8.09 % 
Ns = 12 4.35 % 0.36 % 69.10 % 5.76 % 
Ns = 16 5.16 % 0.32 % 70.96 % 4.43 % 
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3.5.13 Algorithm for topology maintenance 
For creating and maintaining the ring topology, any suitable method can 
be used, including the one used in Chord. In contrast to Chord, Zone 
Indexing does not require a node to join at a specific position in the ring – 
a requirement generating O(log N) messages per joining node in Chord. 
Because of the lower demands, we propose a more lightweight method to 
join the ring, requiring only O(1) messages. Our simulations have further 
shown that the proposed algorithm is very robust under high churn rates.  
To create a new ring topology, a node v selects itself as both its 
predecessor and successor: Pred(v) = Succ(v) = v.  
To join an existing ring, the joining node must know any node w 
already in the ring, for instance, through a bootstrap mechanism or from 
previous sessions. The fact that a node can join the ring at any position 
allows the node to measure the delay to a set of nodes and select w as the 
node with the lowest delay, thereby reducing the overall delay of the 
system. The joining node v inserts itself between w and Succ(w). To 
accomplish this, node v sends a Join message to node w. Upon receiving 
the Join message, node w sets its successor Succ(w) = v and answers with 
a Join Reply containing its previous successor u  and its current zone size 
Zw. When v receives the Join Reply, it updates its successor Succ(v) = u 
and optionally uses the current zone size of w as an initial value for its 
own zone size. The following index update informs u about its new 
predecessor v using the normal index update algorithm.  
A node v can leave the ring gracefully by sending its predecessor u a 
Leave message containing Succ(v). The node u receiving a Leave 
message sets its successor to the node indicated in the message Succ(u) = 
Succ(v). The new successor of u is informed about the change in the 
following index updates.  
3.5.14 Algorithm for topology maintenance in exceptional cases 
If a node v has received no index updates via its predecessor w during a 
specified timeout, the node w is assumed failed and it is added to node v’s 
list of failed nodes Fn. A node w can later be removed from the list Fn if v 
receives any message from w. Node v starts recovering by sending Join 
messages to its predecessors according to increasing distance, starting 
from the failed predecessor. The addresses of the preceding nodes are 
obtained from the neighbor cache. These Join messages are sent and 
handled like normal Join messages. However, the node v does not update 
its successor to the node u indicated in the Join Reply if it has declared 
node u as a failed node.  
In the exceptional case when a large number of consecutive nodes 
fail simultaneously, none of the known predecessors replies. Node v can 
then send a Join message to any known node u, such as a shortcut node. 
In such a case, both the joining node v and the known node u can be 
followed by several nodes. In fact, one of them is probably followed by 
the rest of the ring. Therefore, the chains of the nodes succeeding v and u 
must be merged. More precisely, as one of the chains may contain the 
rest of the ring, the chains must be interleaved until one of the chains 
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ends. Interleaving implies inserting the nodes following v as every second 
node in the chain following u.  
Interleaving is implemented in the following way. A node v receiving 
a Join Reply from a node w sends its successor (if it has one) a Rejoin 
message containing its successor Succ(v). The node receiving the Rejoin 
message sends a Join message to the indicated node, i.e. to Succ(v). The 
Join Reply triggered by this Join may cause another Rejoin message to be 
sent, and the process is repeated until a node without a successor is 
reached.  
 
 
Figure 3.27. Example of interleaving to repair the overlay.  
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.27 using an example. The 
attempts of node A to join its predecessor have failed. Node A, however, 
knows another node, E, to which it sends a Join message. Since both 
nodes A and E are succeeded by a chain of successors, these chains must 
be interleaved. As the node A has a successor (Succ(A) = B), it sends 
node B a Rejoin message indicating node F, i.e. the node in the received 
Join Reply. Node B then sends a Join message to F. Upon receiving the 
Join Reply, node B sends a Rejoin message to C, indicating node G. 
Node C consequently sends node G a Join message. The ring is corrected. 
The successor of node G, if included in the Join Reply, is dead and any 
further attempt of C’s successor D to join G will fail and D will therefore 
keep its current successor. 
The process of interleaving also gives a solution to a situation where 
a node v is not aware of any other nodes. In this situation, the only known 
node is the node v itself, and as a last resort the node sends a Join 
message to itself. This causes a sequence of events that wraps the 
remaining ring around node v like a snowball, interleaving the layers 
together and resulting in a repaired ring. 
3.5.15 Performance under churn 
To test the topology maintenance algorithm, we simulate nodes joining at 
exponentially distributed random intervals 1/λ = 1/fchurn. The average 
interval is varied between 1/fchurn = 125 s and 1/fchurn =16000 s. Nodes 
stay in the system an exponentially distributed random period of average 
length 1/µ. The parameter µ is selected according to Little’s law µ = 
N/fchurn  so that the average number of nodes N = 1000 is constant. As N is 
constant, the leave interval equals the join interval. The index update 
frequency is fi = 1/500 s
-1 and the search frequency is fs = 1/500 s
-1 giving 
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a search/index ratio of r = 1. The number of shortcuts is Ns = 10 with 
Hmax = 5. We examine the case where all nodes leave gracefully and the 
cases where 10% and 50% nodes fail without notification. A node 
declares its predecessor failed if no index updates are generated or 
relayed through the predecessor within a timeout Ttimeout = 1/fi = 1000 s.  
The effect of churn on success ratio is shown in Figure 3.28. When 
nodes exit without notification, the success ratio starts dropping when 
1/fchurn  ≤ Ttimeout. Therefore, the periodical index update frequency should 
be selected sufficiently high to match the expected churn rate. In order to 
ensure reliable operation under churn, fi should preferably be selected fi > 
2fchurn. When nodes exit gracefully, the drop in success ratio is lower. 
Additional simulations (not shown) showed that the search/index ratio r 
does not affect the success ratio. 
 
 
Figure 3.28. Effect of churn on success ratio.   
 
Figure 3.29. Effect of churn on the frequency of received messages.   
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Figure 3.29 shows the frequency of received messages under churn. 
The highest churn rate increases the message overhead up to 30% when 
graceful exits are used. When nodes leave ungracefully, the lower 
message overhead is partially related to the lower success ratio.  
Testing with churn rates 1/fchurn < 250 showed cases where the node 
joined itself as all other known nodes failed. Separately studying these 
cases, where a node wraps the ring around itself shows that this method 
succeeded to save the topology from partitioning in all tested cases. As 
any known node can be used to repair the ring, a moderate number of 
shortcuts and indexed nodes gives a good protection against partitioning.  
3.5.16 Replicated resources 
In current peer-to-peer networks, resources are typically well replicated. 
In zone indexing, the distribution costs and storage can be reduced when 
resources are replicated. It is often sufficient to find one of the replicated 
resources. In the case that a node v receives an index update for a 
resource that it itself shares it can ignore the received index update and 
stop forwarding it. The succeeding nodes consequently only see a single 
copy of the resource. The number of copies can be limited, so that if the 
index already contains a given number of copies of a resource in a 
received update, the forwarding is suppressed. Another alternative is to 
combine the local resource descriptors with the received one and forward 
a single copy of the resource descriptor. This resource descriptor contains 
multiple addresses for the resource.  
Similar methods can be used in searching. Copies of resources 
encountered by the search message can be ignored or combined with the 
existing result set. A resource requester that only needs a single resource 
can indicate that the search shall be interrupted when the first matching 
resource has been found. Alternatively, the search can be interrupted 
when a given number of copies have been found. If the resource requester 
later requires more matches, it can make a new search request that starts 
at the node which returned the previous search message.  
The design goal of Zone Indexing is to provide deterministic 
searching. If it is necessary to trade determinism for better scalability, it 
is further possible to limit the maximum hop count for a search message. 
Such an approach corresponds to the TTL used in Gnutella and other 
common file sharing systems, and relies on well-replicated resources.  
3.5.17 Comparison 
Table 3.4 summarizes the properties of Zone Indexing with and without 
delay control using shortcuts. The zone size is assumed to be nearly 
optimal and the number of shortcuts fulfils Equation (3.21). The 
properties of Chord, based on [LCP+04], are included for comparison, 
although these algorithms have different goals.  
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Table 3.4. Properties of the Zone Indexing architectures with and without 
shortcuts, and a comparison with Chord.  
Architecture Zone Indexing Zone Indexing 
with Shortcuts 
Chord 
Index topology Unidirectional 
ring 
Unidirectional 
ring 
Ring with fingers 
Search topology Unidirectional 
link from node to 
its border node 
Unidirectional 
link from node to 
its border node, 
shortcuts 
Ring with fingers 
Index 
distribution 
method 
Zone Indexing Zone Indexing Routed 
Search 
distribution 
method 
Forwarding to 
border nodes 
Initial forwarding 
to shortcuts, 
forwarding to 
border nodes 
Routed 
Class Hybrid 
proactive-
reactive uniform 
Hybrid 
proactive-
reactive uniform 
Structured 
single-key exact-
match uniform 
Links in 
network 
( )NO  ( )sNNNO +  ( )NNO log  
Index entries 
per node 
( )NO  ( )NO  ( )1O  
Index message 
scalability, Mi 
( )NO  ( )NO  ( )NkO log  * 
Search message 
scalability, Ms 
( )NO  ( )NO  ( )NO log  
Search delay, Ts ( )NO  ( )sNNO  ( )NO log  
* Note that nodes in structured systems update each resource descriptor to a separate 
node, whereas nodes in the considered unstructured indexing systems update all 
resource descriptors to the same set of indexing node. This additional overhead of Chord 
is indicated with k. 
 
3.6 Direct Index – a fully proactive architecture 
Let us finally study fully proactive architectures. As stated by Equation 
(2.35), a fully proactive architecture is feasible in a marginal group of 
scenarios. One such scenario is studied in Section 4.6. Contrary to Zone 
Indexing, the studied architectures do not create and maintain a structured 
topology. Instead, they operate on arbitrary (random) topologies.  
In a fully proactive architecture, the distribution of search requests is 
eliminated, but the efficiency of index distribution becomes important. A 
simple way to distribute index updates is to use flooding. For example, 
link-state routing protocols, including OSPF [Moy94], operate by 
flooding updates to all nodes proactively. Flooding is, however, 
inefficient with an overhead of Ωi ≈ D. In this section we propose a more 
efficient method, called Direct Index, to distribute updates in an overlay 
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network. We utilize the fact that in a proactive architecture each indexed 
node is known. Our goal is to provide index distribution with an overhead 
approaching Ωi ≈ 1.  
Let us first review how a link-state routing protocol operates. Each 
node collects a map of the network in the form of a link table. For each 
link (v, w) starting from node v, node v generates a link state 
advertisement that is distributed using flooding to all nodes in the 
network. All nodes store this information in the link table and 
consequently the link table contains an entry for both directions of every 
link. The link table, representing the network topology, is given as input 
to Dijkstra’s shortest-path first algorithm [CLR+01], which generates the 
routing table. The routing table indicates for each destination u the 
distance in hops to u and the first link on the route to u.  
3.6.1 Algorithm 
In [Bei07b] we propose an algorithm called the Direct Index for index 
distribution. The algorithm is based on a link-state routing protocol. Each 
node builds a topological map of the network. While a link-state routing 
protocol operates at the network layer and uses flooding over physical 
links, the proposed Direct Index approach uses an overlay network. This 
allows us to reduce overhead by exchanging index updates directly 
between nodes over temporary links instead of forwarding the updates via 
intermediate nodes. Furthermore, duplicate messages are avoided as the 
distribution is controlled by a single node, the sender. For each known 
node, an exchange of index information is periodically invoked.  Through 
the exchange, the node learns about the neighbors of the other node, and 
utilizes this information to construct a topological map of the group.  
Each node v maintains a table Pv = {p1, p2, …,} called the peer table. 
The entries pw = (Nw, Ew, Tw) of the peer tables represent each peer w 
known by node v. The neighbor list Nw indicates the neighbors of node w. 
The index entry Ew includes a set of resource descriptors of the resources 
shared by node w and Tw is a timer used for triggering the following 
update exchange with node w.  
As a node v starts, it only knows its direct neighbors, which are 
preconfigured or obtained via some known node. Each of these 
neighboring nodes is initially added to the peer table with empty entries 
for Nw and Ew. The timer Tw is initialized to a random value between zero 
and UpdateDelay. The constant UpdateDelay is used to delay update 
exchanges in order to avoid a storm of messages on a topology change.  
When the timer Tw expires, an update exchange with node w is 
triggered. An Update message with the fields (Nv, Ev, F) is sent over a 
temporary link (e.g. using UDP) directly to node w. The Update message 
contains a list Nv of node v’s neighbors and the index entries Ev 
describing resources that v shares. The request flag F is set to F = 1.  
Upon receiving an Update message from node v, node w updates the 
information for node v in its peer table. The index entry Ev and neighbor 
lists Nv are copied from the received message and the timer Tv is set to 
UpdateInterval. For each node u ∈ Nv that has no corresponding entry in 
node w’s peer table, a new entry is created with empty Nu and Eu, and 
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with the timer Tu initialized to a random value between zero and 
UpdateDelay. If the request flag F is set, node w replies to node v with a 
similar Update message containing the list of its neighbors and its index 
entries but with the request flag unset (F = 0). If the request flag is unset 
in a received Update message, an Acknowledgement message is sent to 
end the update exchange. When node w receives an Acknowledgement 
message from node v, the timer Tv in Pw is reset to UpdateInterval.  
 
Figure 3.30. Update exchange signaling in Direct Index.  
The update exchange is depicted in Figure 3.30. Through the update 
exchange node v learns about the shared resources of w, and vice versa. 
More importantly, node v learns about the neighbors Nw of node w. On 
the kth round of update exchanges, node v learns about nodes at a 
distance of k hops. Consequently, it takes at most d rounds of update 
exchanges to learn about all nodes in a network with diameter d.  
When a node’s local resources or local neighbors change, it may 
reschedule update exchanges with each known node w by setting the 
timer Tw to a random value between zero and UpdateDelay. 
Alternatively, it can wait for the following update round.  
If an Update message sent to w is not answered with an Update or 
Acknowledgement messages within a given timeout, it is considered lost. 
A lost message is resent using exponential backoff using the timer Tw. A 
node that has not been updated within several UpdateIntervals is declared 
unreachable and is removed from the peer table.  
A node v may optionally maintain a routing table Rv, in which the 
entry Rv(w) indicates dist(v, w). The routing table is recalculated with 
Dijkstra’s algorithm after each change of Nw in the peer table of v. The 
routing table is required in the access control extensions presented in 
Section 4.6.  
3.6.2 Index compression 
Maintaining full information about all resources in the network may 
require a substantial storage space. To reduce the storage size and 
bandwidth requirements, we propose compressing the index information 
using Bloom filters [Blo70].  
A Bloom filter is a lossy but compact method to represent a set as a 
bit-string. The bit-string can be used to check whether or not an element 
belongs to the set. False positives are possible but not false negatives. 
The more elements that are added to the set, the larger the probability p of 
false positives.  
Node v Node w
Update (Nv, Ev, F=1)
Update (Nw, Ew, F=0)
Acknowledgement
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The Bloom filter is implemented as a bit-string of m bits, initially 
zeroed. The filter uses k hash functions. Each hash function maps an 
element to one of the v bits. When an element is added to the filter, the k 
bits indicated by the hash functions are set to one. To test whether an 
element is in the set, the element is hashed and the k bits indicated by the 
hash functions are tested. If all are ones, a positive is obtained. If not all 
of the indicated bits are ones, a negative is obtained, and the element is 
definitely not in the set.   
According to [FCA+02] the probability of false positives in a filter 
containing n elements is minimized for  
nmk ⋅= 2ln , (3.23) 
in which case the probability is  
( ) nmkp 6185.021 == . (3.24) 
This allows us to determine the optimal number of hash functions as  
5.0ln
ln p
k =  (3.25) 
and the optimal number of bits as 
  1.4427
6185.0ln
5.0ln
nk
nk
m == . (3.26) 
Bloom filters can be used in a wide range of applications. A good 
overview of different networking applications is given in [BM02]. In our 
resource sharing application, the elements are the attributes of the 
resource descriptors. The hash functions then calculate the bit positions 
based on the attribute string. A single Bloom filter can describe the 
attributes of several resource descriptors. In the extreme case, a Bloom 
filter can describe all resources available at a node. In order to reduce the 
probability of false positives, the attributes of a resource provider may be 
divided between several Bloom filters.  
Although providing significant reduction in index size, Bloom filters 
come with two disadvantages. Firstly, because of the false positives, the 
actual existence of a resource matching with the filter must be checked 
separately. Therefore searching involves an additional roundtrip to a set 
of nodes to check whether the resource actually is available. Secondly, 
the possibility to make complex searches is lost. The use of hash 
functions reduces the possible queries to exact-match single-key queries. 
However, because the whole filter is available at a single node, some 
types of multi-attribute queries can be performed efficiently, as presented 
in Section 4.6.6. 
3.6.3 Performance 
Our simulations reported in [Bei07b] compare three architectures:  
1. a reactive system with flooding-based search distribution, 
2. a proactive system with flooding-based index distribution, and 
3. a proactive system with Direct Index distribution. 
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In all compared cases, a similar topology is used. The network has N 
nodes connected with a random power-law topology. The default network 
size is N = 100 nodes and the default average degree is D = 10. Index 
updates are according to an exponential distribution with an average of 
one update per day, fi = 1/86400 s
-1. Extra index updates are triggered if 
no index updates is generated in two days, i.e. UpdateInterval = 172800 
s, which practically increases fi further. For avoiding bursts of updates, 
UpdateDelay = 60 s. These parameters are chosen to reflect the intended 
use scenario, described in Section 4.6. Search requests are generated 
according to an exponential distribution with frequency fs. The search 
frequency fs is adjusted to obtain a desired search/index ratio r = fs / fi. By 
default, r = 1:1. In the simulations, one of the parameters N, D, and r are 
varied while the others take their default value. Index flooding and Direct 
Index use index compression. All local resources are described using a 
Bloom filter, simulated so that it generates false positives with a 
probability of p = 0.02.  
 
Figure 3.31. Message receptions depending on the search/index ratio. 
Figure 3.31 shows the message receptions per search for the 
examined architectures. The traffic is normalized so that the total number 
of receptions is divided by the number of searches during the simulated 
time. The simulations confirm our assumption that the search/index ratio 
is the most important parameter in determining whether a proactive peer-
to-peer system is feasible. When flooding is used for both search 
distribution and index distribution (Ωs = Ωi), a proactive system generates 
less traffic than a reactive system if fs > fi, as given by Equation (2.40). In 
the simulations Ωs = Ωi ≈ D-1, and it is expected that a flooded message 
generates about ND ≈ 900 receptions.  
Direct Index shows a lower traffic than index flooding with Ωi < D. 
In the simulation Ωi ≈ 3 because each update exchange requires three 
messages (Update, Update, and Acknowledgement). Using 
unacknowledged updates (as in flooded index updates), would yield a 
lower overhead – even as low as Ωi ≈ 1. 
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Compressing the index with Bloom filters causes some additional 
roundtrips due to false positives. The proactive solutions therefore 
generate a small additional overhead because of the roundtrip (2 
messages per query) for confirming the availability of the resource once a 
match has been found. False positives are generated at a probability p per 
node, resulting in pN extra roundtrips per query in addition to the 
roundtrip used for the actual resource. The total search message count 
Ms = 2 + pNs has a marginal effect on the total overhead unless p is high. 
In searching the simulated 100 node network, on average three nodes are 
queried of which two are due to false positives.  
For the Direct Index algorithm, the independence of node degree is 
beneficial in scenarios with a high average node degree, as shown in 
Figure 3.32. The message overhead of flooding increases linearly with 
increasing average degree as Ωi ≈ D-1. The overhead of the Direct Index 
algorithm is independent of the degree.  
 
Figure 3.32. Message receptions under increasing node degree. 
 
Figure 3.33. Message receptions under increasing network size. 
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As visible in Figure 3.33, the overhead of both flooding and Direct 
Index grows linearly with the network size. The simulations show that the 
Direct Index architecture always performs better than a flooding-based 
index distribution in terms of message overhead.  
Figure 3.34 shows the search delay for the first matching resource, 
assuming a delay of 20 ms per overlay link. In the proactive architectures 
the index information is immediately available. Because Bloom filters are 
used, a single roundtrip is necessary to verify that the indicated resource 
actually exists. Reactive searching based on flooding has a delay that is 
proportional to the network diameter, which is shown to increase in the 
order of O(log N) for given power-law networks [CL02].  
All architectures are deterministic, and the success ratio was 
measured to be Rsuccess > 99.75% in all simulations. The failed searches 
are due to the dynamically added and deleted resources. 
 
Figure 3.34. Delay under increasing network size. 
3.6.4 Related architectures 
Direct Index replaces flooding with direct updates over temporary links 
to reduce the cost of index distribution. Could the same approach be 
utilized in a reactive system to make search flooding more efficient? 
Unfortunately this is not equally feasible. Direct Index is inherently based 
on proactive information about known nodes in the network. Even if 
direct links could be used for distributing search requests, the 
maintenance of the topology information still needs O(N) messages on 
top of the O(N) messages used for searching. Therefore the usefulness of 
such a “Direct Search” approach is marginal.  
3.6.5 Comparison 
Table 3.5 compares the properties of Direct Index with index flooding 
and search flooding.  
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Table 3.5. Properties of flooded search, flooded index and Direct Index.  
Architecture Search flooding Index flooding Direct Index 
Index topology - Random power-
law 
Random power-
law 
Search topology Random power-
law 
- - 
Index 
distribution 
method 
- Flooding Link state with 
direct links 
Search 
distribution 
method 
Flooding - - 
Class Reactive uniform Proactive uniform Proactive uniform 
Links in network ( )DNO  ( )DNO  ( )DNO  
+temporary links 
Index entries per 
node 
( )1O  ( )NO  ( )NO  
Index message 
scalability, Mi 
- ( )DNO  ( )NO  
 
Search message 
scalability, Ms 
( )DNO  ( )
10 << p
pNO
 
 
( )
10 << p
pNO
 
Search delay, Ts ( )NO log  ( )1O  ( )1O  
 
The largest limitation of proactive systems is the need to store index 
and state information about all other nodes. As all N nodes store state of 
all N nodes, the total state information in the network is in the order of 
O(N2). This restricts the scalability and is one of the reasons why the 
proactive peer-to-peer approach is uncommon in practical systems. 
Because of this, we see proactive architectures as more applicable to 
group-based resource sharing, as discussed in Section 4.6, than to global 
scenarios. 
Based on our performance study, we provide the flowchart in Figure 
3.35 for comparing the fully proactive solutions to an alternative solution 
with Ωs in a network with parameters r, D and N. The overhead of 
flooding is assumed to be Ωi ≈ D and of Direct Index Ωi ≈ 3. As hybrid 
proactive-reactive solutions generally require a managed topology, these 
solutions may not always be available, as assumed in our intended 
scenario. When only fully proactive and fully reactive solutions are 
available, the choice of solution is determined by Equation (2.40). 
Furthermore, the Direct Index architecture requires temporary links, 
which may not always be available.  
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Figure 3.35. Flowchart for considering proactive solutions. 
3.7 Summary 
We presented three new types of architectures involving index 
distribution. For all architectures we required that it must be possible to 
locate all existing resources, and that the load is evenly distributed 
between the nodes. We also required a possibility to implement complex 
queries.  
The IPIC architecture extends the PIC architecture by allowing the 
clusters to be arbitrarily interconnected. This architecture requires a new 
search algorithm and we presented the Stack Based Random Walk 
(SBRW), which visits each cluster exactly once. To reduce the delay of 
SBRW, we also proposed the Replicating Stack Based Random Walk 
(RSBRW) algorithm which uses multiple walkers in parallel at a slightly 
higher overhead. The IPIC architecture can replace PIC when full 
connectivity between clusters and exponential growth of state 
information are undesired.  
We proposed the Zone Indexing architecture, which minimizes the 
traffic by making the balance between proactive and reactive operations 
optimal. While this is possible with existing architectures, such as PIC 
and PSC, our architecture is more applicable to practical scenarios by 
allowing nodes to join and leave without restructuring the overlay. It 
remains optimal under changing conditions, such as when the network 
size grows or the ratio between searches and updates changes. Optimality 
is maintained by continuously adjusting the zone size with the provided 
algorithm. We also presented an algorithm that reduces the search delay 
using shortcuts. Zone Indexing is a general purpose overlay useful when 
complex queries are required.  
Finally, we proposed the Direct Index architecture, which is fully 
proactive with a low traffic overhead. It is particularly useful in networks 
with a high node degree and a topology that is determined by external 
influences (i.e. cannot be modified by the overlay). Social networks are 
examples of such networks.  
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The architectures are designed to have properties that are 
advantageous in mobile networks. The application of the presented 
architectures in mobile networks is described in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 4  
Resource discovery in cellular networks 
This chapter studies the use of resource discovery in cellular networks. 
We evaluate the feasibility of peer-to-peer systems in cellular networks 
both from a user perspective and from a technical standpoint. The chapter 
begins with an introduction to the use of resource discovery and peer-to-
peer services in cellular networks and a presentation of related research. 
We present the results of four user surveys, which provide input for the 
technical design. We propose architectures for two different scenarios. In 
the first scenario, the resource discovery service is provided by the 
operator or a third-party service provider. In the second scenario, the 
system is completely maintained by the participating users. We propose 
signaling schemes based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 
[RSC+02]. Finally, we evaluate the technical feasibility of the proposed 
systems using prototypes. 
4.1 Introduction 
Today’s mobile phones are in an ever increasing degree becoming more 
similar to personal computers. The memory and the processing power are 
increasing rapidly. Together with increasingly faster network 
connections, this allows complex communications software to be 
developed. Integrated peripherals like cameras, media players and GPS 
receivers create possibilities for new types of applications, which 
specifically can benefit from the mobile nature of the phone. At the same 
time, applications based on social networks, communities, sharing and 
user-generated media are becoming popular. Well-known examples 
include Wikipedia, MySpace, Flickr, YouTube, and Facebook. Still, most 
of these so called Web 2.0 applications are centralized and based on fixed 
servers. However, distributed operation is gradually becoming part of 
many traditionally centralized applications, which can be exemplified by 
Skype and Spotify. We expect these applications to be popular in mobile 
phones as well.  
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In this chapter, we examine architectures that enable resource sharing 
in a peer-to-peer fashion between users in a cellular network. The 
architectures form the basis of collaborative applications that support 
sharing of files, media, services and other types of resources between 
users. In particular we study resource discovery, i.e. searching, in mobile 
peer-to-peer systems.  
The following are hypothetical examples of applications that utilize 
resource discovery in mobile networks: 
1. A user takes photos with a camera phone while traveling. The newest 
pictures are immediately available for the user’s friends and family 
without being uploaded to a centralized server first.  
2. During an event (e.g. a sports event), several users are broadcasting 
real-time video transmission using their camera phones. Other users 
can locate these video streams using suitable keywords or by clicking 
on the location on a map.  
3. While visiting a city, a tourist searches for nearby restaurants. As 
search results, he obtains the latest menus, current offers, pictures 
and user comments. The application presents the restaurants ordered 
according to distance from the current location. Users in the area can 
be located, for example, to form a discussion group. 
4. Users in a tennis club share their pictures, video clips, score tables, 
and equipment reviews. Only invited users may access the resources.  
5. While shopping, a user finds an interesting product for which he 
wants to obtain additional information and reviews from other users. 
The product is identified by extracting visual properties of the photo 
or by decoding the bar code. In addition to the specifications and 
description from the manufactures, the user finds comments, reviews, 
pictures and application suggestions from other users.  
6. A map displays notes and photos related to the shown locations. The 
information is created and maintained by other users. Also parts of 
the map can be downloaded from other users to reduce the load on 
centralized servers.  
7. A working group shares documents between group members. Instead 
of centrally collecting the documents on a file server, the files reside 
on the user’s devices.   
4.1.1 Considered networks 
While more types of wireless networks, such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, are 
becoming supported by phones, cellular networks, including GSM and 
UMTS networks, still have a central role in providing data access for 
mobile users. Cellular networks are infrastructure-based networks 
maintained and operated by a commercial operator. The operator has a 
strong role in providing services and controlling the network use. The 
operator commonly aims to provide services either itself or by a 
contracted third-party service provider. Traditionally operators have 
preferred charging based on the service use, avoiding being used as a 
“bit-pipe” that only transports traffic between the phone and some 
external (e.g. in the public Internet) service provider. However, recently 
flat-rate schemes have become more common. In our survey, we found 
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that 22% of users have a flat-rate scheme. A later survey by Heikkinen & 
Nurminen [HN09] reports 33% of users having flat-rate, 32% usage-
based pricing and 24% limit-based pricing. 
Joint efforts by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and 
IETF have been spent on providing the 3rd generation (3G) networks 
with an IP based core. The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is a platform 
offering common functionality including session control, charging, 
accounting and authorization for IP based services, such as VoIP (Voice 
over IP). The signaling in IMS is based on the Session Initiation Protocol 
(SIP), which has been extended for the needs of IMS. Basing a mobile 
peer-to-peer service on IMS allows reuse of the services provided by the 
infrastructure avoiding the development of new proprietary protocols. It 
is clear that for a mobile peer-to-peer service to succeed technically in an 
operator controlled environment, it must integrate well with the rest of 
the network. 
In addition to cellular network access, modern phones may be 
connected to several other networks. Bluetooth connectivity is mainly 
used to connect the phone to nearby peripherals and users or to a 
computer. Wireless LANs (WLANs) allow the phone to be part of a 
corporate or private LAN, and thereby part of the public Internet without 
using the operator’s services. These networks are generally privately 
owned and available for free to a limited number of users. Commercial 
and community-driven WLAN networks exist as well but these are still 
uncommon. Furthermore, WLAN can form the foundation of an ad hoc 
network, connecting several devices together without any fixed 
infrastructure. Because of the multitude of networks, the possibility to 
switch between networks or utilize several networks simultaneously is 
becoming interesting.  
4.1.2 Technical constraints 
Compared to the fixed Internet, the cellular environment adds technical 
constraints arising both from the terminal and the network. Compared to 
a fixed PC, the mobile terminal has significant limitations in its 
• battery power,  
• memory, 
• processing power, 
• programming environment and operating system support, 
• persistent storage, and 
• user interface, with small screen size and rudimentary input 
functionality.  
The limitations of the network include 
• low bandwidth, especially in the uplink direction,  
• high delay, 
• connectivity limited by NATs and firewalls, 
• possible monetary costs, unless flat rate charging is used, and 
• frequent disconnections due to mobility, i.e. a high churn rate.  
These limitations must be observed in the design of resource 
discovery solutions. The software and the underlying algorithms must be 
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simple to reduce the required processing power and memory. The state 
information and number of active connections must be reduced. More 
importantly, the traffic over the wireless link must be reduced. According 
to [BFN06], a mobile Gnutella client constantly generates 3-4 kbps traffic 
with a minor dependence on the user’s own activity. There are several 
reasons for reducing the wireless traffic:  
• The available bandwidth is limited and shared between multiple 
users.  
• Transmissions create interference.  
• Transmitting and receiving consume power, which shortens the time 
between recharging.   
• Power consumption also needs to be reduced for environmental 
reasons. 
The battery capacity of mobile devices has not been able to keep up 
with the development of computational resources, falling far behind 
Moore’s law [Rie95]. In terms of energy consumption, the transmission 
cost is high. According to [PC04], each bit sent over a WLAN link 
consumes 700 nJ, whereas a CPU cycle consumes 0.07 nJ. Transmission 
of a single bit therefore corresponds to 10000 CPU cycles.  
Because of monetary costs, especially the traffic that gives the user 
no direct and visible benefit such as signaling and network maintenance 
traffic should be minimal. Power consumption must be reduced by 
lowering the computational requirements and the network activity. 
Altogether these factors motivate the use of algorithms that are more 
efficient than flooding, and to avoid algorithms with high structure 
maintenance costs, such as structured overlays. They also motivate 
performing some functions in elements in the fixed network.  
4.1.3 Mobile peer-to-peer scenarios 
Peer-to-peer services can be deployed in cellular networks in several 
scenarios. The choice of architecture largely depends on whether the 
operator or some other commercial provider is providing the service, or 
whether the users run the service among themselves. In the existing 
networks, the architectural choice often, but not always, follows the type 
of control. We separate three cases depending on the controlling body: 
1. Single controlling body: In this case there is a central body, e.g. the 
operator or a service provider, which controls the service. This model 
often leads to a centralized architecture, such as in Google [Google] 
and early Napster [Napster]. However, even though there is a single 
controlling body, the architecture can be partly distributed, often with 
a few centralized elements, such as in Skype [Skype].  
2. Multiple controlling bodies: This case involves several bodies, e.g. 
operators, which are equal peers. Each body controls a part of the 
service and a part of the network. Each user subscribes to one 
operator. This model arises when several systems with a single 
controlling body are interconnected. Although semi-centralized 
architectures are natural for this model, the technical solution can 
still be distributed.  
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3. Decentralized control: In this model each user is independent and 
there is no controlling body. Most of the current file sharing systems 
follow this model. The operator has no, or a minimal, role in 
controlling the network. The technical architecture is usually a search 
flooding architecture (e.g. Gnutella and Kademlia) or, for scalability, 
a semi-centralized architecture (e.g. Kazaa).  
In this work, we study peer-to-peer services in cellular networks in 
two scenarios: commercial peer-to-peer services with multiple controlling 
bodies (operators) and a system with decentralized control involving only 
users. The single controlling body can be considered as a special instance 
of the case of multiple controlling bodies. We only consider data transfer 
over networks available at the time of the writing, such as GSM and 
UMTS, and networks currently being introduced, such as IMS. We 
mainly consider cellular phones, although similar systems can be used in 
laptops and other devices connected to the networks.  
4.2 Related research 
A large number of different peer-to-peer clients have been developed for 
the fixed network, including well-known clients like Gnutella, Kazaa, e-
Donkey, Bit-Torrent, etc. Research on mobile peer-to-peer systems has 
mainly concentrated on using peer-to-peer technology in mobile ad hoc 
networks. Research on service discovery in ad hoc networks is presented 
in Chapter 5. Significantly less research has been spent on developing 
peer-to-peer solutions specifically intended for cellular networks. Mobile 
peer-to-peer is an upcoming research area, as the need for mobile 
collaborative applications increases.  
The concept of mobile peer-to-peer has been explored using popular 
fixed peer-to-peer systems ported to the mobile network. Symella 
[KFM07] is an implementation of the popular Gnutella protocol on the 
Symbian platform. The implementation supports the downloading of files 
shared by fixed clients, but lacks the possibility to upload content, and is 
therefore not a complete implementation. The behavior of only 
downloading without uploading is known as free riding or leeching, and 
it is not appreciated by the file sharing community. SymTorrent [KEP07] 
is a BitTorrent [BitTorrent] client implemented on the Symbian platform. 
BitTorrent is currently one of the most popular peer-to-peer file sharing 
protocols and this popularity makes it attractive to implement a version 
for mobile devices. SymTorrent is a complete implementation, including 
both uploading and downloading. MobTorrent [ENK08] is a BitTorrent 
client implemented on the J2ME platform in order to measure and 
evaluate the capabilities of low-end devices and examine if they can join 
a large already existing peer-to-peer network. Currently MobTorrent 
supports downloading only. MobileMule [MMule] is a mobile control 
application for the eMule [eMule] client but it is not an actual peer-to-
peer application. Fring [Fring] and iSkoot [iSkoot] bring the peer-to-peer 
based Skype application to the mobile phone. In [BH09] a mobile device 
can access the eDonkey network via a fixed peer that has been modified 
to support mobile devices and relay traffic.  
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JXTA for J2ME [AHP02] is a version of JXTA adapted for mobile 
terminals. JXTA [MM02] is a general purpose overlay platform based on 
XML messaging. Peers are divided into edge-peers and super-peers, and 
super-peers are further divided into rendezvous peers and relay peers. 
Edge peers have low capacity and are possibly behind firewalls, 
rendezvous peers coordinate the peers in the network, and relay peers 
provide firewall traversal. Peers can be divided into peer groups to 
provide logical clustering and message scoping.  
Kato et al. [KIS+03] presents an XML-based mobile peer-to-peer 
protocol, where the control is located in central nodes. The architecture is 
semi-centralized. New types of architectures have mainly been examined 
theoretically and through simulation. Bakos et al. [BCF+03] compare 
topologies resembling wireless networks using simulation, and found that 
semi-random mesh and connected stars are suitable for homogeneous and 
heterogeneous networks, respectively. Marossy et al. [MCB+04] examine 
the use of the PIC architecture in GPRS networks and compare different 
cluster topologies. Bakos et al. [BFN06] examine peer-to-peer 
applications on mobile phones using four experimental systems: 
distributed computing, adaptation of fixed software to the mobile phone, 
using a PIC architecture on mobile phones, and searching in a social 
network. In addition to [BFN06], searching a social network has been 
proposed by the same authors in [BFN05a] and [BFN05b], but with an 
architecture differing from ours. Recently, Tiago et al. [TKK+08] 
published a solution with similar ideas as the ones in [Bei07b], but with a 
reactive approach based on flooding with user-controlled iterative 
deepening. The solution utilizes the social network formed by the address 
books of cellular phones but does not use explicitly defined groups. 
Few user studies on peer-to-peer systems in cellular networks had 
been performed when we started our work. Kostamo et al. [KKK+07] 
study incentives for content distribution among mobile users using a 
questionnaire. An interesting conclusion is that mobile users are willing 
to send their self-generated content to a greater number of users than 
commercial content. Heikkinen et al. [HKV09] study the traffic and use 
of peer-to-peer applications using traffic traces and user logs. Heikkinen 
and Nurminen [HN09] present a questionnaire study of user attitudes 
towards peer-to-peer services.  
4.3 Our contribution 
This chapter proposes various resource discovery solutions for cellular 
networks. The solutions are primarily aimed at providing a platform for a 
peer-to-peer type of resource sharing between mobile users. Some of the 
publications that form the basis of this chapter are shared with Chapter 3, 
as we apply the presented architectures to cellular networks. 
In order to make a user-centric approach, we first perform initial user 
studies based on questionnaires and interviews. We present and analyze 
the results in Section 4.4. The studies elucidate the thoughts, opinions, 
behavior and expectations concerning resource sharing applications in a 
cellular environment. This work directly uses the results of four separate 
surveys. The results of the survey made in 2005 were partly published in 
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[MBL+06b] and [MBL+07]. This survey was designed and performed by 
the present author and Matuszewski as joint work. Here, we also include 
some unpublished results from this survey. The other three surveys have 
been organized by the present author and carried out by students under 
the present author’s supervision. The results are reported as student work 
in [Lev09], [Pal09] and [Lag09]. Our work analyzes the raw data 
independently from these. The central results and constraints from the 
user studies, such as the need for access control and groups, are utilized 
in the rest of the chapter.  
We present two different approaches to providing peer-to-peer 
resource discovery in cellular networks. The first approach, the operator-
controlled service, is presented in Section 4.5. We motivate the need for a 
two-layer hierarchical architecture. We propose a commercial resource 
sharing service involving multiple operators and we describe how the 
service is implemented in the IMS. This architecture was originally 
published in [BML+05] and refined in [MBL+06b] and [MGB+07]. The 
architecture and its application in IMS were developed jointly by the 
present author and Marcin Matuszewski. This work further extends the 
published scheme by specifying the functions of the fixed nodes in detail. 
We present unpublished work on the implementation of groups and 
access control, including definitions and implementation of access control 
classes. Although we take a different approach, we use as a background a 
limited set of ideas in the Master’s thesis of Tuomo Soinio [Soi09] 
instructed by the present author. As unpublished work, we evaluate how 
different resource discovery architectures can be applied to the fixed 
network of the system. In particular, we propose utilizing our IPIC 
architecture, which allows operators to be connected according to 
business relations while still maintaining control over their network and 
customers. 
In the second approach, presented in Section 4.6, there is no support 
from an operator or an external provider. The users run the system in a 
fully distributed fashion. We motivate the need for uniform architectures. 
We propose a new scheme for distributed group management. We 
propose extensions to flooding and the Direct Index algorithm in order to 
support groups and policies. The fundamental ideas have been published 
in [Bei07b]. We present an unpublished analysis of the feasibility of 
proactive solutions. We analyze the properties when index compression is 
used and suggest how queries are specified in this case. The fully 
distributed approach represents independent work of the present author.  
In Section 4.7 we present signaling schemes based on extensions to 
SIP for resource discovery, as originally suggested in [BML+05]. We 
establish a set of requirements for the scheme. The first signaling scheme 
has been published in [MBL+06b]. The second scheme is published in 
[MGB+07] and given as input for standardization in [GMB+06]. We 
further present how SIP is used for establishing the access connection.  
At the time of our research, there were no existing implementations 
of peer-to-peer software for mobile clients. Therefore, it was also unclear 
if mobile phones are able to run peer-to-peer software in a satisfactory 
way. In Section 4.8 we examine whether mobile peer-to-peer is a 
technically feasible concept with the current technology and in the 
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current networks. We formulate a set of postulates that we test using a 
prototype implementation involving multiple components. A mobile 
client has been developed by Juuso Lehtinen and Tuomo Hyyryläinen 
under instruction from the present author and Marcin Matuszewski. The 
client implementation has been presented in [Leh06]. A relay and a 
centralized index node are developed by the present author. A distributed 
index node is implemented by Victor Morales under the supervision of 
the present author. This implementation is presented in [Rey07]. We 
configure the components into three testbeds, with which we prove the 
validity of the concept both from a device and a network perspective. 
Testbed O1 has been demonstrated in [BML+05] and [MBL+06a]. We 
measure the performance and compare it to the user’s expectations. 
Furthermore, we evaluate whether a SIP-based signaling scheme works in 
practice. Some of the results of Testbed O1 are reported in [MBL+06b]. 
Testbed O2 and O3 represent unpublished research, but with some results 
presented in [Rey07]. We further present a new evaluation of the 
influence of different topologies on the search delay.  
In Section 4.9 we evaluate the fully distributed peer-to-peer service 
using a prototype implementation. We verify the feasibility of the concept 
and examine whether the restrictions in today’s network prevent the 
practical applicability. The implementation is based on the concept 
defined in [Bei07b] with a protocol defined in [Bei07c]. The prototype is 
implemented by Veikko Pankakoski under the instruction of the present 
author and described in a report [Pan09].  
4.4 Mobile peer-to-peer services from the user’s perspective 
The cellular environment has certain properties that make the use cases 
different from the fixed Internet. An evident but remarkably important 
one is the fact that the device is mobile. The user is able to request and 
consume information and services at any time and in any location. The 
use of a mobile peer-to-peer system is therefore often expected to be 
related to a given location or time, whereas quick and interactive access 
to information is needed. The phone is less suited for long downloads. In 
contrast to server-based solutions, pieces of content can be made 
available immediately after they are created without uploading to a 
server. 
Today’s mobile phones are powerful multimedia devices, allowing 
not only displaying different types of multimedia content, but also 
creating content by taking photos, recording video clips, recording voice 
and taking notes. The popularity of blogs and reality television also 
shows an increasing trend in the interest in documenting, disseminating 
and disclosing personal experiences as well as observing, viewing and 
becoming entertained by the experiences of others. Thus, we can assume 
that there are both providers and consumers of legal peer-to-peer content 
in the cellular network. The willingness to distribute illegal content, 
especially to masses of unknown recipients, is reduced due to operator 
control, charging and easy identification of users.   
The mobility, the increasing bandwidth, the capability for creating 
media, the popularity of user-generated media and communities is a 
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powerful combination. Peer-to-peer technology suits well as a 
distribution method in this scenario. If only a part of the created content 
actually is accessed, it may not make sense to upload everything to a 
server. The peer-to-peer approach transfers only requested content, 
saving both bandwidth in the access network and storage space on the 
servers. Caching allows the peer-to-peer and server mode to be combined 
so that the content being downloaded through a peer-to-peer system is 
stored on a cache in the network, allowing popular content to be accessed 
efficiently. The best parts of both worlds can thus be combined.  
Technologically the concept is promising, but are users interested in 
this type of application?  In order to better understand the potential users, 
we performed a set of surveys, both based on questionnaires and 
interviews. The people answering the surveys were mostly technical 
students, representing young people with a technical understanding, that 
are assumed to be the first people to adopt such a service. However, the 
relatively small sample size and the homogenous background limit the 
applicability of the results to other than an initial background study. The 
following surveys are used in this work: 
• Survey 1. This questionnaire performed in 2005 was answered by 98 
respondents. Of the respondents 86% are Finnish and 80% are male. 
All respondents are students of Helsinki University of Technology. 
64% are employed part- or full-time. 66% are between 21 and 25 
years old and 24% between 26 and 30 years old. Part of the results 
have been published in [MBL+06b] and [MBL+07]. 
• Survey 2. This questionnaire performed in 2008 was answered by 125 
respondents. Of the respondents 75% are Finnish and 78% are male. 
78% of the respondents are studying, of which 59% study technology. 
72% are employed part- or full-time. The majority (85%) are between 
22 and 28 years old. A thorough report is given in [Lev09].  
• Survey 3. This questionnaire concentrating on microblogging 
performed in 2009 was answered by 16 respondents. Of the 
respondents all are Finnish and 50% are male. All respondents are 
students of Helsinki University of Technology. The respondents are 
between 19 and 30 years old. A presentation of the survey can be 
found in [Pal09]. 
• Survey 4. This interview concentrating on social networks performed 
in 2009 involved 8 respondents. All respondents are Finnish and 
students of Helsinki University of Technology. Half of the 
respondents are male. The respondents are between 20 and 25 years 
old. From this interview we use only the suggestions for applications. 
The other results have been reported in [Lag09]. 
4.4.1 Interest in obtaining content 
In both Survey 1 and 2, we first examine the interest in obtaining content 
on the mobile phone without considering the distribution technology. The 
interest is surveyed based on the type of content and the creator of the 
content. Most types of content were divided into two groups: the content 
created by people known to the user, and content created professionally.  
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Figure 4.1. Interest in downloading content to a mobile phone in Survey 1. 
 
Figure 4.2. Interest in downloading content to a mobile phone in Survey 2. 
 
Figure 4.3. Interest in downloading content from different groups of users to a 
mobile phone in Survey 2. 
According to Survey 1, shown in Figure 4.1, the most interesting type 
of content is pictures taken by friends. Video clips made by friends are 
almost equally interesting. These types of content show a high difference 
in interest depending on whether the creator is known: pictures and video 
clips made by other people are considered uninteresting. Text documents 
are generally less interesting than pictures and video clips, but also here 
the interest was higher for text documents made by friends. 
Commercially created content (e.g. news reports) is valued more than 
content generated by unknown users, but less than content generated by 
known users. The differences between the popularity of these sources are 
large: most users have a high interest in the content generated by their 
friends, a moderate interest in professionally generated content and rather 
low interest in content made by other users. Music is considered almost 
as interesting as pictures by known people. Ring tones and mobile games 
were interesting only to a smaller part of the respondents. For music, ring 
tones and mobile games the creator was not defined.  
In Survey 2, the content and creators are separately surveyed. As 
shown in Figure 4.2, the interest in downloading different types of 
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content corresponds to the results of Survey 1, with photos and video 
clips considered as the most interesting types and text considered less 
interesting. Calendar notes and web-links, included as new content types, 
are also considered relatively interesting. Interestingly, maps and points 
of interest (POI) are considered as the most promising types of content.  
Figure 4.3 shows the importance of knowing the source of the content. 
We can see a much higher interest in downloading content from family 
and friends than from the friends of friends, which in turn is higher than 
the interest in downloading content from unknown people. The special 
groups consisting of study and work colleagues and interest/hobby related 
groups is relatively high, although not as high as for family and friends. 
These groups contain people of varying closeness to the user, although 
most can be considered as known.   
 
Figure 4.4. Interest in downloading content to a mobile phone in Survey 3. 
Status information, such as the current availability of a user, is 
becoming part of the communication in several applications, including 
Skype and Live Messenger. In many systems, such as Facebook, the user 
can comment on what he/she currently is doing. Microblogging, 
represented by Twitter [Twitter], among others, is a service 
fundamentally aimed at distributing short status updates about thoughts 
and doings. The mobile phone provides interesting possibilities for such 
status information as it is always following the user. The mobile phone 
further makes it possible to automate the generation of certain types of 
status information. Automatically obtained status information can be 
presented in the phone book or in a separate screen showing status 
information about a few selected contacts. 
In Survey 3, shown in Figure 4.4, we asked the respondents about the 
interest in obtaining status information about other users. The most 
requested information is the presence status, to which many users have 
been used to through many popular applications. The current location of 
another user is often mentioned in phone calls. Automatic presentation of 
the current location is desired by several respondents, especially 
regarding their friends. If the calendar contains information about a 
current event of the user, around half of the respondents would like to 
obtain this information. Other types of information is less popular. 
However, the currently playing song in a friend’s phone is considered 
interesting. Interestingly, users are less willing to obtain automatically 
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Current location of the user
Current presence status of the user
Current event in the user's calendar
Caller or callee of the user's current phone call
TV-program currently viewed on the user's phone
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Willingness to receive automatically generated information about another user
Family
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Anybody
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generated status information from their family members than from their 
friends.  
4.4.2 Willingness to share content 
The willingness to share different types of content with different types of 
users according to Survey 1 is shown in Figure 4.5. As expected, a user’s 
willingness to share a resource with another user depends on how closely 
related the users are. The willingness to share resources with family 
members and close friends is much higher than the willingness to share 
resources with other friends and work and study colleagues. Willingness 
to share resources with other known people (people in the address book 
of the phone) and to completely unknown people was very low. About 
10% of the users did not want to share given resources with anybody.  
 
Figure 4.5. Willingness to share content with different groups of users in Survey 1. 
The difference between different content types was low. Generally, 
users were more interested to share pictures than video clips. The interest 
to share text documents was lower than for video clips, with an exception 
for work and study colleagues, to which the interest to share text 
documents was high. Photos, video clips and many text documents are 
usually generated by the user and are personal in nature. Hence, the user 
wishes to control to whom the resource is distributed. The same tendency 
can, however, be seen for less personal types of content, such as content 
generated by a commercial provider. The reason may be the cost of 
resource sharing in the form of bandwidth use and monetary costs, but 
also because of avoiding problems with intellectual property rights.   
The results of Survey 2 shown in Figure 4.6 confirm the above 
results. The willingness to share (in Figure 4.6) corresponds remarkably 
well with the interest to download (in Figure 4.3). The willingness to 
share is slightly lower than the interest to obtain the same information, 
this difference being larger for unknown people. The difference between 
content types, shown in Figure 4.7, is relatively small, although the order 
of content types matches the one of sharing.  
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Figure 4.6. Willingness to share content with different groups of users in Survey 2. 
 
Figure 4.7. Willingness to share different types of content in Survey 2. 
 
Figure 4.8. Willingness to share different types of content in Survey 3. 
For the automatically generated status updates in Survey 3, the 
willingness to share presented in Figure 4.8 is slightly lower than the 
interest in obtaining the same type of information. Especially for location 
information and calendar information this asymmetry can be seen.  
4.4.3 Access control and user groups 
Survey 1 compared the user’s preferences for different methods of 
controlling file access and assigning access rights in a file sharing 
service. Figure 4.9 Shows that most respondents prefer placing shared 
files in a separate directory. The differences between the suggested 
methods for assigning access rights to users are small, as shown in Figure 
4.10.   
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Figure 4.9. Methods of controlling file access. 
 
Figure 4.10. Methods of assigning access rights. 
We asked the respondents to approximate the size of given groups of 
users. The group sizes of Survey 1 and 2 are presented in Figure 4.11. In 
both Survey 1 and 2, the median number of family members is 5 and the 
median number of work/study colleagues is 20. In Survey 1, the median 
number of close friends is 7 while the median number of other friends is 
20. In Survey 2, the types of friends are not separated, whereas the 
median still is 20. The variance in group size is fairly large. The total of 
the median sizes in Survey 1 is 52 contacts per user and 45 contacts in 
Survey 2.  
 
Figure 4.11. Group sizes. 
We can assume the existence of several types of contacts in addition 
to the given ones, of which many are related to interests and hobbies. 
According to Survey 2, 80% of the respondents would participate in 1-5 
groups while 4% would participate in 6-15 groups for sharing content. 
Only 16% of the respondents would not utilize groups. The median size 
of a group is 20 persons, although the suggested size was millions of 
users in some cases. The theme of the most important group is hobbies 
(30%), sports (27%), music (21%), friends and family (13%) and other 
(9%). 
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According to Survey 1, the median number (approximated) of 
contacts in the respondents’ phone books is 113. This fits well with the 
measured median value of 111 contacts reported by Verkasalo [Ver07].  
4.4.4 Interesting applications 
Asked in Survey 1 to evaluate a few given mobile applications, the 
respondents were mostly interested in an application allowing searching 
for pictures related to a given keyword (e.g. a public event or incident). 
The application would be used at least monthly by half of the 
respondents. Also the downloading of pictures from an event commonly 
experienced by friends was found interesting, though the willingness to 
pay for the service was lower. Ringtone downloading is much less 
interesting. The respondents proposed several applications for requesting 
information, including traveling, entertainment, sports, education and 
financial information. In particular, information related to the current 
location, such as nearby restaurants, was suggested. Furthermore, 
applications related to social networking, dating, and sharing contact 
information were proposed.  
In Survey 4 the respondents were asked about ideas for applications 
based on social networks. Several respondents proposed combining social 
networks with the phone book so the online status and pictures are shown 
in the phone book. Several also wished that the location of a selected 
group of friends could be presented. Participants showed general interest 
in a suggested application showing the profiles of surrounding people, for 
example, in a party. While a few thought this was frightening, most 
thought that this would work as a starting point to get familiarized as 
some background information was available. 
4.4.5 Constraints 
Figure 4.12 shows how various constraints affect the willingness to 
download and share content in a content sharing service. The respondents 
of Survey 2 rated the effect on a scale between one (does not reduce the 
willingness) and five (prevents the use). All constraints were considered 
more limiting in sharing than in downloading. The battery consumption 
and the resulting reduction of the operation time of the phone was 
considered as the least restricting constraint. The most serious constraint 
reducing the willingness is the cost. Most respondents would limit the use 
because of the cost involved and some (over 20%) would completely stop 
using the service. In particular, a cost resulting from sharing was not 
accepted. The slowdown of the phone has a relatively low influence, 
although larger than the reduction in operating time. Users are not 
prepared to wait much longer for a transfer to finish than they are used to 
on PCs. One of the most important constraints is the lack of access 
control. Half of the respondents would not at all use a content sharing 
service that lacks access control. Less than 10% are unaffected by this 
constraint. Several respondents commented that usability issues, such as 
screen size, restricted the ability to handle large data amounts. Also 
privacy concerns were raised.  
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Survey 1 also asked the respondents about acceptable search delays. 
As displayed in Figure 4.13, a search delay of Ts  < 2 s is required by 
30% of the users. A search delay of Ts < 30 s satisfies 70% of the 
respondents while a search delay of Ts < 60 s satisfies 38% of the 
respondents.  
 
 
Figure 4.12. Effect of various constraints on service use. 
 
Figure 4.13. Acceptable search delay. 
4.4.6 Cost 
In current cellular networks, the user usually pays both for uploading and 
for downloading. Thus, the user must pay for other people accessing the 
shared content. As discussed, this is a major obstacle for peer-to-peer 
applications in cellular networks. The current trend is, however, shifting 
toward flat rate service. The user pays for a given access rate but the 
actual transfer is free. Some operators prohibit the use of peer-to-peer 
software in their networks to prevent massive use, and in particular illegal 
use. While peer-to-peer systems easily fill up all available capacity, it is 
often a driver for the user to obtain a fast connection.  
Interestingly, Survey 1 showed that the user prefers service based 
charging (pay per downloaded item) to a fixed monthly sum (including 
everything) in almost all of the proposed usage scenarios. Roughly one 
fourth of the respondents would only use the proposed services if they 
were free. About 41% of the respondents would not pay for content 
created by other users. Equally many respondents would be prepared to 
pay, but less than for professionally created content. About 16% of the 
respondents give equal value to user-created content as to professional 
content. Very few users (2%) would pay more for user-created content.  
In traditional peer-to-peer networks, most users only download 
content without sharing anything. Measurements in [For07] show that 
53% of the nodes stay online less than 10 minutes and 62% stay online 
less than 15 minutes. This behavior, called free-riding or leeching, is 
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expected to be more common in the mobile scenario, where the cost of 
uploading data is higher. The uploading user consumes battery power and 
must often pay for the upload traffic, for which he personally does not 
benefit. However, the user might have a higher incentive to provide 
resources for publishing content created by himself than to provide extra 
copies for public and even illegally distributed material.   
4.4.7 Considerations 
For the respondents, it can be difficult to evaluate a service from which 
no personal experience has been gained. Therefore, the survey results 
mainly show the initial opinions and directions for development. The 
actual attractiveness of a mobile peer-to-peer service is visible only when 
it is publicly available.  
According to Survey 1, most respondents would use a resource 
sharing service at least sometimes, and around 10% of the respondents 
would use it often. Only about 15% of the respondents are not interested 
at all. The interest is higher for respondents with much experience of 
fixed peer-to-peer software and among younger respondents.  
Asking the respondents about their reasons for using mobile peer-to-
peer gives about the same number of responses for the following given 
reasons: a possibility to purchase the content cheaper from a peer-to-peer 
based service, a more convenient way of obtaining content, a possibility 
to get hard-to-find content, and a possibility to get very recently created 
content. Very few respondents saw the possibility to get new friends as a 
reason. A large range of other reasons were suggested, a large part of 
which relate to sharing content within a community and obtaining illegal 
content.  
The surveys show the importance of knowing the people with whom 
you exchange information. The closer the relationship, the higher the 
willingness to share resources with the other user. But a close relationship 
is also important in accessing resources; users are more interested in 
obtaining resources created by known people than those created by 
unknown people. The exception is commercially provided resources, 
which may have a higher quality and a more general audience. To support 
the sharing of user-generated content, the sharing application should 
therefore allow forming user groups and control the access to resources 
within the group. Alternatively, the contacts can be modeled as a social 
network, whereas the access rights are determined by the contacts and 
distance. Additionally, it may be feasible to integrate access to 
commercial content in the same application. 
4.5 Architectures for operator-controlled peer-to-peer services 
In this section, we consider the technical implementation of a resource 
sharing service in a cellular network. We assume that the service is 
provided either by operators or separate service providers. Henceforth, 
we use the term operator for both cases. Several operators may combine 
their services, forming a multi-operator resource sharing system. 
Combining the services increases the amount of available resources and, 
according to Metcalfe’s law [Kir98], the value and attractiveness of the 
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system. We assume that overlay links can be established between a pair 
of operators only if they have a formal agreement. The peer-to-peer 
service forms a generic platform on top of which different applications 
can be built. In order to support a broad range of possible applications, 
we require the system to support complex searches while providing 
deterministic search results. As structured systems currently do not 
support complex queries adequately, we concentrate on unstructured 
systems.  
4.5.1 Two-layer hierarchical architecture 
The bottle-neck in a cellular network is the limited bandwidth and high 
cost, both for the user and the operator, of the wireless link. The primary 
technical requirement is therefore to minimize the traffic over the 
wireless link, which also reduces the consumption of battery power and 
other resources.  
Direct communication between nodes in a cellular network is not 
possible. In GPRS networks, all communication goes through the 
Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN), making a true peer-to-peer 
architecture in the lower layers impossible [MCB+04]. Consequently, a 
message sent between two cellular devices traverses the air interface 
twice. Moreover, firewalls and NATs contribute to making direct 
communication between cellular devices difficult or impossible. 
The choice of architecture has a major influence on the traffic. In a 
completely distributed system without indexing all queries must be 
distributed to all terminals. As terminals flood the query to each other, 
every hop traverses two wireless links. Due to the inefficiency of 
flooding, queries traverse the wireless links multiple times. Utilizing 
indexing, the total traffic can be minimized. However, the fundamental 
problem is still the cost of communicating between terminals.  
From the network perspective, traffic is minimized using 
centralization. Centralized nodes can be maintained either by the operator 
or by other users. Although this choice is irrelevant from the technical 
viewpoint, it influences the reliability and possibility to control the 
network. Given the operator’s need for control, the approach of placing 
the centralized elements in the operator’s network or a third-party service 
provider network is more realistic. Centralized elements among the 
mobile nodes create uneven distribution of load and battery consumption 
and it is difficult to give good reasons why a user should receive more 
traffic than other users. Centralized elements in the fixed network reduce 
the traffic from the perspective of both the network and the terminal. A 
server maintained by an operator can have a significantly higher 
bandwidth and processing power, and a constant power supply. As we 
consider multi-operator scenarios with multiple points of control, we 
need to introduce several centralized points – at least one per operator. 
All cellular devices should be loaded equally, while also the load between 
operators should be distributed.  
These considerations lead to the hierarchical architecture shown in 
Figure 4.14, in which the upper layer consists of servers in the operator 
network and the lower layer of mobile terminals. The architecture is 
suitable for cellular networks, since terminals are usually behind NATs 
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and firewalls, which complicates direct application layer communication 
between terminals. The connections between the centralized elements are 
at this stage undefined:  practically any type of peer-to-peer architecture 
can be used within the operator’s network and between different 
operator’s networks.  
 
Figure 4.14. Architecture for hierarchical operator-controlled peer-to-peer service. 
For clarity, we call the centralized elements in the fixed network core 
nodes. The overlay network between the core nodes is called the core 
overlay. Optionally, there can be several core overlays, for instance, for 
different applications or types of operator agreements. Links in the core 
overlay between elements of the same operator are called interior core 
links. Correspondingly, an exterior core link connects the elements of two 
different operators. Exterior core links are formed based on formal 
agreements between operators. The mobile nodes are called edge nodes. 
There are no overlay links directly between the edge nodes. The edge 
nodes form the lower hierarchical level and the core nodes form the upper 
hierarchical level. The core nodes and edge nodes differ in several 
significant ways as indicated in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1. Key characteristics of edge and core nodes.  
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An edge node is configured with the address of one or several core 
nodes in its network. Alternatively, there can be a bootstrap server in the 
network providing configuration information. An edge node selects one 
core node, to which it connects. A connection procedure similar to the 
one proposed in Section 3.4.6 can be used to allocate the edge node to the 
least loaded core node. Optionally, an edge node can be simultaneously 
connected to several core nodes. The edge node does not need to know 
the architecture or topology of the core overlay.  
A mobile peer-to-peer system can be connected to an external peer-
to-peer system, for example, to Kazaa. This allows the mobile user to 
access resources in the external system and also to provide resources to 
users in the external system. In this scenario, special care has to be taken 
to avoid loops. A query sent to the external system may be received later 
by the same or another core node in the mobile peer-to-peer system. To 
prevent loops there must be a search identifier common to all systems. 
Unless there is a global search identifier, a query received from the 
external system must not be forwarded within the mobile peer-to-peer 
system.  
Compared to traditional peer-to-peer sharing, the cellular 
infrastructure allows for more control. Because of the centralized control, 
the operator may limit illicit material and reduce the risk of security 
attacks. As all users can be identified, the incentive for illegal sharing is 
reduced and evidence for possible legal action is available. However, 
since the content itself is not in the operator’s network, the control must 
be based on the metadata describing the content. Analyzing the content 
distributed through the operator’s network is typically a heavy process.  
As the traffic passes through the fixed network, it is possible to 
improve performance by caching. We can distinguish between two types 
of caching: the caching of search requests and the caching of resources. 
The former implements an implicit form of indexing. Resource caching 
allows popular content to be replicated on a central server. This allows 
the system to adjust toward a client-server operation, combining the best 
parts of both worlds.  
4.5.2 Implementation in IMS 
In Publications [BML+05] and [MBL+06b], we present a commercial 
peer-to-peer service for the IMS network. As IMS utilizes SIP signaling, 
we propose using SIP also for P2P control messages, as described more 
comprehensively in Section 4.7. Services in SIP are generally hosted and 
executed by SIP Application Servers (SIP-AS) defined in 3GPP Release 
5. Therefore we implement the core node as an application server called 
the P2P Application Server (P2P-AS). Utilizing an application server 
makes the P2P service similar to other IMS services, allowing the 
charging and security provided by the IMS infrastructure to be reused. As 
depicted in Figure 4.15, the P2P-AS is connected to the S-CSCF (Serving 
Call/Session Control Function) through the ISC interface based on SIP 
signaling. The S-CSCF is connected to a P-CSCF (Proxy Call/Session 
Control Function) through the Mw interface, also using SIP signaling. 
The S-CSCF and P-CSCF are fundamentally SIP proxies enhanced with 
IMS-specific functions. The P2P-AS can store persistent information 
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about the users in the HSS (Home Subscriber Server) between active 
sessions. The ISIM provides user authentication. Supplementary 
functions, such as prioritizing of resources, load balancing and caching 
can be implemented in the P2P-AS. 
 
Figure 4.15. Peer-to-peer resource sharing service in the IMS. 
The overlay network is formed when several P2P-AS are connected 
together. We specify the following main functions of the P2P-AS: 
1. Edge connection maintenance. This function involves handling 
connection requests from edge nodes, and optionally allocating the 
edge node to another P2P-AS better capable of serving the 
connecting edge node. Before establishing the overlay connection, 
the user is authenticated and authorized. The function further handles 
error conditions, mobility, connection teardown and ungraceful exits.  
2. Edge index maintenance. This function involves maintaining a 
remote index of resources shared by the connected edge nodes. The 
P2P-AS may require the index to be refreshed periodically and may 
further limit the index size.  
3. Core overlay maintenance. This function maintains the core overlay 
as specified by the used architecture. The operator may specify 
additional policies, for example, regarding the number of peer 
connections for load balancing. The core overlay includes both 
interior and exterior core overlay links. When a core link specified by 
the architecture is missing, a new core link is establishing by sending 
connection requests to another P2P-AS. Incoming connection 
requests are compared to the architecture requirements and the 
policy, and the other party is authenticated and authorized. The 
connection quality and traffic are monitored.    
4. Core index maintenance. In applicable architectures, this function 
maintains a remote index of resources reachable through other P2P-
ASs. Correspondingly, the P2P-AS’s own index information is 
distributed to other P2P-ASs.  
ISC (SIP)
Mw (SIP)
IP connectivity
Access network
(e.g. GPRS)
OperatorA Operator B
P2P AS
(SIP AS)
S-CSCF
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(SIP AS)
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5. Search distribution. This function involves forwarding search 
requests received from edge nodes and other P2P-ASs according to 
the search algorithm. For matches, search replies are generated. 
Depending on policies, these replies may be sent directly to the 
requester or accumulated in intermediary P2P-ASs.   
6. Usage recording. This function creates usage records for the purpose 
of charging and billing. The operator may also compensate the user 
for providing resources or redundant copies in order to motivate 
sharing.   
 In addition to these, the P2P-AS may perform optional functions: 
7. Caching. This function stores a copy of the transferred content in a 
content cache. The content cache is a logical element that is inserted 
as a proxy on the transfer path. The function may maintain statistical 
information about the popularity of items for efficiency reasons.  
8. External connectivity. This function maintains a connection to an 
external P2P network. The P2P-AS translates between the protocols 
on each side. Search requests are forwarded from and to this 
network.  
9. Commercial providers. This function connects the peer-to-peer 
network to a provider of commercial content. The search requests are 
compared to the content provided by the commercial provider. The 
function may also provide methods to charge for accessing 
commercial content.  
10. Content control. This function inspects the index information and 
search requests in order to impede the sharing of illegal content, or 
the sharing of which is restricted by intellectual property rights (IPR) 
or policies. The function detects malicious use of the network, such 
as spamming and providing false resource descriptors. It may also 
search for viruses and other malicious software. An advanced 
function can also compare the index with a database of IPR. It may 
also be feasible to inspect the actual content as it is transported 
through the network, although this is complicated and resource 
demanding.  
The P2P-AS collects application level usage records that form the 
basis for charging. This allows flexible pricing models based on the 
service instead of data- or time-based charging. Pricing models based on 
the actual transferred content is assumed to be more understandable by 
the user than a model where the user is charged for all traffic, including 
overlay maintenance, signaling and search traffic. The user is then able to 
better estimate the cost of resource sharing. A scheme that charges for 
signaling and maintenance traffic creates an incentive to close the 
application between resource downloading sessions, making resources 
unavailable. On the other hand, free uploads motivate users to share and 
the higher amount of available resources pays back as higher service use. 
Pricing models that reward users for sharing resources are also possible. 
In general, it is important to distinguish between signaling (overlay 
maintenance, search and index distribution) and resource access traffic.  
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4.5.3 Group management and access control 
In our user study we identified the need for access control: the resource 
provider may require the availability to be limited to known people, and 
the resource requester may prefer to limit the search scope to include only 
known people. One way to implement access control is by using groups. 
A user can be a member in one or several groups. The shared resources 
can be marked with the groups to whose users it is shared. Search 
requests can be marked with a set of groups, which limits the results to 
resources in the given groups. Groups are identified by their names. 
Soinio [Soi09] identifies four kinds of groups: 
1. Local groups. Personal groups defined by users with membership not 
visible to other users.  
2. Symmetric personal groups. Personal groups defined by users with 
membership visible to (at least) all members. Membership is 
symmetric, i.e. the added person must accept the inclusion to the 
group.  
3. Asymmetric personal group. Personal groups defined by users 
(normally) with global visibility.  
4. Global groups. System groups typically defined by a system 
administrator with global visibility.  
Access control classes 
We denote the set of groups available in the system as G = {g1, g2, …, 
gn}. The group membership of a user u is Mu, where Mu ⊆ G. The groups 
to which a resource r is shared is Gr. The groups to which a search 
request s is directed is Gs. Let us now define different levels of access 
control. These are defined based on the search outcome independently of 
how and where the access control is implemented.  
 
Definition 4.1. A resource discovery system provides indicative access 
control if every resource r that is shared to a set of groups Gr is excluded 
from the search reply when Gs ∩ Gr = ∅.  
 
Definition 4.2. A resource discovery system provides read access control 
if every resource r that is shared to a set of groups Gr is excluded from 
the search reply of a user u when Mu ∩ Gs ∩ Gr = ∅.  
 
Definition 4.3. A resource discovery system provides write access 
control if every resource r that is shared by user v to a set of groups Gr is 
excluded from the search reply when Mv ∩ Gs ∩ Gr = ∅.  
 
Definition 4.4. A resource discovery system provides read-write access 
control if every resource r that is shared by user v to a set of groups Gr is 
excluded from the search reply of a user u when Mu ∩ Mv ∩ Gs ∩ Gr 
= ∅.  
 
Indicative access control can only be regarded as a guide for easier 
location of the desired resources, as the system does not check whether 
the requester u is a member in any of the groups Gr. Indicative access 
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control works as an access control system only if the authorization is 
checked in the access phase separately. Read access control, on the other 
hand, guarantees that only resources shared in groups that the requester is 
a member of are located. Write access control ensures that the resource 
provider is a member of the groups to which the resource is published.  
Note that the resource discovery system is not responsible for 
controlling the access to the resource itself. Thus, if the resource has been 
found with means outside the resource discovery system, the resource 
could still be accessed. However, this situation can easily be corrected if 
the resource provider generates a secret identification code, a token, that 
is included in the resource descriptor. The resource provider grants access 
to the resource only if the token is provided in the resource access 
message. A hash identifying the file can be an adequate token.  
Group management 
Group management means the control of the group membership Mu of the 
users u. Group management functions include adding members to the 
group, removing members from the group, and defining rights and roles 
for members. Also the definition of the scope and properties of the group 
can be regarded as group management functions. We propose three 
different models for managing groups: 
1. Role based group management. In this model, the right to manage 
the group is assigned to members with given roles. For example, a 
group administrator may be responsible for managing the group. The 
administrator is typically the user that created the groups, and the 
current administrator can entrust the administrator role to other users.  
2. Collaborative group management. Group management decisions are 
collaboratively made, e.g. using voting. The aim is to make decisions 
in a democratic way. One way is to require acceptance of a given 
percentage or number of users for a decision, such as accepting a 
new member.  
3. Distributed group management. All users have an equal right to 
make decisions. This model can be implemented so that all users 
manage their own view of the group and the group is implicitly built 
from the sum of the views of all participants. Such a model 
approximates a social network.  
Depending on the model, group management functions include functions 
for applying for membership in a group, inviting a user to a group, 
collecting votes from users, etc. A (distributed) group membership 
database is used to store the group membership Mu of all users u. The 
database either maps the user into a set of groups that the user is a 
member of, or alternatively maps the group name into a set of users that 
are members in this group.  
Implementation in a operator-controlled service 
A centralized implementation of the system allows all models to be 
implemented in a straightforward manner. Users are assumed to trust the 
core node and that the core node implements access control correctly. 
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Most currently available resource sharing systems that support access 
control are centralized.  
Where the architecture includes several interconnected core nodes, 
the implementation becomes challenging, both in terms of distributed 
group management and distributed search and indexing. The 
implementation varies depending on whether the core nodes trust each 
other. We assume that a relationship of trust is formed as a consequence 
of the agreements between peering operators. This assumption makes the 
implementation simpler. The lack of trust most likely leads to the use of 
cryptographic methods.  
In a simple implementation index updates and search requests are 
distributed normally. The access control is performed locally at each edge 
node by comparing the group list Gr of the resource descriptor r with the 
group list Gs in the search request s. Only indicative access control is 
achieved in this way, and the requesting user can obtain access to any 
desired resource. Indicative access control is feasible if the resource 
access is authorized separately. To provide read access control, the 
system must ensure that the search request is directed to only groups of 
which the resource requester is a member. This is done by querying the 
group membership database. To provide write access control, the system 
must check the group membership database when resources are 
published.  
The group membership database can be centrally maintained or 
replicated to all core nodes. Alternatively, each core node hosts a given 
set of groups and maintains the fraction of the database describing the 
membership of the hosted groups. In this case, the group name indicates 
the core node hosting the group, for instance, in the format 
group@operator.com. The group membership database can also be 
distributed using other means, such as DHTs, but this adds an additional 
overlay to the system.  
Ideally, the search request should be distributed only to the edge 
nodes with group members in order to reduce the traffic. Such an 
implementation is, however, challenging, especially when flooding is 
used in the core overlay. Nodes must know which other nodes have 
members belonging to a given group. In implementing this knowledge, 
the system easily reduces to a centralized system or to a global index 
system. We return to the problem of flooding according to group 
membership in Section 4.6.4, where a slightly different approach is used.  
The work has been continued by Soinio, which has produced a 
comprehensive study of access control in peer-to-peer systems [Soi09]. 
Soinio proposes three solutions for access control: distributed access 
control lists, service passwords and local delegations.  
4.5.4 Architectures for the core overlay network 
The core overlay connects the core nodes together. Practically any 
architecture can be used in the core overlay. In this section we evaluate 
the suitability of different architectures for the core overlay in a 
commercial resource sharing service. In all architectures, we assume that 
users are connected as edge nodes to the core nodes.  
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Desired properties 
So far the choice of architecture has been driven by performance issues, 
such as the need to reduce the message overhead, processing load and 
delay. The architectural choice for a commercial resource sharing service 
is influenced by several factors in addition to the performance. First, as 
each operator may have several core nodes, the architecture should be 
able to distinguish between interior core links and exterior core links. 
Exterior links can be assumed to have a higher cost, a lower bandwidth 
and an additional processing overhead because of firewalls and policies. 
It is therefore desirable to reduce the traffic on the exterior core links. 
Second, the number of peer operators should be limited. Each peering 
relationship is assumed to be based on a formal contract with the traffic 
measured and controlled. Also the cost of the exterior link motivates 
limiting the number of peer operators. In particular, it is unreasonable to 
require all operators peer with all other operators, especially in a large 
scenario.  
Third, the operators generally desire to keep certain information 
private, such as information about the internal topology, the customers, 
and the resources shared by the customers. As a consequence, the indices 
of an operator’s customers should not be distributed to the networks of 
other operators. We call this property index confidentiality. Index 
confidentiality also implies that the indices of one operator do not 
consume storage resources in another operator’s network. An operator 
does not need to increase its capacity when the competitor’s index grows 
or if more operators join the system. Likewise, the operator should be 
able to choose the topology of the interior core links independently of 
other operators. We call this property topology autonomy. Finally, the 
topology should not be revealed to other operators. This property is called 
internal topology confidentiality.  
Flooding 
In the simplest case, the core overlay has an arbitrary topology, whereas 
the architecture is semi-centralized. In publications [BML+05] and 
[MBL+06b] we present a peer-to-peer service based on this architecture. 
Searching is performed using flooding or random walk. The search 
algorithm does not distinguish between interior and exterior core links, 
and a query may traverse operator boundaries multiple times, which is 
ineffective as the cost of exterior links is high. The semi-centralized 
architecture is only feasible if an operator has one or a few super-peers. 
When the number of super-peers is high, the inefficiency of flooding 
becomes apparent and other architectures become more feasible. A search 
request must be forwarded to all core nodes. Therefore, adding core 
nodes increases the index capacity but not the search capacity. Index 
confidentiality is provided as no indexing is used within the core overlay. 
The internal topology of an operator is not revealed. Only nodes with 
exterior links are visible to the outside.  
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Clustered architectures 
In clustered architectures, such as PIC, PSC and IPIC, it is feasible that 
each operator maintains a cluster. The operator can then control the 
topology and the distribution method used within the cluster. The 
operator also controls the addition and removal of core nodes in the 
cluster. We do not find it feasible that several operators share a cluster, as 
this breaks the autonomy regarding control and topology choice. Instead, 
it may be advisable to divide an operator’s network into several clusters if 
the network size grows very large. As we found in Section 3.4.10, the 
clustered architectures perform best in terms of load distribution when the 
sizes of all clusters are similar. As each node requires an exterior link, the 
number of nodes in the cluster is revealed to all operators. However, the 
topology and the distribution algorithm used within the cluster are not 
revealed.  
In PSC, all exterior core links are index links and all interior core 
links are search links. A PSC architecture does not provide index 
confidentiality as the index is distributed to one node in each cluster. The 
operator can increase the storage capacity by adding new core nodes to 
the cluster. However, it is difficult to add capacity for handling search 
requests. Search capacity can only be increased by adding clusters.  
Because of the lack of index confidentiality, we consider 
architectures based on PIC and IPIC more feasible for a commercial 
scenario. All exterior core links are search links and all interior core links 
are index links. PIC provides index confidentiality since the index of the 
operator’s customers is distributed to the nodes in the operator’s own 
network but not to any competing networks. PIC allows the operator to 
easily add capacity for handling search requests by adding more core 
nodes, which unloads the existing nodes. The index capacity is more 
difficult to enlarge as each node must store the index of the whole cluster. 
Index capacity is added by splitting a cluster into several clusters.  
The problem with the PSC and PIC architectures is the requirement 
of full connectivity between clusters. Exterior links are set up based on 
agreement. The establishment and management of these links is a heavy 
process. We therefore consider the requirement of full connectivity 
between clusters as incompatible with scenarios involving several 
operators, especially when the number of operators is high. For these 
scenarios we proposed a new architecture, IPIC, for the upper 
hierarchical layer. While reducing exterior links, it suffers from a slight 
performance degradation, either as an increased search delay or higher 
bandwidth use. Compared to flooding, IPIC provides a significant 
improvement in performance and a controlled flow of information in the 
network. Like the other clustered architectures, the topology and 
distribution method used within the cluster remain confidential. However, 
the number of nodes in the cluster is revealed to the peer operators.  
As PIC, PSC, and IPIC demand a maintained topology, a method to 
construct and maintain the topology is required. Generally, construction 
requires the following steps: 
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1. Dividing nodes into clusters. 
2. Interconnecting all nodes within the cluster with index links (in PIC 
and IPIC) or search links (in PSC). 
3. Interconnecting all clusters so that each node has a search link (in 
PIC and IPIC) or index link (in PSC) to at least on node in each 
cluster.  
In our case, the first two steps are manual:  the operator divides the 
nodes into one or several clusters and arranges the index or search 
distribution between the nodes using any method. For the third step, we 
can use the method outlined in Section 3.4.6 that allocates new links to 
the node with the lowest indegree. A node v needs to know at least one 
node wC, the ingress node, for each peer cluster C. The ingress node is a 
node that externally represents the cluster, and is known by the 
neighboring operators. The same procedure can be used to connect edge 
nodes to core nodes.  
Ring architectures 
A ring topology ensures distributing a message to each node only once. 
The ring structure is easy to create and maintain, using e.g. the topology 
maintenance algorithm in Section 3.5. Exterior traffic is reduced if all 
nodes of an operator’s network are consecutive in the ring. An operator 
then has only two exterior links and the internal nodes are not revealed to 
other operators. In a simple solution, a search message is forwarded 
between the edge nodes and no index distribution is used. For two 
reasons the solution is, however, not scalable: (1) the search capacity 
cannot be increased by adding nodes as all queries are forwarded to all 
nodes and (2) the search delay increases linearly with the network size.  
A more advanced version of the ring is the Zone Indexing algorithm. 
In a normal implementation of Zone Indexing, the index distribution is 
not limited to the operator’s own network. Moreover, the internal 
topology is disclosed to the successors through the index updates. 
However, this disclosure is only limited to a small number of operators.  
The Zone Indexing algorithm can be modified so that index updates 
are dropped at operator borders. This corresponds to zones that include 
only the operator’s own nodes. Unfortunately, this affects the 
performance negatively. The zone is very small for the last nodes of the 
operator’s part of the ring – the last node has a zone of size one. This may 
be a high cost for providing index and topology confidentiality.  
Adding nodes to a Zone Indexing network increases the search and 
index capacity of the whole system. However, the benefit of the increase 
is not limited to the operator that adds the new nodes.  
Tree architectures 
Since the topology of the upper hierarchical layer is fairly static, more 
rigid topologies can be used. A tree has the desired property that there is 
a single path between every pair of nodes. Broadcasting on a tree is 
simple: a node forwards a message on all links of the three, except on the 
one over which the message was received. There are no loops in a tree. 
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Broadcasting is also optimal: each node is reached only once. In practice, 
it is only feasible to forward search messages on a tree.  
A tree can be manually formed. Such a tree could consist of a upper-
layer tree connecting one node from each operator’s network. From this 
node a sub-tree connects all nodes within the operator’s network.  
Spanning trees can also be automatically built of an arbitrary 
topology, from which an algorithm selects a subset of overlay links as 
belonging to the tree. Links that do not belong to the tree are disabled. 
Automatically formed spanning trees are used by Ethernet bridges, where 
the tree is automatically generated with the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) 
[IEEE1990] or Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [IEEE2004]. 
Similar algorithms can be used for connecting the nodes in the core 
overlay. Automatically formed trees can recover from node or link 
failures. Two critical issues must be considered in generating a tree for 
forwarding search messages. First, the diameter, i.e. the maximum 
distance between two nodes, affects the search delay and should therefore 
be minimized. The diameter in a tree with N nodes can be anything 
between 2 and N - 1. Second, load balancing is difficult. Although each 
node receives a message only once, the times the message is forwarded 
depends on the degree. As leaf nodes have a degree of one and do not 
forward a message, perfect load balancing cannot be achieved. Both these 
properties are determined by the topology on which the tree is based as 
well as the choice of root node. Adjusting the topology for the purpose of 
shaping the tree is as heavy a work as configuring the tree manually. The 
automatically generated tree does not separate between interior and 
exterior links, and therefore the internal topology is revealed.  
Multicast 
Searching in peer-to-peer networks is based on distributing a message to 
a set of nodes. This is also the aim of multicast algorithms such as the 
Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) [WPD88] and 
Protocol Independent Multicast Dense Mode (PIM-DM) [ANS05]. For 
each sender a separate tree is generated and the path length from each 
sender is minimized. The load is well distributed. However, using 
multicasting in the overlay would require the overhead of a separate 
routing protocol operating at the overlay level. At the network level, 
multicast provides an interesting alternative. However, network level 
multicast is currently not widespread and it is questionable if there will be 
multicasting between operators in the near future.  
Comparison 
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 summarize the properties of the discussed 
overlay architecture. The first five properties are the policy properties 
defined as in the beginning of this section. Search overhead is considered 
as low when it is under O(N), medium for O(N), and high for O(kN) with 
a constant k>1. Search delay is considered as low for O(1), high for O(N) 
and medium when it is between these extremes. Search and index 
capacity expandability refer to the operator’s ability to add nodes in order 
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to handle more search requests or store more index information, 
respectively.  
None of the architectures are perfect. While search flooding provides 
all desired policy properties, the low performance limits the usefulness of 
the solution, especially in terms of search capacity expandability. The 
search ring shares the same properties, although the feasibility suffers 
more from the high delay than from a high overhead. PSC and Zone 
Indexing, while being efficient, are less suitable for a competitive 
environment as they do not provide index confidentiality. PIC is the most 
efficient, but requires full connectivity between operators. When full 
connectivity is impossible, IPIC is a more suitable architecture despite 
having slightly lower performance. We argue that this overhead is 
acceptable considering the other alternatives. IPIC also allows index 
capacity to be expanded by splitting a cluster, which can be implemented 
without constructing new relations with all other operators. Spanning 
trees, while being interesting options for further development, provide a 
limited search capacity expandability as no indexing is used. 
Automatically generated spanning trees fail to consider policy 
requirements. 
In practice, the clustering architectures can be seen as tree-layer 
hierarchical networks, where the uppermost layer is the inter-operator 
topology, the following layer is the intra-operator topology and the 
lowest layer the edge nodes. Also spanning trees with separate sub-trees 
for interior core links show this property.  
 
Table 4.2. Properties of the core overlay architectures from operator’s viewpoint.  
Architecture Flooding PIC PSC IPIC 
Separation between 
interior and exterior 
links 
No Yes Yes Yes 
Index confidentiality Yes Yes No Yes 
Topology autonomy Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Internal topology 
confidentiality 
Yes Partial Partial Partial 
Limited number of peer 
operators 
Yes No No Yes 
Search overhead High Low Low Low / 
Medium 
Search delay Medium Low Low / 
Medium 
Medium 
Search capacity 
expandability 
No Yes Limited Yes 
Index capacity 
expandablity 
N/A Limited Yes Yes 
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Table 4.3. Properties of the core overlay architectures from operator’s viewpoint.  
Architecture Search 
ring 
Zone 
Indexing 
Spanning 
tree 1 * 
Spanning 
tree 2 ** 
Separation between 
interior and exterior 
links 
Yes Yes Yes No 
Index confidentiality Yes No Yes Yes 
Topology autonomy No No Yes No 
Internal topology 
confidentiality 
Yes Partial Yes No 
Limited number of peer 
operators 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Search overhead Medium Low Medium Medium 
Search delay High Medium Medium Medium 
Search capacity 
expandability 
No Partial No No 
Index capacity 
expandablity 
N/A Partial N/A N/A 
* Manually configured spanning tree with separate sub-tree for interior core links.  
** Spanning tree build from an arbitrary (random) overlay topology. 
4.6 Peer-to-peer with decentralized control 
A decentralized peer-to-peer system allows mobile users to share 
resources without the control of an operator or service provider. The 
overlay can be formed by the users without any external support and 
service subscription. This scenario is interesting if the operator or a third-
party service provider do not intend to provide the desired service. It can 
further be used for forming overlays specific to certain applications, 
collaborative projects or user groups.  
As discussed in Section 4.4.6, the cost of uploading discourages most 
users from sharing.  Unless there is a high will to share all costs, 
decentralized peer-to-peer systems practically require flat-rate charging to 
maintain an incentive to share. Fortunately, it looks like flat-rate charging 
will become the prevalent charging scheme in a few years. Furthermore, 
the cellular environment calls for a uniform load distribution, which 
excludes the use of super-peers and centralized servers among the nodes. 
Centralized control must also be avoided because of the possibly high 
unavailability and churn. In this section we study architectural solutions 
for such a decentralized peer-to-peer network. Since decentralized peer-
to-peer networks are unlikely to scale globally, we are interested in 
utilizing groups to limit the distribution.  
4.6.1 Scenario 
In order to test the concept of fully distributed resource discovery in peer-
to-peer systems, we apply it to a particular area, where we see it as a 
feasible solution. The application area we consider is the sharing of 
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resources within relatively small-scale groups of users in a mobile 
network. We consider a scenario based on the following assumptions: 
1. Social network. The overlay topology is based on the social contacts 
of the user. The contacts are a selected subset of the contacts in the 
address book. As each contact is a neighbor in the overlay, the 
average degree D of the nodes is high.   
2. Stable topology. As the topology is based on the social network, it is 
relatively stable. This is in contrast to traditional peer-to-peer 
systems, where the topology is based on the devices and the stability 
is determined by the churn rate of the devices. A node that is offline 
still exists in a social topology but the offline status is separately 
considered. We assume that a fairly small percentage of the nodes are 
offline at a given moment.  
3. Groups. As identified in Section 4.4, users prefer to share their 
resources within a group. In a mobile network, we assume that the 
shared content is mostly generated by the user and therefore is rather 
personal in nature. Furthermore, providing access to the shared 
resource incurs expenses, loss of battery power, and consumption of 
available bandwidth. Legal restrictions, such as the fair use concept, 
may reduce the willingness or possibility to share content with 
unknown users. Therefore, the objective is that the access to a 
resource can be limited to certain groups. Section 4.4 also shows that 
users are more interested in resources provided by known people. As 
groups are formed based on the common interests and social 
relationships, users are more likely to find relevant interest. Based on 
Figure 4.11, the median size of a group based on personal contacts is 
between 5 and 20, but groups based on interests and hobbies can be 
assumed larger.  
4. Frequent searches, infrequent updates. During a session of active 
use, a user performs search requests in bursts, for example, for 
finding photos with various motives. The frequency fs is assumed to 
be in the order of a few sessions a day, each session involving several 
searches. New pieces of content are published relatively infrequently, 
such as when photos are published. The frequency fi,modification is 
expected to be less than one modification per day. 
4.6.2 Social network model 
We propose a method for creating groups based on the contacts of a user. 
These contacts are available in the phone book of the user. Although the 
phone book does not cover nearly all persons known by a user, it 
represents the set of users that are frequently contacted. Kuitto [Kui02] 
reports significant overlapping between the contacts in a user’s phone 
book with the user’s real social network, and that only in a few cases 
important contacts are not in the phone book. We model the social 
network formed by the phone book contacts as a graph G = (V, E) where 
V is the set of users and E is the set of contacts between users. The graph 
is directed, since a contact from user v to u does not imply a contact from 
user u to v.  
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Many phones already allow categorizing the contacts into different 
groups or profiles. In current phones, the incentive for a user to 
categorize contacts is rather small, since the added value is often limited 
to assigning a common ring tone to the members of a category. Lugano 
[Lug08] points out that many important features in the user interface, 
including the phone books, have not improved since old phones: phone 
books do not integrate a user profile nor social networking features and 
mechanisms supporting sharing, searching and filtering of data with other 
users. We propose to attach a set of textual group names, called 
categories, to contacts in the phone book. Contacts can be categorized 
into family, friends, work/study colleagues. Additional categories can be 
related to, for instance, hobbies, activities and communities. We denote 
the set of categories of a contact e ∈ E with Ce. The categorization is used 
as a basis for our definition of groups.  
 
Definition 4.5. The category graph of category c is Gc = (V, Ec) ⊆ G 
where Ec = {e ∈ E | c ∈ Ce}.  
 
Definition 4.6. A group c of a user v ∈ V includes every user u ∈ V to 
which there is a path from v to u in Gc. 
 
According to this definition, the group membership depends on the 
user observing the group. In a directed graph G the groups are 
asymmetric, whereas they are symmetric in an undirected graph. Observe 
that the network may contain several separate groups of a given category, 
i.e. different users may see different groups with the same name. It is 
therefore important to separate the concepts group and category. For the 
purpose of the following discussion we define a few more concepts.  
 
Definition 4.7. The social distance distc(u, v) between two users u ∈ V 
and v ∈ V in a category c is the minimum number of edges needed to 
connect u and v in Gc. 
 
Definition 4.8. The connectivity dc(u) of a user u ∈ V in a category c is 
the degree of u in Gc. 
 
Figure 4.16. Social network with groups of category G. 
The example in Figure 4.16 shows a social network with the 
undirected category graph of category G marked with thick lines and the 
symbol G. Nodes A, B, C, and D are members of a group named G. 
Nodes E and F are members of a different group with the same name G. 
The social distances distG(A, D) = 2 while distG(A, E) = ∞. The 
connectivity of B in G is dG(B) = 3.  
G
B EA
C
G G G G
G FD
Connection with a group
named ”G” activated
Other connection
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4.6.3 Group management and policies 
In the given scenario there is no centralized control and no node that can 
store a group membership database. Furthermore, part of the users may 
be offline. These factors make role based or collaborative group 
management difficult to implement in an efficient manner. The former 
requires a trusted node serving the membership database. The latter 
requires querying all (or a given percentage) of the group members for a 
collaborative decision. Instead, we propose a new method for distributed 
group management. This method has been published in [Bei07b].  
Distributed group management   
Groups are formed based on the categories the user specifies for each 
contact, for instance, using the phone book. A user u specifies a set of 
categories Cuv for the connection (contact) to a user v. While two users 
can specify different sets of categories for the connection between them, 
only the set of common categories are activated. The groups are thus 
symmetric. For instance, if user A marks user B as member of groups 
CAB = {G1, G2, G3} and user B marks user A as member of groups CBA = 
{G2, G3, G4}, then the groups activated on connection e between A and B 
are the groups common to both users, Ce = CAB ∩ CBA = {G2, G3}. To 
simplify coordination, categories added on a connection are in a practical 
implementation displayed to the other user and the other user is asked to 
join the proposed category. Thus, from a user perspective, adding a 
category implies inviting another user to a common group.   
In an implementation, the determination of common groups operates 
with an exchange of Hello messages. Each time the list of categories Cuv 
that the node u specifies for a contact v is modified, the contact v is 
marked unverified in u’s application. For each unverified contact v, the 
application of u periodically tries to send a Hello message as long as the 
contact remains unverified. The Hello message contains the list of 
categories Cuv proposed by u. The receiving node v replies with a Hello 
Response message, including its corresponding list of categories Cvu 
proposed for contact u. When either a Hello or Hello Response message 
is received, the categories Ce = Cuv ∩ Cvu common to both parties are 
determined and the contact is marked as verified.  
For groups that are not common to both users, the other user is 
invited. Thus, for each group c in Cuv \ Cvu. the application displays the 
group name and offers user v to join the group. If user v accepts the 
invitation, the category c is added to Cvu and the contact is marked 
unverified in v’s application, thereby triggering another Hello message.  
Removal of a category c from Cvu requires no special considerations: 
the contact u is marked unverified and the set of common groups is 
updated on the triggered Hello exchange.  
Access control and policies 
The purpose of groups is to provide access control. The access to a shared 
resource can be limited to users of a given group c. For example, a work-
related file might only be available to colleagues and a photo only to 
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family members. The resource shared by user u is then available to a user 
v only if distc(u, v) is finite.  
Based on our studies in Section 4.4, we assume that the willingness 
to share a resource declines as the social distance between two users 
increases. For example, a user may want to distribute photos to her friend, 
but is less willing to distribute them to a friend’s friend. We also assume 
that the willingness to access a resource declines as the social distance 
increases. For example, a photo taken by a user at an event may be 
interesting to the user’s friends, as they know many people in common. It 
may also be interesting to the friend’s friends as they might know some 
common people and the event and the location probably are known to 
them. For people more remotely connected, the interest may be marginal.  
To account for this, we introduce two policies, called the distribution 
horizon and the interest horizon. A resource shared by user u with a 
distribution horizon distdh is only accessible to a user v if distc(u,   v) ≤ 
distdh. Likewise, a search by user u having an interest horizon of distih 
only locates the resources of a user v if distc(u, v) ≤ distih. Both horizons 
limit the maximum distance between the resource provider and the 
resource requester, but each horizon is defined by a different user. 
Combining both horizons, a resource by user u shared to group c is 
accessible to user v if distc(u, v) ≤ min(distdh, distih).  
We also propose a policy based on the minimal connectivity of a user 
to the group. A resource shared with minimal connectivity dmin to group c 
is only available to a user u if dc(u) ≥ dmin. For example, when the 
minimal connectivity is two, a resource is visible only to group members 
with at least two connections to other group members. In this case, it is 
not sufficient to be accepted to the group by only a single member. In 
practice, this implements a simple form of collaborative group 
management.  
Policies control sharing and searching. Each resource r is marked 
with the sharing policy Pr = (Gr, distdh,r, dmin,r) including the set of groups 
Gr to which they are shared, the distribution horizon distdh,r and the 
minimal connectivity dmin,r. In practice, it is unlikely that distdh,r and  dmin,r  
are defined on a per-resource basis. The search s may be limited to 
resources in a given set of groups Gs and within an interest horizon 
distih,s. 
4.6.4 Implementing resource discovery in a mobile social network 
In a social network, the topology is relatively static. A user is expected to 
add and modify contacts at a rate of a few modifications per week or 
month. The user’s devices, however, may show a high churn rate. 
Verkasalo [Ver07] reports an average of 1.2 power-off switches per day. 
Despite the churn, the device is assumed to be online most of the time, 
and offline periods are of a more temporary nature. We propose the rather 
radical and unusual approach to consider the node as part of the topology 
even though the device is offline. The implementation must therefore 
consider the existence of such offline nodes.  
The topology of a social network is typically a random power-law 
graph [WS98]. Replacing the topology with a structured or loosely 
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structured network, or forming another layer of overlay on top of the 
social network, would break the connection between the real network and 
the implemented one. It would cause signaling between nodes that are not 
connected in the social network, which would cause costs (monetary or 
non-monetary) that are unrelated to the user’s contacts. Furthermore, 
maintenance of a structured or loosely structured topology is difficult, as 
the churn may be high and the overhead of maintenance should be kept 
low. Therefore, we build the technical solution directly on top of the 
topology of the social network.  
In a random topology, distribution is typically performed with 
flooding or random walks. We exclude random walks because of long 
delay and non-determinism. Adapting a distribution method for the given 
scenario implies addressing the following requirements: 
1. The distribution must be limited to group members only. 
2. The system must support implementation of policies.  
3. Offline nodes in the topology must be supported. 
Implementation based on flooding 
Flooding can easily be adapted to observe groups. Both index updates 
and search requests can be distributed using flooding. Thus, we can use 
flooding to build either a fully proactive or a fully reactive solution. The 
message contains a distribution list D specifying the groups to which it 
will be delivered. In search distribution, D = Gs is the groups examined in 
a search s and in index distribution D = Gr is the groups to which the 
resource r is distributed. In the flooding process, the message is 
forwarded on a link e with the groups Ce activated only if  D ∩ Ce ≠ ∅. 
When the message is forwarded on the connection e, the distribution list 
is updated: D ← D ∩ Ce. The algorithm limits the distribution to 
members in groups common to the sending node u, i.e. to the set of nodes 
{v | distc(u, v) < ∞, c ∈ D}.  
 
Figure 4.17. Flooding to group members. 
To illustrate flooding with groups, let us look at the example in 
Figure 4.17. Nodes A, E, and F form the group G1. Nodes A, C, D, and E 
form the group G2. Nodes F and G form a different group named G2. 
Node A publishes a resource r with Gr = {G1, G2}. The group list in the 
entry sent to E contains DAE = DA ∩ CAE = {G1, G2} ∩ {G1, G2} = 
{G1, G2}. The index entry sent to C contains DAC = DA ∩ CAC = {G1, G2} 
∩ {G2} = {G2}. The entry is not forwarded to B because DAB = {G1, G2} 
∩ ∅ = ∅. Node C forwards the entry to node D: DCD = DAC ∩ CCD = 
{G2} ∩ {G2} = {G2}. When E forwards the entry to node F, group G2 is 
removed: DEF = DAE ∩ CEF = {G1, G2} ∩ {G1} = {G1}. Node F does not 
forward the entry to node G:  DFG = DEF ∩ CFG = {G1} ∩ {G2} = ∅. Note 
G1,G2 E
A
G
G2
F
G1
B
C D
G2G2
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that the solution provides read-write access control as A cannot publish 
resources to a group that A is not a member of, and other nodes cannot 
locate resources in groups they are not members of. 
The distribution horizon and index horizon policies are implemented 
by counting remaining hops and forwarded hops. The minimal 
connectivity policy cannot be implemented for flooding. 
While requirements 1 and 2 are reliably handled, requirement 3 is 
challenging. The number of redundant links must be sufficiently high to 
allow offline nodes to be bypassed. In practice, this requires a high 
connectivity and, thus, a high average degree for all nodes in the group. If 
flooding is used for index updates, the periodical index update frequency 
fi,refresh must be sufficiently high to enable later updates to nodes currently 
offline or unreachable. This increases the overhead. While a high average 
degree is required for reliable operation in a topology based on a social 
network, it is at the same time the main restriction. Recall that the 
overhead of flooding is proportional to the average degree.  
Implementation based on the Direct Index algorithm 
As an alternative to flooding, we extend the Direct Index algorithm 
defined in Section 3.6 to limit distribution to group members only and to 
provide access control. The extended algorithm is published as part of 
[Bei07b]. The modification requires adding group membership 
information to the peer table and the messages. Recall, that the peer table 
of a node v has an entry pw = (Nw, Ew, Tw) for each known peer w, where 
the neighbor list Nw = {u1, u2, …, un} indicates the neighbors of node w. 
Now for each neighbor u we store a list of groups common between v and 
u. Furthermore, in the Update message (Nv, Ev, F), the neighbor list Nv is 
extended with a list of groups for each neighbor.  
In order to provide access control, a routing table must be calculated 
based on the neighbor table. A separate routing table Ru,c is calculated for 
each group c known by node u. The routing table entry Ru,c(v) indicates 
the distance distc(u, v) in group c. More importantly, it indicates whether 
nodes u and v are in a common group c. The routing table Ru,c is 
recalculated (e.g. using Dijkstra’s algorithm) when any neighbor 
information for a group c is modified. 
Before node u sends an Update message to node v, it checks the 
routing table. The message is sent only if Ru,c(v) < ∞ for any group c. 
Otherwise, the entry pv for node v is removed from the peer table. The 
update message sent from u to v includes only the resources for which 
Ru,c(v) < ∞ for any c ∈ D, where D is the distribution list of the resource. 
Thus, before granting access to a resource, the node checks that there is a 
path of connections with a common group activated. When an Update 
message is received, it is processed only if Ru,c(v) < ∞ for any group c.  
The distribution horizon and interest horizon policies are 
implemented using the routing table. An Update message sent by u to v 
only includes resources for which the distance Ru,c(v) ≤  distdh for any c ∈ 
D. When node u receives an Update message from v, it only stores the 
index of resources for which the distance Ru,c(v) ≤  distih for the group c. 
The minimal connectivity policy is also implemented using the neighbor 
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table. An Update message sent from u to v includes only resources 
distributed to group c for which |W| ≥ dmin, where W = {w | v ∈ Nw}. The 
algorithms for handling timer expirations and sending updates are 
summarized in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, respectively. The modified 
algorithms for handling received messages are summarized in Figure 4.20 
and Figure 4.21.  
 
1: on expiration of timer Tw: 
2: SendUpdate(w) 
Figure 4.18. Pseudo-code for node v when timer Tw expires. 
3: SendUpdate(w): 
4: Cvw ← { c | Ru,c(w) ≠ ∞ } 
5: if Cvw = ∅ then 
6:     remove entry Pw 
7: else 
8:     Ev ← { r ∈ ℒv | Gr ∩ Cvw ≠ ∅ }  
9:     Nv ← { (v, Nm ∩ Cvw) | Nm ∩ Cvw ≠ ∅ } 
10:     send update (Nv, Ev, 1) to w 
11:     reschedule Tw with an exponential backoff 
12: end if 
Figure 4.19. Pseudo-code for node v sending an update to node w. 
13: on received update (Nw, Ew, F) from w: 
14: if Ru,c(w) = ∞ ∀ c then 
15:     send error message to w 
16: else 
17:     Pw  ← (Nw, Ew, 0) 
18:     for each (u, Gu) in Nw do 
19:         if Pu is undefined then 
20:             Pu ← (∅, ∅, 0) 
21:             reschedule Tu after 0… UpdateInterval seconds 
22:         end if 
23:     end for 
24:     if F = 1 then 
25:         SendUpdate(w) 
26:     else 
27:         reschedule Tw after UpdateInterval seconds 
28:         send acknowledgement to w 
29:     end if 
30:     for each known category c do      
31:         generate Ru,c(w) to all w in Nw using Dijkstra’s shortest-path-first  
32:     end for 
33: end if 
Figure 4.20. Pseudo-code for node v handling an update received from node w. 
34: on received acknowledgement from w: 
35: reschedule Tw after UpdateInterval seconds 
Figure 4.21. Pseudo-code for v handling an acknowledgement received from w. 
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The Direct Index algorithm is not required to perform separate 
actions in order to ensure that updates are delivered to currently offline 
nodes. If a node is offline, it will not reply to an Update message, and a 
new update will be rescheduled with an exponential backoff. The update 
exchange is performed normally when the node is again online later. As 
extra protection and to handle possible error conditions, a slow periodical 
update interval fi,refresh in the order of one per several days can be used. 
Neighbors are included in the neighbor lists of the Update messages even 
though they are offline; thus, the topology represents the entire social 
network. Only if a node does not reply in an excessive time (in the order 
of several days) it is removed from the neighbor table. 
Considerations regarding the proactive architectures 
We propose, as an optimization, that nodes store the indices of other 
group members between active sessions. This is possible because of the 
stable topology. The index of all other nodes is already available at 
startup, and the update traffic can be reduced. The consequence is that 
resources of members currently off-line seem to be available, and 
therefore the actual availability of the resource must be checked 
separately. Checking is, however, anyway required if the index is 
compressed by a Bloom filter because of potential false positives. 
Checking has a low overhead involving a single roundtrip and can be 
combined with obtaining a detailed description of the matching resources. 
The access control of the resource discovery system only hides 
resources that should not be accessed. Full access control can be obtained 
by including a random number in the resource descriptor. This number 
must be included in the resource access signaling. Access is granted only 
if the number in the access signaling matches with the one in the original 
resource descriptor. 
4.6.5 Feasibility of proactive architectures 
We can take either a proactive or a reactive approach for the group-based 
mobile resource discovery system. Using an appropriate signaling 
protocol, such as SIP, direct messaging between users is possible at the 
application layer, which enables the use of temporary links required for 
Direct Index. With the help of Figure 3.35, we can decide whether a 
proactive solution meets our needs. We assume that a hybrid proactive-
reactive solution cannot be used because we need to follow the topology 
of the social network. In this situation, Equation (2.40) states that a 
proactive solution is optimal when r > Ωi / Ωs.  
We first examine the ratio between Ωi and Ωs. As the alternative is 
reactive flooding, we use the value Ωs ≈ D - 1, determined experimentally 
in Section 2.4.5. The first considered proactive approach uses flooding to 
distribute the index information. This gives Ωi ≈ D - 1 for index updates. 
If the resource is distributed to all contacts of a user, the degree is high. 
Based on Survey 1 described in Section 4.4.3, the approximated median 
number of contacts in the phone books is D = 113, while Verkasalo 
[Ver07] reports a median value of D = 111 contacts. When groups are 
used, only a part of the user’s contacts belong to a given group. We 
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therefore assume an average degree in the order of D = 10. Because of the 
high degree, flooding is highly inefficient in social networks, both for 
search and index distribution. Instead, we propose using the Direct Index 
algorithm described in Section 3.6. This has a low overhead (Ωi ≈ 3 in 
simulations) that is independent of the degree. Using Ωi = 3 and Ωs = 10, 
we can conclude that Direct Index is optimal when r > 0.3 in our 
scenario.  
The search/index ratio is defined as r = fs / fi. The search frequency fs 
is entirely determined by the users and cannot be affected by the design 
of the system. However, the index update frequency fi can be adjusted for 
the given scenario. In Section 3.1, we divided index updates into 
components: fi = fi,entry + fi,exit + fi,modification + fi,refresh. By saving the remote 
index between active sessions, we can eliminate fi,entry and fi,exit.. The 
modification frequency fi,modification completely depends on the user. The 
periodical update frequency fi,refresh depends on the index distribution 
algorithm. Index flooding requires a periodical update frequency 
comparable to the churn frequency since it has to be frequent enough to 
allow nodes to receive updates that they missed while being offline. 
Direct Index requires a periodical update frequency comparable to the 
frequency of changes in the social network. Because Direct Index detects 
offline nodes and changes in the topology, the periodical refresh rate is 
merely an extra protection. Based on this reasoning we can assume that 
r > 1 for a wide range of applications. Clearly, proactive solutions should 
be considered for social networks.  
4.6.6 Index compression 
The proactive operation gives quick searches, but a major challenge is the 
index update traffic and the amount of index information to be stored at 
each node. A node must, for each group, store the index of all members 
within the interest horizon. We therefore propose utilizing Bloom filters 
to compress the index information. The material in this section is 
published as a part of [Bei07b]. 
Traffic estimate 
We dimension the Bloom filter to represent 100 resources on average, 
each resource described using 7 elements (keywords) on average. Thus 
n = 700 elements are stored per node. Nodes with more than 100 
resources need to create several index entries to maintain a sufficiently 
low probability of false positives. Because of the low cost of a false 
positive, we allow false positives at a probability of p ≤ 0.02. Using 
(3.25) we can calculate the optimal number of hash functions k = 6. With 
(3.26) we calculate the optimal number of bits v = 6059. Adding a header 
of about 20 bytes (in binary format) to the entry, the size of an index 
entry is Si = 777 bytes. 
For an average group size of N = 50 nodes, the index takes about 
NSi = 38 kB of storage space per group. Such a group contains up to 5000 
resources. The requirement is small compared to the memory sizes that 
are common for modern phones. 
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Transporting index updates over SIP gives the advantage of good 
interoperability with the IMS and easier NAT traversal. The disadvantage 
is the requirement of a centralized SIP server. A textual representation of 
the Bloom filter using Base64 encoding [Jos06] adds about 40% 
overhead, increasing the size of the index entry to Si,Base64 = 1060 bytes. 
Adding the header of a SIP MESSAGE request (approximately 330 
bytes), a header of the index entry (approximately 50 bytes), and the UDP 
and IP headers (28 bytes), the size of the index update datagram is Si,IP = 
1468 bytes. The index update is sufficiently small for transport in a single 
UPD datagram. 
With the Direct Index algorithm, a node receives an index update 
only once per update round. A complete update of all nodes in the group 
requires NSi = 72 kB, corresponding to an average bandwidth of 6.8 bit/s 
per group if a complete update is done daily. In practice updates are 
expected to be done less frequently. With flooded index updates in a 
topology with average degree of D = 10, a complete update of all nodes 
requires about DNSi = 720 kB. This corresponds to a bandwidth of 
68 bit/s per group when updates are performed daily. 
Searching with compressed filters  
To locate a resource, a Bloom filter called a search filter is used. The 
search filter is generated by applying the hash functions to the keywords 
of the query. The search filter is compared with each Bloom filter in the 
index. If the query matches, i.e. for every bit in the search filter the 
corresponding bit in the Bloom filter is set, a message containing the 
original query is sent to the responsible node, which performs a local 
check. The query contains the original list of query strings. Because of 
false positives, the node may receive a query that does not match with 
any resource. It then responds with an empty result list. The search results 
are presented to the user according to increasing social distance, allowing 
the user to quickly locate the most relevant sources. 
The disadvantage of Bloom filters is that the information lost in 
compression makes complex queries impossible. However, since the 
whole Bloom filter is available at a single node, combinations of 
attributes can be performed using logical operations. The logical AND 
operation, meaning that all keywords must match, is implemented as a 
binary OR operation between the search filters of both keywords. For 
example, if the search filter of “golden” contains the bits (12, 15) and the 
search filter of “gate” contains the bits (6, 15), then the query “golden” 
AND “gate” contains the bits (6, 12, 15). The logical OR operation 
requires specifying the query as a set of search filters. The query matches 
if any of these search filters matches with the Bloom filter. For a query 
“golden” OR “gate”, the query contains two separate bit-fields: (12, 15) 
and (6, 15). Nodes matching with either of these bit-fields are examined. 
In a query combining different logical operators, such as “golden” AND 
(“gate” OR “bridge”), the distributivity property [RW95] can be utilized 
to rewrite the query. In this case the query is rewritten as (“golden” AND 
“gate”) OR (“golden” AND “bridge”), which can be specified with two 
bit-vectors: (6, 12, 15) and (3, 12, 15, 19), assuming that “bridge” 
represents the bits (3, 19). 
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Other types of complex queries must be forwarded to all nodes in the 
group, whereas every node performs the matching locally. In a proactive 
architecture, the node is aware of all nodes belonging to the same groups. 
Therefore, the node can send its query directly to these nodes, which 
saves bandwidth compared to flooding. To further save bandwidth, the 
resource requester can send the queries sequentially with increasing 
distance until the resource is found. This method increases the search 
delay, but allows the query to be aborted once a required number of 
resources are found, which is not possible with traditional flooding. 
4.7 SIP signaling schemes for resource discovery 
We can separate between four generic situations where control messages 
are sent in today’s peer-to-peer systems:  
1. Publishing the shared resource (index distribution). 
2. Locating the shared resource (search distribution). 
3. Initiating and controlling access to the shared resource. 
4. Maintaining the overlay structure.  
Index distribution and search distribution are one-to-many signaling in 
most architectures. Control of resource access is one-to-one 
communication even though a resource can be accessed from several 
locations simultaneously. The actual resource access (e.g. the content 
transfer) is classified as user traffic and not as control traffic. Messaging 
related to overlay maintenance is specific to the overlay structure, and has 
a minor role in unstructured or loosely structured systems.  
All commonly used file sharing systems use proprietary protocols for 
index distribution and search distribution. For several peer-to-peer 
systems there are several compatible implementations available and these 
protocols have become more or less de facto standards. No considerable 
efforts on interoperation between different systems have been made. 
However, some applications can be simultaneously connected to multiple 
resource discovery systems. The file transfer is usually implemented with 
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The File Transfer Protocol 
(FTP), which at first sight would seem the natural choice, has not been 
used in any file sharing systems. HTTP and FTP combine the access-
related signaling and the actual content transfer in the same protocol.  
4.7.1 Resource discovery with SIP 
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [RSC+02] is becoming the standard 
protocol for initiating and controlling calls in IP telephony. SIP is also 
chosen as the signaling protocol for the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 
[PMK+04]. SIP implements application-layer routing using proxies, 
which can forward, redirect and fork (forward to multiple recipients) a 
call. Several extensions have been defined, allowing SIP to be used for 
advanced session control and value-added services including presence 
services [Ros04] and instant messaging [CRS+02]. For searching, SIP 
relies both on its own location servers and on the Domain Name System 
(DNS). The user registers its current location through the registrar to the 
location server. The location server typically serves all users of a given 
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domain. Upon receiving an incoming call, a proxy retrieves the 
destination’s current location from the location server. Before that, the 
proxy has been located by looking up the domain name of the user in the 
DNS. Like in peer-to-peer systems, the access (media transfer) takes 
place directly between endpoints once the destination is found. SIP 
provides signaling for controlling the access (i.e. the call) but the content 
transfer is performed with a separate protocol (e.g. the Real Time 
Protocol).  
Apart from the help from DNS, SIP can be seen as a centralized 
resource discovery system, where the resource is the user. The 
REGISTER message performs the index update and the INVITE 
performs the search. The use of SIP in generic resource discovery is a 
relatively new idea. A conceptual SIP-based peer-to-peer application, 
called SIPShare, has been presented by Earthlink [SIPshare]. The 
application is based on a search flooding architecture and demonstrates 
the use of SIP for peer-to-peer signaling. It is, however, not designed with 
mobile networks in mind.  
A different approach for combining SIP with peer-to-peer technology 
is P2P-SIP [P2PSIP]. In P2P-SIP, the server-based architecture of a SIP 
network is replaced by a structured overlay network. P2P-SIP thus 
borrows ideas from Skype [Skype] but bases the signaling on the open 
SIP protocol. The purpose is, like in standard SIP, to locate users by 
mapping the URI of a user to the user’s current IP address. Therefore, a 
simple exact-match mapping is adequate. The P2P-SIP approach is 
different from the topic of this work, where we use extended SIP to 
support complex searches and to locate more generic types of resources.  
Using SIP signaling for generic resource discovery becomes 
especially interesting in IMS-networks. We identify the following 
advantages of the approach: 
1. SIP provides an established method for user-to-user signaling. As 
SIP is an integral part of the IMS, SIP signaling messages are routed 
correctly between mobile terminals, whereas firewalls and NATs 
would complicate the use of proprietary signaling.  
2. SIP supports connectionless signaling, which is especially important 
in architectures using temporary overlay links, e.g. the Direct Index 
architecture.  
3. SIP allows re-using the IMS infrastructure, avoiding the need for 
separate charging, security and management mechanisms for the 
peer-to-peer service.  
The major drawback of using SIP in a mobile environment is the 
overhead of text-based messages. This problem can be, to a certain 
degree, solved using compression, e.g. using SigComp [PBC+03]. 
In this section, we examine how SIP can be used as a generic 
resource discovery system. To accomplish this goal, we must  
1. enhance the SIP signaling to support generic types of resources, and  
2. replace the use of DNS in forwarding between proxies with a peer-
to-peer system. 
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We take two different approaches to designing a SIP-based signaling 
scheme, as presented in the following subsections. The following 
requirements are set as the basis for the design: 
1. The signaling must maintain compatibility with both SIP and with 
IMS.  
2. The signaling must be applicable to different peer-to-peer 
architectures, including centralized, semi-centralized and distributed 
architectures.  
3. It must be possible to obtain search results incrementally as matches 
are found and it must be possible to abort the search.  
4. The state information required to be maintained by network elements 
must be minimized. 
4.7.2 Signaling scheme based on INVITE 
Our first signaling scheme is proposed in [BML+05] and more 
comprehensively published in [MBL+06b]. To maintain the similarities 
to the operation of conventional SIP, we propose using an INVITE 
request to locate and initiate access to resources. A generic resource is 
located in a similar manner as a user is located in SIP. The main 
difference is that a user is unique, even though the user may have several 
active terminals, while there may be several resources matching to a 
generic search. The searching user must be presented with the alternatives 
and allowed to select one or several resources to access. Allowing the 
user to choose the destination from several alternatives is uncommon in 
normal SIP, but is possible to implement with the “303 Multiple choices” 
response. Another difference is that general resource discovery requires 
the ability to use several attributes in the search. Normal SIP specifies the 
destination in the “To” field. While a single line is enough in SIP to 
describe a user, the description of a generic resource involves several 
attributes. We therefore prefer transporting the query in the body. In our 
architecture, the INVITE request carries a body in XML format defining 
the search criteria. 
SIP uses a central location server to store the locations of the users. 
Typically there is one server per domain. The user updates its location by 
sending a REGISTER request. A similar server can be used for generic 
resources, acting as an index. In our target implementation, index 
distribution is performed by sending a REGISTER request containing a 
body with the resource descriptor in XML format. A resource is removed 
by unregistering it.  
To search for a given resource, an INVITE request is sent to the 
index node, which performs a local search. The replies are transmitted in 
a “303 Multiple choices” redirection responses or in the 1xx group of 
provisional responses. Provisional responses are useful as they allow the 
list of results to be complemented incrementally, while a redirection 
(3xx) response can only be sent once. The “200 OK” response cannot be 
used as it establishes a session with the super-node, which is not desired.  
The signaling scheme is presented in Figure 4.22. The user agent 
(UA) binds its URI to a given IP and port number by registering with the 
registrar, which is implemented in the same device as the proxy. Then the 
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UA registers its shared resources to the P2P-AS. Searching is performed 
with the INVITE message to which the P2P-AS replies by giving the 
descriptions and addresses of matching resources. The user selects one of 
these resources to access, whereas the UA sends an INVITE directly to 
the address obtained from the search. The resource access is performed 
with a protocol not related to SIP, for example, with HTTP.  
 
Figure 4.22. Signaling in target scheme. 
We define a compact XML-based scheme for describing resources. 
The XML body includes commands for incrementally adding, removing 
and updating resource descriptions in the index. A similar XML body is 
used to describe the query in the INVITE request. The search results are 
in an XML format in the body of the response. 
Implementing architectures other than centralized ones require the 
forwarding of search requests. Normally SIP relies on DNS to locate the 
destination proxy of a session, whereas the proxy is indicated by the 
domain name in the user’s address. For general resource discovery no 
such information is available. The INVITE request must be forwarded on 
all search links specified by the overlay topology. Consequently, each 
indexing node must know the neighboring indexing nodes. 
The SIP standard allows an INVITE request to be forwarded and 
forked to several destinations. This makes flooding possible to 
implement. Forwarding can be performed in a stateful or stateless 
manner. It is essential for the correct operation of flooding to avoid loops 
and to detect multiple receptions of the same message. The Via field in 
the INVITE is used to detect loops. If a node receives a request with its 
own address in the Via field, the request is dropped. The Via field 
consequently works like a trace. As stated earlier, traces avoid loops but 
do not avoid multiple forwarding. A more reliable method is to use state 
information, whereas the node remembers the Call-ID and CSeq headers 
of the forwarded messages. The Call-ID specifies a unique identify of the 
session and the CSeq indicates the request within the session. If a node 
receives a message with a Call-ID and CSeq combination seen before, it 
does not forward the message. Instead it replies with a “482 Loop 
Detected” response.  
Iterative forwarding can be implemented using redirection responses. 
Each indexing node indicates a set of alternative indexing nodes to the 
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resource requester, which can choose whether to continue the search by 
repeating the INVITE to the indicated nodes. An iterative approach is not 
suitable to be performed by the mobile device as it creates excessive 
traffic on the wireless interface.  
Architectures, such as global indices and Zone Indexing, that involve 
index distribution to multiple nodes require the REGISTER messages to 
be forwarded. REGISTER messages must be forwarded to all 
neighboring nodes to which an index link exists. SIP does not natively 
support forwarding of a registration. A registration can be forwarded 
recursively using the loop detection methods used for the INVITE 
request. However, this approach may meet practical difficulties as is 
deviates from standard operation significantly. 
4.7.3 Signaling scheme based on SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY 
An INVITE request is intended to resolve the location of a destination 
and to set up a session with this location. Our experiments with signaling 
showed that for some applications, including resource discovery, there is 
a need to query the location of a destination without establishing a 
session with it. The work on this issue lead us to the proposal of a new 
mechanism for generic resource searching using SIP that was given as 
input for standardization [GMB+06]. The approach has also been 
presented in [MGB+07]. The signaling scheme is based on a new 
“resource” event package [GM06] allowing a terminal to subscribe to 
resource information. Similarly to SIPshare [SIPshare] the scheme is 
based on the PUBLISH and SUBSCRIBE requests, but utilizes existing 
standardized components.  
We extend the use of the PUBLISH request [Roa02] to publish 
information about a generic shared resource. The resource is described in 
XML format in a resource document included in the body. The resource 
document is defined by a resource event package [GM06]. The P2P-AS 
replies with a “200 OK” response including a SIP-ETag field providing 
an identifier for the published resources. A publication must be refreshed 
periodically. To refer to the existing publications, these renewals include 
the identifier of the resource in the SIP-If-Match field. The resource can 
later be modified or deleted by resending a PUBLISH request referring to 
the identifier but with a new version number in the resource document.  
Searching is implemented by sending a SUBSCRIBE request for the 
resource event package. The SUBSCRIBE request includes a filter body 
[KLL+06] that defines the query. The P2P-AS replies with a “200 OK” 
response. Immediately after sending the reply, the P2P-AS reports 
potential matching resources using a NOTIFY request. The body contains 
a resource event package describing the matches, if any. The 
SUBSCRIBE request creates a soft state in the P2P-AS for the duration 
indicated in the SUBSCRIBE request. The P2P-AS may later, as it learns 
about more resources, send further NOTIFY requests. Each NOTIFY is 
answered with a “200 OK” response. When several matching results are 
found, the results can be divided between several NOTIFY requests, 
which can be spaced in time to allow the user to receive a gradually 
growing list of matches. The subscription state is removed by sending a 
SUBSCRIBE with a zero value in the Expires header field. If, instead, the 
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subscription state times out, the P2P-AS sends a NOTIFY indicating 
“terminated” in the Subscription-State header field. The signaling is 
illustrated using an example in Figure 4.23. 
 
Figure 4.23. Signaling using the resource event package. 
A P2P-AS can forward PUBLISH requests and SUBSCRIBE 
requests to other P2P-ASs. Loop detection and detection of duplicate 
receptions has not been considered in the published work. However, these 
can be addressed by an identifier tag unique to the transaction. The Call-
ID could be used, but learning from our practical implementation (see 
Section 4.8.3) we suggest defining a new field for this specific purpose.  
Compared to the scheme based on INVITEs, this signaling scheme 
represents a cleaner approach utilizing existing standardized components. 
However, the large signaling overhead due to the inefficiency of XML 
and the generality of the event packages is disadvantageous in a mobile 
network. Thus, the cost of generality is a high overhead.  
4.7.4 Signaling in resource access 
The signaling in the resource access setup is identical to both the INVITE 
and the SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY schemes. At this stage, the resource 
requester has obtained the public SIP URI of the resource provider from 
the resource descriptor. As depicted in Figure 4.24, the resource requester 
sends an invite to the resource provider to establish the resource access 
session. Using an INVITE request retains the compatibility as it is the 
same message as used in normal voice sessions in SIP. The INVITE is 
sent directly from the requester to the provider without traversing the 
P2P-AS. The body transports a Session Description Protocol (SDP) 
[HJ98] offer, which describes the session in terms of capabilities, 
addresses, ports, communication protocols and other parameters. The 
SDP can be adapted for generic access protocols, e.g. for file transfers, 
whereas the identifier (e.g. file name or hash) of the resource is included. 
The resource provider can queue the access if it currently is serving the 
maximum number of other users. It then replies with a provisional 
response “128 Queued”. When the provider is ready to provide access to 
the resource, a “200 OK” response containing a SDP body is sent to the 
requester. The session is terminated by sending a BYE request.  
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Figure 4.24. Signaling in resource access. 
Each type of resource requires a different access method and a 
different set of parameters in the SDP message to describe the access. For 
file transfers, the Message Session Relay Protocol (MSRP) is a more 
suitable candidate than HTTP and FTP. MSRP [CMJ07] is a protocol 
intended for the transport of messages and files within a SIP session.  
Communication between two mobile nodes is difficult in many 
networks including most cellular networks because of Network Address 
Translators (NATs) and firewalls. A NAT is more restrictive for the 
resource access than for signaling as the resource access is performed 
directly between endpoints whereas signaling traverses the SIP proxy. If 
only one endpoint is behind a NAT, this endpoint must be the initiator of 
the session to the other endpoint. If both endpoints are behind a NAT, the 
access must be assisted with a relay, either in the form of a separate 
server in the network or as an additional function provided by an 
endpoint that is not behind a NAT. A standard method for relaying is 
provided by Traversal Using Relay NAT (TURN) [RMM08]. As relaying 
loads the relay server and the network, it should be used as the last resort. 
The Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) method allows 
searching for the optimal transport for a given case. Relaying is supported 
by MSRP through extensions [JMR07].   
4.8 Technical feasibility of peer-to-peer in cellular networks 
We perform an experimental study in order to evaluate the technical 
feasibility of peer-to-peer systems in today’s cellular networks and with 
today’s terminals, and to find possible limitations. We want to determine 
numerical estimates to: 
• The memory consumption of a simple resource discovery application 
running in the mobile phone. 
• The message sizes of a SIP-based resource discovery protocol. 
• The search delays in various network configurations.  
Several factors can hinder, delay or add complexity to the deployment of 
peer-to-peer services in cellular networks. We therefore examine the 
validity of the following postulates: 
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• Postulate 4.1: A resource discovery application can be implemented 
with the APIs and the user interface available on today’s mobile 
phones.  
• Postulate 4.2: Today’s mobile phones have enough memory and CPU 
power to run a resource discovery application smoothly.  
• Postulate 4.3: A SIP based signaling protocol for resource discovery 
can be implemented and works with the available SIP stacks and 
proxies without modification to them.  
• Postulate 4.4: The network bandwidths of today’s networks are 
adequate for a hierarchical resource discovery architecture.  
• Postulate 4.5: Signaling can bypass the NATs and firewalls of 
today’s networks.  
• Postulate 4.6: Access connections can bypass the NATs and firewalls 
of today’s networks. 
4.8.1 Prototypes 
We examine the technical feasibility using three testbeds consisting of 
prototypes of various elements: 
• Testbed O1. The network consists of the PartySIP SIP proxy/registrar 
[Partysip], a Client Application running on a Nokia 6680 phone, a 
Centralized Index Node, and a TCP Relay. The wireless connection is 
a commercial 3G/WCDMA network (Sonera). The SIP 
proxy/registrar implements a standard SIP network. It can also be 
seen as a simple model of a CSCF in an IMS network. A single 
centralized index node is used, whereas a centralized peer-to-peer 
architecture is implemented.  
• Testbed O2. The network consists of the Repro SIP proxy/registrar 
[reSIP], a Client Application running on a Nokia 6680 phone, a 
Distributed Index Node, and a TCP Relay. The wireless connection is 
a commercial 3G/WCDMA network (Sonera). This testbed is 
identical to Testbed O1, except for the changed proxy and a new 
index node. The Distributed Index Node replaces the Centralized 
Index Node, whereas the architecture is semi-centralized.  
• Testbed O3. The network consists of the Octopus IMS network 
[Octopus], a Client Application running on a Nokia 6680 phone, a 
Distributed Index Node, and a TCP Relay. This testbed is identical to 
Testbed O2 with the SIP proxy/registrar replaced by a complete IMS 
network. The IMS network (Octopus [Octopus]) is a commercial but 
experimental IMS network used by universities and companies to test 
and evaluate IMS applications.  
The Client Application is an edge node implemented on the Nokia 
Series 60 Symbian platform. The language chosen for the implementation 
is C++ because of the more complete interfaces for mobile programming 
and the availability of an operational SIP stack. The application is divided 
into three separate processes: the Core module, the Transfer module and 
the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The core module consists of the 
Registrar and the Finder. The prototype supports a file sharing service, 
which is represented by the Transfer module. File transfer is implemented 
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by a simple TCP-based protocol that adds support required for the TCP 
Relay. The modular structure allows later extensions to support access to 
other types of resources. New services, such as streaming and chatting, 
can be added by introducing new modules that define the shared resource, 
the access protocol and the GUI. The structure further allows different 
parts to be run independently. For example, the GUI can be stopped while 
ongoing file transfers continue running and shared resources still are 
available. Inter-process communication between modules is implemented 
using the standard client-server architecture of Symbian. The details of 
the implementation are given in [BML+05], in [MBL+06b], in 
[MGB+07], and in [Leh08]. The implementation was presented in the 
demo session of CCNC 2007 [MBL+06a].  
The Centralized Index Node is implemented in the Python language 
[Python]. It includes a simple custom-built SIP stack allowing better 
possibilities to extend the SIP signaling. XML bodies are parsed using 
MiniDOM [Minidom]. The centralized index node served as a first 
implementation of an index node in order to assist the terminal client 
implementation and provide guidelines and interface models for the 
distributed index node. The resource database is implemented with 
Python data structures.  
The Distributed Index Node is able to communicate with other index 
nodes, enabling a distributed multi-operator platform for resource sharing 
between mobile users. This index node is implemented in C++ on the 
Linux platform. The reSIPprocate [reSIP] SIP stack is used for SIP 
signaling, the TinyXML parser [TinyXML] for handling XML data, and 
MySQL [MySQL] as database for storing the index of shared resources. 
The details of the implementation are given in [Rey07].  
The TCP Relay is used to relay file transfer connections between two 
client applications in order to bypass NAT and firewall restrictions. It is 
an element in the fixed network that connects two incoming TCP 
connections together. To be able to pair connections, a header is sent 
before the data transmission. The header indicates the direction (upload 
or download) and the hash of the resource. The relay can handle several 
simultaneous connections and is able to detect timeouts.  
4.8.2 Feasibility in mobile device 
Using the Client Application, illustrated in Figure 4.25, we examine the 
feasibility of the mobile resource sharing service from the perspective of 
the mobile device. We examine whether the current mobile phones have 
the capacity for running peer-to-peer applications. As the application was 
implemented successfully, it serves as a proof of concept, showing that 
client applications for resource sharing services can successfully be 
created on today’s devices. We observe that the processing power and 
battery consumption is adequate for normal use. From the 
implementation perspective, no serious limitations are observed. The 
client is successfully implemented using the current APIs and SIP stack. 
Some issues related to the SIP stack, however, require modification of the 
intended signaling scheme as described in Section 4.7. Furthermore, the 
user interface is a serious challenge in the mobile application. Given the 
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small screen size, it is difficult to present long lists of matching resources
and comprehensive resource information. 
The memory usage of the 
and 350 kB. Additionally, the SIP stack and the SIP profile manager 
consume 170 kB of memory. Thus, about half a megabyte of RAM is 
adequate for runn
types of services and a more complex user interface
memory requirements
integral part of the operati
Studies [YG02]
files and that a file 
Thus, the index of a node is 
recognize that the 
that the number of files can be much higher in case of
sharing. Files are stored on flash memory, which currently 
sizes of several gigabytes at 
phones are equipped with more memory, 
consumption 
allows a phone to cache indices of other users, as in the Direct Index 
architecture.  
4.8.3 Feasibility of SIP signaling
Testbed O1 evaluate
and the feasibility to implement SIP signaling using 
stack of the mobile phone
forward and fork requests as well as detect loops. Testbed 
compatibility with a real IMS network. 
implemented as a user agent registered to a SIP proxy. 
several optional ways to implement a SIP Application Server. The 
intention of this 
the INVITE request as described in Section 
The implement
constraints of extending SIP signaling for generic resource discovery. 
The SIP stack of the mobile phone 
calls. As the stack 
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Figure 4.25. The Client Application. 
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some compromises, resulting in an implemented signaling scheme that 
differs from the target scheme.  
First, the REGISTER was replaced with a MESSAGE method in 
resource registration as the proxy did not allow registrations to be 
forwarded. The operational principle remains the same. The MESSAGE 
method is certainly not a perfect choice as it is intended to transport user 
traffic and not signaling. However, as we could not define a new method, 
we had to stick to the available ones. We agree that the REGISTER 
message is in the first place not the best method for index distribution, as 
it also may face problems in implementing architectures involving 
forwarding of index information.  
Second, we noticed that the SIP stack does not support the “302 
Multiple choices” response and a replacement response code had to be 
chosen. As the response must have a code higher than 300 in order not to 
establish a session, we chose the “602 Not Acceptable” for lack of a 
better message. The signaling is summarized in Figure 4.26. 
 
Figure 4.26. Signaling in the implemented scheme. 
Testbed O2 revealed a disadvantage of implementing the index node 
as a user agent instead of a proxy server. In our signaling scheme the 
Call-ID header is used for loop detection and therefore all INVITE 
requests of the same resource discovery must have the same Call-ID. 
However, the used SIP stack considers that a call ends when a user agent 
is reached. When an INVITE is forwarded by a user agent, the forwarded 
INVITE must have a different Call-ID as it belongs to a separate call. 
Also, each forked INVITE must have a different Call-ID. This renders the 
use of Call-ID for loop detection impossible. To solve this problem, a 
custom header called Message-ID is introduced. The original Call-ID is 
copied to the Message-ID by the first indexing node after which it is 
repeated in all forwarded INVITE requests. Unfortunately, the PartySIP 
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proxy drops custom headers from forwarded messages. Therefore we 
replaced it with the repro proxy server.  
Even though the signaling differs from the target scheme, the 
experiment shows that it is possible to implement a SIP based signaling 
scheme in a mobile scenario. An ideal signaling scheme requires 
standardized extensions that are supported by the SIP stacks and proxies. 
Furthermore, the P2P-AS should preferably be implemented as a proxy 
server instead of a user agent.  
4.8.4 Network performance 
So far in this work, we have measured traffic in terms of messages. This 
allows us to examine the behavior of an algorithm without considering a 
specific implementation, since the message size depends on how the used 
protocol encodes information. In this section we consider an 
implementation using SIP-based messages. From our prototype we obtain 
an estimate of the size of SIP messages, allowing us to estimate the 
required bandwidth in a SIP-based protocol. This determines the 
minimum required bandwidth on the wireless interface. The bandwidth 
further affects battery consumption in the terminal and the network traffic 
in the operator’s network. In a pricing model based on transferred data, 
the message size also directly affects the cost of the service.  
Centralized architecture 
Using the centralized architecture of Testbed O1 we measure the message 
size and network delay. Sizes of SIP messages are extracted from packet 
traces using Etherreal (now Wireshark) and tcpdump. The results are 
presented in Table 4.4. The sizes are averages of multiple packets and 
rounded to the nearest ten-byte boundary. A typical search operation 
generates between 1120 and 2180 bytes, with a large variation due to the 
variable size of the search criteria, the metadata of the matching resources 
and the number of matching resources. A typical update operation 
generates between 700 and 1630 bytes, depending on the level of detail in 
the metadata and the number of advertised resources. Initiation of an 
access session generates 1220 bytes on average. We claim that the 
difference in the amount of bytes generated in different operations is 
relatively small, especially considering the variation in message size, and 
the error in using only a message count in algorithm evaluation is 
therefore low.  
Likewise, our purpose has been to study delays independently of a 
specific implementation by measuring them as a hop count instead of as 
time. We now apply the delays obtained from actual wireless and wired 
networks. In [MBL+06b], we measured the delay of sending messages of 
varying sizes between the terminal and the index node in both directions. 
Applying these measured delays to a linear equation gives a delay of 
(70 + 0.136b) ms for the uplink and (100 + 0.155b) ms for the downlink 
where b is the message size in bytes. The delay of the downlink is thus 
higher than the delay of the uplink even though the uplink has a lower 
bandwidth.  
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Table 4.4. Sizes of SIP messages in prototype.  
Action Message Type Size (bytes) Delay (ms) 
Registration REGISTER Request 370 120 
 200 OK Reply 300 147 
Publication MESSAGE Request 450…1380 131…258 
 200 OK Reply 250 139 
Search INVITE Request 430…480 128…135 
  606 Not Acceptable Reply 370…1380 157…314 
  ACK Request 320 114 
Session setup  INVITE Request 540 143 
 200 OK Reply 290 160 
 ACK Request 390 123 
De-registration REGISTER Request 380 122 
  200 OK Reply 250 139 
 
Based on these equations, we calculate the delays for transmitting the 
messages between the application and the index node. Table 4.4 is 
complemented with these calculated delays, assuming requests are sent 
uplink and replies downlink. The delay of a search operation is thus 
between 399 and 563 ms, while the delay of a resource publication is 
between 270 and 397 ms. These assume a centralized architecture. The 
search delay is lower than the delay of the full search operation, as the 
ACK request is sent after receiving the results. The search delay is 
between 285 and 449 ms. According to our earlier user studies, all users 
are satisfied with such a delay. The initiation of an access session takes 
426 ms for a single wireless link, but because the other terminal is 
assumed to be wireless as well, the total delay is 852 ms. Note that other 
delays, such as processing delay and queuing are not included in these 
measurements.   
Architectures with multiple core nodes 
In Testbed O2 we replace the centralized architecture with four test 
topologies depicted in Figure 4.27. We select the topologies so that the 
results can be used to estimate the delays of more complex topologies. 
We measure the search load in an unloaded system: the time from 
sending the query to the reception of the response. The Distributed Index 
Node developed in [Rey07] is tested. The cumulative distribution of 
search delays for each of these topologies is presented in Figure 4.28. The 
figure shows the percentage of searches with a delay less or equal to the 
time at the x-axis. 
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Figure 4.27. Topologies in Testbed O1 for testing of search delays.  
 
Figure 4.28. Cumulative distribution of search delays in topologies 1 – 4. 
Table 4.5. Search delays in topologies 1 - 4.  
Action Average delay (ms) Median delay (ms) Std.dev. (ms) 
Topology 1 Tt1 = 833 781 295 
Topology 2 Tt2 = 1055 1000 194 
Topology 3 Tt3 = 1140 1140 629 
Topology 4 Tt4 = 1481 1421 616 
 
Topology 1 represents a centralized architecture, in which the delay 
is caused by the air interface, the transport in the fixed network, the 
processing in the SIP proxy and the query handling in the index node. We 
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can thus express the delay as a sum Tt1 = Tair1 + Tproxy1 + Tindexnode + Tproxy2 
+ Tair2 + 4Tfixed, where  
• Tair1 is the delay of sending the request over the air interface, 
• Tproxy1 is the delay of processing the request in the SIP proxy, 
• Tindexnode is the delay of processing the request in the index node, 
including the database lookup using MySQL, 
• Tproxy2 is the delay of processing the reply in the SIP proxy, 
• Tair2 is the delay of processing the reply over the air interface, and 
• Tfixed is the delay of sending a request or reply between two elements 
in the fixed network. 
The delay Tindexnode depends on the capacity of the index node and the 
database as well as the current load level of these. Likewise the capacity 
and load level of the proxy affect Tproxy1 and Tproxy2. The delay from the 
fixed network is small compared to the other delays.  
The average, median and the standard deviation of the delays in the 
tested topologies are listed in Table 4.5. The 5% and 95% percentiles are 
641 ms and 938 ms, respectively. Comparing them to the search delay 
obtained from Testbed O1 shows a difference of between 356 and 489 
ms. This difference is likely to result from the processing in the index 
node, including a database lookup using MySQL. The messages and 
message formats used in both testbeds are the same.  
In topology 2 the query is forwarded to another P2P-AS, adding the 
delay of the transport in the fixed network and the query handling in an 
intermediary super-peer. This increases the average delay with Tt2 - Tt1 = 
222 ms. For a chain of n P2P-ASs, the median delay would be  
( ) )(1 121 ttthopn TTnTT −−+=−  . (4.1) 
The results can be generalized to other architectures than the given semi-
centralized architectures. Equation 4.1 gives the delay of an n-node zone 
in Zone Indexing, an n-node random walk, an IPIC network with n 
clusters, and an n-node PSC cluster with ring topology, all provided that 
the reply is forwarded on the same path as the search request. Requiring 
the search delay to be below two seconds, which according to Section 
4.4.5 satisfies all users, implies a maximum depth of 6 index nodes. 
In topology 3, the results from two P2P-ASs must are combined and 
consequently the slowest of the branches determines the delay. Thus, 
even though the branches are traversed in parallel, each additional branch 
adds a delay. The difference in average delay to topology 2 is Tt3 - Tt2 = 
85 ms. In topologies with more branches, each branch could be estimated 
to add an identical average delay, but this implies an excessive 
simplification. In case the results are reported incrementally, the delay of 
the first reply is the delay of the fastest of the branches. Several one-hop 
branches are used in PIC and in fully connected architectures. 
Topology 4 adds to topology 3 the additional query handling delay of 
a loop, which is detected and signaled. The difference in average delay 
between topology 4 and topology 3 is Tt4 - Tt3 = 341 ms. We can see that 
the use of parallel searches increases the standard deviation.   
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Resource access 
The bandwidth of the access connection is mainly limited by the air 
interfaces. When the file is downloaded from another terminal with no 
other interfering transfers, the available bandwidth Bavailable is determined 
as Bavailable = min(Buplink, Bdownlink) by the bandwidth Bdownlink of the local 
downlink and the bandwidth  Buplink of the remote uplink. Usually Buplink < 
Bdownlink, whereas the upstream bandwidth of the remote terminal limits 
the achievable bandwidth. The prototype implementation was tested in a 
3G/WCDMA network with a nominal bandwidth of Bdownlink,nom = 
384 kbit/s downstream and Buplink,nom = 128 kbit/s upstream. We observed 
a fixed transmission delay of 60 ms upstream and 100 ms downstream 
with an actual obtained bandwidth of Bavailable = 92 kbit/s in the transfer. 
The measured file transfer time for a 100 kB file (e.g. picture) was 9 s 
and for a 5 MB file (e.g. MP3 song) 450 s. The dependence on the limited 
upstream bandwidth can be reduced by caching in the network or 
simultaneous downloading from several sources. The ultimate limitation 
of the transfer speed is determined by the local downstream bandwidth. 
For resources other than files, the required bandwidth varies widely with 
the type. 
NAT and firewall traversal 
NATs and firewalls are deployed in several networks to increase the 
available address space and to separate the customer network from the 
operator network. A firewall can especially in cellular networks be 
motivated by the need to prevent malicious traffic to the terminal, which 
would cause extraneous costs to the user. Firewalls also give the operator 
added control over the traffic. A NAT/firewall prevents incoming TCP 
connections, which inhibits direct connections between terminals, as 
required in fully decentralized architectures and in the access connection.  
During our experiments, none of the Finnish cellular operators 
provided direct IP connectivity between terminals. The firewall of the 
used network prevented incoming TCP connections. UDP ports were kept 
open for incoming packets a limited time after an outgoing packet. We 
were able to pass this restriction by sending periodical keep-alive packets 
to the SIP server in order to keep the UDP connection open. This creates 
extra traffic. SIP-based initiation of the access connection succeeded via 
the SIP server as each terminal actively maintained a connection to the 
server. However, a TCP connection for a file transfer could not be 
established between terminals. The transfer must therefore be assisted by 
a TCP relay in the fixed network.  
4.8.5 Summary of evaluation 
Based on our testbeds, we summarize in Table 4.6 the validity of the 
postulates for successful deployment. We conclude that a resource 
sharing service is possible to implement today provided that certain 
constraints are observed.  
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Table 4.6. Validity of postulates.  
Action Validity Motivation 
Postulate 4.1 Valid We successfully implemented a resource 
discovery application with the APIs and the 
user interface available on a Nokia smart 
phone. 
Postulate 4.2 Valid Our implementation runs smoothly and 
consumes less than 520 kB of RAM in 
normal operation. 
Postulate 4.3 Valid with 
constraints 
Despite departing from the original 
specification, we successfully implemented 
SIP-based signaling without changes to the 
SIP-stack or the proxy. 
Postulate 4.4 Valid In the used network, the network-related 
delay of all operations are less than 1 s. 
Postulate 4.5 Valid with 
constraints 
We successfully used SIP-based signaling but 
this required an actively maintained 
connection to the server. 
Postulate 4.6 Valid with 
constraints 
Direct access connections could not be set up 
between terminals but access can be 
supported by a relay in the fixed network. 
 
Since our implementation, other implementations have appeared, 
including Symella [KFM07], SymTorrent [KEP07], and MobTorrent 
[ENK08]. These applications behave much like their counterparts in the 
fixed network, with a slightly reduced functionality (especially the upload 
restrictions of Symella and MobTorrent). The fact that these applications 
appear shows that mobile peer-to-peer is technically feasible and an 
upcoming type of application. Some features of the mobile platform still 
restrict implementing the full set of capabilities found in fixed peer-to-
peer applications. Ekler et al. report [ENK08] that the limitation of the 
number of concurrent sockets, a single concurrent connection attempt, 
long timeouts and inability of random access to files in the J2ME 
platform limited the performance of MobTorrent. 
4.9 Technical feasibility of decentralized group-based peer-to-peer 
In this section, we study the decentralized group-based peer-to-peer 
application described in Section 4.6. The purpose is to verify the 
feasibility of the group-based access control and the Direct Index 
algorithm, both published in [Bei07b], using a prototype. In particular, 
we test the validity of the following postulates: 
• Postulate 4.7: The application can be implemented with the APIs and 
the user interface available on today’s mobile phones.  
• Postulate 4.8: Today’s mobile phones have enough memory and CPU 
power to run the application smoothly.  
• Postulate 4.9: The Direct Index algorithm operates correctly.  
• Postulate 4.10: Groups can be managed in a distributed way.  
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• Postulate 
users of a certain group 
• Postulate 
today’s networks.
4.9.1 Prototype 
The proposed concept based on the Direct Index algorithm was 
implemented in Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) using the Mobile 
Information Device Profile
libraries are used.
can define groups by indicating a set of categories f
Access to resources can be limited to specified groups. Searching is ba
on a keyword. For each matching resource the IP address of the 
resource’s location is obtained. The actual download is not implemented 
as it is not part of the resource discovery 
to compress the index, which is exchanged
peer. Policies such as interest horizon, distribution horizon and minimum 
connectivity are excluded from the implementation. The details of the 
implementation are reported in [Pan09].
A binary protocol 
the prototype in order to simplify implementation and reduce bandwidth. 
The protocol defines six types of messages: a Hello request, a Hello 
reply, an Update request, an Update reply, an Acknowledgement, and an 
Error message. All me
message type, the message length and the sender’s and the receiver’s IP 
addresses. In the prototype, users are identified by their IP address. This 
makes it in practice necessary to allocate a fixed IP address to
Figure 4.29
 
4.11 The access to resources can be restricted so that only 
can access it.    
4.12: Signaling can bypass the NATs and firewalls of 
 
 (MIDP). Both Series 60 and Sun's Java 
 The prototype covers the main functionalities. The user 
or
problem. Bloom filters are used 
 directly with each known 
 
[Bei07c] is used instead of a SIP based protocol in 
ssages share a common header specifying the 
 
. Direct Index prototype application on Nokia E61i [Pan09].
 each contact. 
sed 
 the user.  
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The software is dived into five packages: A Logic package 
implementing the Direct Index algorithm and the program control, a 
Packet package for generating and parsing messages of the binary 
protocol, a Network package controlling sending and receiving messages, 
a Client package controlling the user interface and a Utility package for 
various support functions such as configuration, Bloom filters and 
logging. The central data structure is the peer table containing the 
following entries for each peer: an IP address, a group list, an update 
timer, a neighbor list with an IP address and group list for each neighbor, 
and an index list with an IP address, ID and sequence number for each 
resource descriptor. The application is shown in Figure 4.29 on a Nokia 
E61i.  
4.9.2 Feasibility tests 
The prototype is tested in four environments: 
• Testbed D1. The network consists of 7 emulated mobile phones. This 
verifies the correct operation of the Direct Index algorithm, the group 
management functionality and the access control.  
• Testbed D2. The network consists of two phones (Nokia E61i and 
Nokia 5800 Xpress Music) connected with a WLAN network. This 
verifies that the application works in real telephones.  
• Testbed D3. The network consists of two phones (Nokia E61i and 
Nokia 5800 Xpress Music) connected with a cellular network. This 
verifies that the application works in a commercial cellular network 
(Elisa).  
• Testbed D4. The network consists of two phones (Nokia E61i and 
Nokia 5800 Xpress Music) connected with a cellular network. This 
verifies that the application works in a prototype IMS network 
(Octopus). 
The test with Testbed D1 shows that the group management 
functions work. New contacts can be created and groups can be added to 
and removed from a contact. The prototype is simplified in that the other 
party automatically accepts all invitation requests, whereas the group is 
activated on the connection. The tests show that the Direct Index concept 
works. The local resources are correctly distributed to all nodes in a 
group, and each node obtains a correct routing table of each group in 
which it as a member. Nodes can search for resources by examining their 
remote index. Two isolated islands can be connected and the groups with 
the same names can be correctly united and synchronized. Synchronizing 
the removal of resources required special consideration but finally it was 
successfully implemented. The tests also verify correct operation of the 
access control. Resources can be shared to and removed from specified 
groups. Resources were not found by a user having no groups common 
with the sharing user, or if the groups with a common name are isolated.  
Testbed D2 required replacing some libraries but after that the 
application successfully worked in Series 60 phones over WLAN. 
Testbeds D3 and D4, however, failed because of messages dropped by 
firewalls or NATs. These tests show that direct communication between 
mobile phones must be enabled in operator networks in order for the 
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application to work. Alternatively support from a relaying node in the 
fixed node is needed. This requires adding support for the relay in the 
application. A more generic approach, which we described in Section 4.6, 
is to use SIP signaling, whereas the SIP proxy operates as a relay. The 
connection to this proxy must be maintained by sending UDP traffic 
periodically.  
4.9.3 Summary of evaluation 
Based on our implementation, we summarize in Table 4.7 the validity of 
the postulates. The main obstacle for the proposed application is the 
NATs/firewalls preventing traffic between cellular terminals. Apart from 
this network-related issue, the prototype demonstrates that the Direct 
Index algorithm works in practical implementations. 
Table 4.7. Validity of postulates.  
Action Validity Motivation 
Postulate 4.7 Valid We successfully implemented the application 
using J2ME with Java and Series 60 libraries 
and the user interface functions of Java. 
Postulate 4.8 Valid Our implementation runs smoothly on various 
mobile phones. 
Postulate 4.9 Valid The local index of each node was distributed 
correctly to all nodes in the common groups.  
Postulate 4.10 Valid The user can successfully define the groups 
of a contact and the groups common with the 
contacts are activated. 
Postulate 4.11 Valid A resource shared to a given group is visible 
to all members of that group but not to other 
nodes. 
Postulate 4.12 Invalid, 
requires 
changes 
Messages could not be sent directly between 
terminals in current cellular networks due to 
NATs/firewalls. The solution only works in 
WLAN networks. To bypass the restriction, 
the protocol must be relayed via a fixed node.  
 
4.10 Summary 
This chapter examined the use of overlays for resource discovery in 
cellular networks. The chapter focused on technologies enabling resource 
sharing between mobile users in a peer-to-peer fashion. We first 
performed a set of user studies to obtain knowledge about user 
expectations and opinions that can guide the technical development. 
These studies particularly showed the need for observing the underlying 
social relations and providing access control. This need may not only be 
due to the personal nature of the shared content, but also because of the 
unwillingness to allow the device capacity and bandwidth to be used by 
strangers.  
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We presented a scenario where the service is provided by the 
operator or a third-party service provider. In this case, it is motivated to 
use a centralized approach, where interconnected servers in the fixed 
network support the overlay by taking over most of the processing and 
storage load. We proposed utilizing the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 
by implementing the resource discovery as an Application Server (AS). 
We identified the functions performed by the AS, and recognized 
different types of access control and group management that can be 
provided by the network. We identified a few properties that are desired 
in a commercial resource discovery service. These include separation 
between interior and exterior links, the ability to establish overlay 
connections based on inter-operator agreements, the ability to use any 
internal topology, index confidentiality and internal topology 
confidentiality. We evaluated various architectures against these criteria. 
We concluded that IPIC shows several good properties for the use in a 
commercial peer-to-peer service.  
In a network without centralized operator support, it becomes 
important to take user relations into account, since the users must provide 
a share of their device and network capacity to other users. As a social 
network represents a fairly comprehensive model of user relations, it 
provides a good foundation for a resource sharing system. We provided a 
theoretic model of a social network and formed methods for distributed 
group management, access control and policies on top of it. We presented 
two proactive resource discovery schemes implementing the above 
methods: index flooding and Direct Index. We discussed the feasibility of 
a proactive scheme and described index compression based on Bloom 
filters to reduce the storage and transport requirements.  
We studied the use of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for 
signaling in resource discovery. Our motivation is that SIP is an 
established protocol utilized in the IMS with existing support functions 
like charging, security, NAT/firewall traversal and management. We 
defined two schemes for SIP-based resource discovery: the first based on 
INVITE and the second based on SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY.  
We evaluated the technical feasibility of peer-to-peer systems in 
cellular networks using prototypes arranged into a set of testbeds. We 
showed that neither today’s devices nor the network pose serious 
restrictions. The major challenge is to handle NAT/firewall traversal. Our 
prototypes showed that a SIP-based signaling scheme works after certain 
modifications. Furthermore, the decentralized group-based peer-to-peer 
approach worked as expected.  
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Chapter 5  
Resource discovery in mobile ad hoc networks 
This chapter studies resource discovery in an ad hoc network formed 
between consumer devices. As the capabilities of the nodes are expected 
to vary significantly in such a network, we aim at allocating the load to 
the nodes with most capacity. To reach this goal, we form an overlay 
network according to the relative node capacities. We take two 
approaches for the construction of the overlay: the first approach is based 
on local decisions while the second approach forms clusters that are 
interconnected. Since resource discovery is closely related to routing in 
ad hoc networks, we also discuss issues related to routing. The aim is to 
enable a combination of proactive and reactive operations. The chapter 
begins with an introduction to the topic and an overview of the related 
research.  
5.1 Introduction 
Ad hoc networks are wireless networks that are established between a set 
of nodes without the support of any fixed infrastructure. Initially ad hoc 
networks were developed with military and rescue operations in mind. 
However, now the technology has been proposed for a wide range of 
applications ranging from meetings and conferences to personal area 
networks, vehicular networks, and control networks for automation. An 
ad hoc network can be a freestanding network or connected to another 
network. The network can also be connected as a leaf to a LAN, 
extending the range of the access point. Closely related to ad hoc 
networks are sensor networks, transporting measurements from a large 
set of wireless sensors to a sink. Usually the network has a temporary 
nature, such as for the duration of a meeting or conference.  
A pure ad hoc network has only wireless links, but practical networks 
are likely to incorporate fixed devices and gateways to external networks 
like the Internet as well. Ad hoc networks can be implemented with 
various underlying physical network technologies, such as IEEE 802.11 
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[IEEE2007] wireless LANs (WLANs) and Bluetooth [Bluetooth]. The 
nodes can be consumer devices, such as laptops, PDAs, mobile phones, 
and lightweight laptops (netbooks). Nodes typically have a limited 
processing and battery power. Especially among different consumer 
devices, the capacity varies widely. The network is characterized by a 
dynamic topology with unreliable links with low bandwidth. All nodes 
act as routers, which gives a high number of possible routes. The address 
space is flat, which implies that a separate route entry to each node is 
needed. Altogether, these properties make routing in ad hoc networks 
challenging.  
As traditional routing protocols, such as OSPF and RIP, perform 
poorly in ad hoc networks, numerous routing protocols have been 
developed specifically for these networks. The protocols can be divided 
into proactive and reactive protocols [Fee99]. A proactive protocol 
continuously maintains a route to each node in the network. Well-known 
proactive protocols include Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) 
[CJ03] and Destination Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) [PB94]. A 
reactive protocol aims to reduce traffic by creating a route only when a 
packet is sent to a given destination. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
[JHM07] and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [PBD03] are 
examples of reactive routing protocols. In general, proactively maintained 
routing information ages quickly when mobility is high or when only a 
fraction of the nodes communicate. On the other hand, reactive protocols 
have an unnecessarily high route request overhead in a stable network or 
when a large number of nodes communicate. Thus, both approaches are 
suitable for a specific set of scenarios. To combine the advantages of 
these approaches, protocols based on both proactive and reactive routing 
have been proposed, including the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [PH99].   
Ad hoc networks share several properties with peer-to-peer networks, 
including the flat and changing topology, the low reliability of nodes, the 
distributed control, the security problems, and the need for co-operation 
between nodes [SGF02]. The techniques for routing and service 
discovery in these networks are therefore similar, with a large 
dependency on flooding. Yet, the techniques differ due to the fact that the 
topology in ad hoc networks is determined by the physical locations 
whereas peer-to-peer networks are free to form any kind of overlay 
topology [SGF02]. 
Whereas the purpose of resource discovery solutions in fixed 
networks usually is to locate application layer resources, ad hoc networks 
additionally need resource discovery for locating network layer resources. 
Network layer resources include storage, printing, domain name service 
(DNS), telephony servers, relays, and gateways to external networks. 
Because of the lack of centralized control and fixed servers in 
combination with the varying availability of nodes, the network services 
must often be located on a per-session basis. In ad hoc networks resource 
discovery is preferably implemented at the network layer.  
To locate a small amount of fairly static resources, manual 
configuration suffices. However, in most practical applications an 
automatic way to discover resources fulfilling a given criteria is needed. 
Such a system automatically selects the best resource for a given purpose 
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in a dynamic environment where new resources are added and existing 
resources may fail or be unavailable at times. As the resources to locate 
mainly are services, we usually talk about service discovery instead of 
resource discovery, and service directories instead of indices. Service 
discovery allows devices to automatically locate network services based 
on their attributes. Typically, the service is provided by ordinary nodes or 
the service is distributed between these. Service discovery therefore 
provides the means for advertising a service available to other devices. 
Locating a gateway for communication with infrastructure-based 
networks can also be considered as service discovery.  
5.2 Related research 
Mobile ad hoc networks have gained large interest in the research 
community. In the early years, most research efforts were spent on 
developing and improving routing protocols, resulting in a multitude of 
routing approaches. A good survey over routing protocols for ad hoc 
networks can be found in [AWD04]. As the research scope has widened, 
research topics have included developing support for service discovery 
[MBB06], peer-to-peer networking [DB04] [OSM+05], security 
[YLY+04], delay-tolerant networking [JFP04] and specific applications 
for ad hoc networks. Several experiments with implemented ad-hoc 
networks have been performed [KM07].  
5.2.1 Dominating sets and virtual backbones 
Most ad hoc routing protocols, both proactive and reactive, are to some 
extent based on flooding. A proactive routing protocol floods the network 
in order to distribute updated routing information. A reactive routing 
protocol uses flooding to distribute a route request for locating the 
destination, often using an expanding ring search. Flooding in ad hoc 
networks differs from flooding in a fixed network in that the packet must 
not be sent to each neighbor separately. Instead, packets are transmitted 
on a broadcast address, which allows reception by all nodes within the 
sender’s radio coverage. Consequentially, a node receives a flooded 
packet multiple times, as repeated by each of its neighbors.  
A dominating set (DS) is a subset D of nodes in a graph G = (V, E) 
chosen so that every node either belongs to D or has a neighbor that 
belongs to D. A connected dominating set (CDS) is a DS that is 
connected, i.e. there is a path from every node in the CDS to all the other 
nodes in the CDS. In a dense network it is possible to significantly reduce 
the flooding overhead using a connected dominating set. Flooded packets 
are forwarded only by nodes belonging to the CDS. Since every node 
either is in the CDS or has a neighbor in the CDS, all nodes will receive 
the flooded packet. The CDS operates as a virtual backbone spanning the 
network, and can be used to efficiently distribute routing information 
[DBB+97]. To reduce the overhead, the CDS can be minimized. Thus, 
the purpose of many solutions for efficient flooding is to find a minimum 
connected dominating set (MCDS). Finding the MCDS has been proved 
NP-complete [GJ79, LK01]. Therefore, various heuristic algorithms have 
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been developed, including [GK98] and [WAF04]. An MCDS can be 
approximated using a spanning tree, whereas the purpose is to maximize 
the number of leaves. The leaf nodes do not participate in flooding. As 
global information is not available, heuristic algorithms such as the self-
pruning and dominant pruning in [LK01] have been proposed. An 
approximated MCDS is also formed indirectly through certain clustering 
algorithms.  
5.2.2 Clustering 
Kwon and Gerla [KG02] define clustering as the grouping of nodes into a 
manageable set. Roles are assigned to certain nodes, such as cluster-
heads, gateways and ordinary nodes. Normally, only cluster-heads and 
gateways participate in forwarding, thus, these nodes constitute a virtual 
backbone. One good overview and categorization of different clustering 
algorithms is given in [YC05]. In [KG02] clustering algorithms are 
classified depending on whether the clusters are overlapping or disjoint. 
The classification also separates between algorithms generating two-hop 
clusters, whereas the distance between two nodes in a cluster is at most 
two hops, and multi-hop clusters, whereas the cluster size can be larger.  
A large set of schemes, including [GT95] and [Bas99], create two-
hop overlapping clusters. In such a cluster each node is at most two-hops 
from other nodes in the cluster and there is a cluster-head in the center of 
the cluster that is able to contact all nodes over a single hop. Some nodes 
belong to two or several clusters, acting as gateways between these 
clusters. The cluster-heads form a dominating set, while the gateways and 
cluster-heads together form a CDS. The aim is to minimize the number of 
gateways and cluster-heads, and consequently to approximate an MCDS.  
Besides minimizing the CDS, clustering schemes have been 
developed with other goals. Some schemes, including Adaptive Multi-
hop Clustering (AMC) [OIK03] and Degree-Load-Balancing Clustering 
(DLBC) [AP00], aim to balance load by controlling the size of clusters. 
Too large clusters may overload the cluster-head while a too small cluster 
size results in too many clusters and thereby inefficient routes. In 
mobility-aware clustering schemes, such as MOBIC [BKL01] and the 
Distributed Dynamic Clustering Algorithm (DDCA) [MZ01], the aim is 
to put nodes with similar mobility patterns in the same clusters. 
Clustering is based on the relative speed differences between nodes. The 
links within the cluster remain stable as nodes move with the same speed. 
In the On-Demand Weighted Clustering Algorithm [CST00], the cluster-
head selection is based on the weighted combination of degree-
difference, distance to neighbors, average speed and cluster-head serving 
time. Some schemes aim at reducing the maintenance costs. The 
motivation is that the need to maintain the cluster structure may reduce 
the benefit of clustering. Of these, Passive Clustering [KG02] is able to 
eliminate the active messaging by transporting clustering information 
using two bits in the normal user traffic. 
While clustering improves routing efficiency, it comes at a cost. 
Firstly, explicit message exchange between node pairs is required to 
maintain the structure. Structure maintenance may be costly in a dynamic 
network. Secondly, some clustering schemes suffer from the so called 
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ripple effect of re-clustering: re-election of cluster-head due to some local 
event in one cluster may cause the restructuring of the whole network. 
Thirdly, most schemes are based on distinct phases for constructing and 
maintaining the clustering structure. This often requires that the network 
is relatively static during construction. Finally, several rounds of 
computation may be required for cluster formation. Different algorithms 
are affected to various extents by these limitations. [YC05] 
5.2.3 Service discovery 
Several service discovery protocols have gained the status of industry 
standard in wired networks. Jini [Sun99] is based on a centralized service 
directory, the Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) used by 
Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [Upnp08] is based on multicasting, and 
the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [GPV+99] operates both with and 
without service directories. The service discovery protocols developed for 
fixed networks are not suitable for ad hoc networks as they are based on 
different assumptions, most critically regarding mobility [MBB06]. 
In ad hoc networks, both routing and service discovery can be 
implemented with similar techniques. These problems, however, have a 
major difference: In routing, the identity of a node is known; on the other 
hand, a service may be provided by several devices and the user wishes to 
contact the device that best fits some given criteria. [MBB06] 
Several solutions for service discovery have been proposed 
specifically for ad hoc networks. Good overviews over service discovery 
protocols can be found in [SBW07] and [MBB06]. Mian et al. [MBB06] 
divide service discovery architectures into directory-based, directory-less 
and hybrid architectures. The operation principle of most directory-less 
solutions is that the service provider proactively broadcasts service 
advertisements to the network using flooding with a limited TTL. Nodes 
maintain a cache of the advertisement they are interested in. If, upon a 
resource request, no matching resource is found in the cache, a node can 
also reactively broadcast a search request to the network. The service 
discovery can also operate completely reactively. Examples of directory-
less architectures are GSD [CJY+02] and Konark [HDV+03]. While 
directory-less architectures typically do not form an overlay network, 
overlay-like structures are used in the alliances of Allia [RCJ+02].  
From the perspective of this work, directory-based solutions are 
more interesting.  In these, certain nodes act as service directories. Most 
directory-based architectures use an overlay network. In [KT03] this 
overlay is a virtual backbone and the directory is maintained by the nodes 
in the virtual backbone. In [KKO03a] the overlay is a set of service rings 
formed by nodes physically close and offering similar services. A service 
access point in each ring stores the service directory. In both solutions, 
services are advertised to a node acting as directory, and all directories 
are queried in searching. In [KKO03b] the overlay consists of groups of 
nodes called lanes. The directory is replicated to nodes within the same 
lane. Service requests are sent to all lanes through anycasting. It is worth 
noticing that traditional peer-to-peer overlays are rather unsuitable for 
service discovery in resource-constrained ad hoc networks as they are 
completely decoupled from the physical topology.  
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In hybrid solutions, a directory is used if there is one within a limited 
scope. Thus, the directory only serves the nodes within its scope. If no 
directory is within the scope, a directory-less approach is used. In ad hoc 
networks hybrid solutions are uncommon [MBB06].  
5.3 Our contribution 
This chapter studies how an overlay can be formed to support resource 
discovery systems in an ad hoc network and, in particular, how the 
diversity of node capacities can be utilized to support resource discovery. 
The fundamental idea is to identify the nodes with high capacity and 
concentrate the processing and storage on these nodes. As the work 
concerns the network layer, also routing solutions are presented.   
In Section 5.4 we discuss the feasibility of combining proactive and 
reactive routing. We find similarities between ad hoc networks and 
overlay networks, and therefore we propose how the Search/Index Space 
model can be applied to ad hoc networks. This material has not been 
published earlier. 
In Section 5.5 we present the problem of routing and service 
discovery in ad hoc networks consisting of devices with varying 
capabilities. We make the observation that in an ad hoc network formed 
by consumer devices, the devices with high mobility typically have low 
capacity, and vice versa. Based on this observation, we propose 
classifying the devices according to their capacity and mobility. We take 
two approaches for this classification, presented in Section 5.6 and 
Section 5.7, respectively. In the first approach, published in [CBK02], 
[CBK04], [CGK+04], [CKB05], [CVK+06], the class depends on local 
decisions. This work has been led by Jose Costa-Requena, where the 
present author has participated in developing the node classification and 
task distribution. In the second approach, published in [BKC05], the class 
depends on the neighboring devices. A shorter version of [BKC05] is 
published in [BKC06]. 
In Section 5.6 we propose a modular architecture based on the node 
classification. This architecture combines proactive and reactive routing 
and service discovery so that the nodes with high capacity and low 
mobility support the nodes with lower capacity and higher mobility. The 
former type of nodes run proactive protocols while the latter utilize a 
reactive protocol. We have published the architecture in [CBK02] and 
[CBK04]. The scheme described in this work is slightly modified.  
Section 5.7 takes a different approach to the above architecture. We 
propose an algorithm for clustering nodes according to their capacity and 
mobility. The algorithm connects nodes in the cluster using a tree-shaped 
overlay, where the most powerful and least mobile nodes are in the center 
of the cluster. We further propose an algorithm for connecting these 
clusters together, forming an overlay spanning the whole network. We 
perform simulations that compare the different variants of the algorithm 
and describe the formed network. We finally provide a framework about 
how this overlay can be utilized in routing and service discovery so that 
the load is concentrated in the nodes with the highest capacity. The above 
algorithms, simulations, and descriptions are published in [BKC05] and 
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[BKC06]. We also complement the published results with some 
unpublished results.  
5.4 Combining proactive and reactive routing 
For ad hoc networks both proactive and reactive routing protocols have 
been proposed. Proactive protocols maintain up-to-date routing tables for 
all destinations in the network. Synchronizing routing information 
consumes a considerable amount of bandwidth. If nodes are mobile, 
whereas the topology is constantly changing, a large part of the routing 
information will never be used before it is aged. As the mobility 
increases, the frequency of routing updates must be increased to keep up 
with the topology changes. Reactive protocols have been developed for 
this kind of dynamic topology. A reactive protocol creates the route on 
demand as the first packet for a given destination is encountered. Route 
generation creates a burst of traffic, but once the route is available, no 
routing traffic is required. The routing information is stored as long as 
traffic is sent on the route. As a consequence of node mobility, the 
routing protocol may need to repair or regenerate routes, which generates 
traffic. While proactive protocols constantly generate traffic, which 
increases with increasing mobility, the reactive protocol generates a given 
amount of traffic per required route. Therefore, a reactive protocol is a 
more efficient choice if only a few routes are active at a given moment or 
if the network is very dynamic so that routes are short-lived. The choice 
between proactive and reactive routing thus fundamentally depends on 
the relationship between the mobility and the number of active routes. As 
different networks have different properties, any given protocol has not 
been considered optimal for all cases.  
To combine the good properties of both proactive and reactive 
routing, hybrid routing protocols have been proposed. One hybrid routing 
approach is the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP). In ZRP, proactive routing 
is used within a zone around each node. Reactive routing is used for 
packets to destinations outside the sender’s zone. The proactive routing 
information is through the concept of bordercasting utilized to guide the 
reactive route request so that the overhead is lowered. Limiting the 
proactive routing protocol to a limited zone reduces the overhead of the 
broadcasting of routing information. Exact information about destinations 
far away is not required – it is sufficient to guide the request in the right 
direction and only near the destination utilize precise routing information. 
Additional benefit comes in networks where most traffic is directed to 
nodes nearby. Although these are important advantages, they do not alone 
motivate the use of a hybrid routing protocol.  
The major advantage of hybrid routing is that the optimal strategy in 
most situations is between fully reactive and fully proactive routing. This 
can be motivated by an analysis similar to our Search/Index Space model. 
In this model, route requests correspond to search requests and route 
updates correspond to proactive index updates.  Mobility directly affects 
the frequency needed for distributing route updates: the more often the 
topology changes, the more often the routing information must be 
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distributed. The frequency of route requests depends on the usage. The 
relationship between these frequencies, like in the Search/Index Space 
mode, determines the optimal balance of proactive and reactive 
operations. Both the proactive and reactive distribution have a given 
overhead that is protocol dependent. Based on these similarities we can 
study ad hoc networks with (2.32). We present the interpretation of the 
Search/Index Space model in ad hoc networks in Table 5.1 using PIC and 
ZRP as example algorithms.  
Table 5.1. Applying the Search/Index Space model to overlay and ad hoc networks.  
Symbol in the 
Search/Index 
Space model 
Interpretation in an overlay 
network 
Interpretation in an ad hoc 
network 
P The cluster size (in PIC) is 
the proactive component. 
The zone size (in ZRP) is 
the proactive component. 
N The optimal cluster size 
increases as the network size 
increases. 
The optimal zone size 
increases as the network size 
increases. 
fs The optimal cluster size 
increases as the frequency of 
searches increases. 
The optimal zone size 
increases as the frequency of 
route requests increases. 
fi The optimal cluster size 
decreases as the frequency 
of index updates increases.  
The optimal zone size 
decreases as the mobility 
increases. 
is ΩΩ /  The optimal cluster size 
increases if the overhead of 
the search algorithm is 
higher than the overhead of 
the index distribution 
algorithm. 
The optimal cluster size 
increases if the overhead of 
the route request algorithm 
is higher than the overhead 
of the route update 
algorithm. 
 
We do not claim that (2.32) can be applied to ad hoc networks as 
such, but we argue that the parameters affect the balance in the same 
direction. Simulation studies in [PH99] support our assumptions:  
• an optimal zone size that reduces the traffic exists,  
• an increasing mobility decreases the optimal zone size,  
• an increasing network size increases the optimal zone size, and  
• an increasing node degree increases the optimal zone size.  
The last result seems to indicate that the node degree affects the reactive 
search algorithm in ZRP more than it affects the locally operating 
proactive routing algorithm.  
In this work, we do not aim to provide a detailed generic analysis 
adapted for ad hoc networks because the situation is more complex than 
that of overlay networks. In ad hoc networks, the proactive and reactive 
protocols operate under different conditions because the protocols work 
either on a different scale or in different parts of the network. For 
example, in ZRP proactive routing is used on a local scale while reactive 
routing is used on a global scale. In hierarchical protocols (e.g. CEDAR) 
the logical upper-layer links pass through several physical lower-layer 
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nodes. This is in contrast to hierarchical overlay networks, where all 
hierarchical layers use comparable links. Analyzing how mobility affects 
these scopes can be difficult and varies widely between protocols. 
Mobility must be modeled to obtain the frequency of proactive route 
updates in order to provide reliable routes. Furthermore, the overhead of 
the proactive and reactive protocols must be modeled separately. The 
overhead often depends on the node degree, but analytically estimating 
the effect of the degree on the overhead of bordercasting is difficult.  
5.5 Utilizing capacity heterogeneity 
In this work, we study an ad hoc network formed by consumer devices. 
The devices in this kind of network are assumed to have a large variation 
in capacity and mobility. In addition to mobile devices, we expect the 
network to contain fixed devices as well. This type of scenario needs 
different resource discovery architectures than those designed for cellular 
networks, where the devices are mainly mobile phones with rather similar 
capacity. Moreover, as the resources to be discovered are often network 
layer entities, the resource discovery system should operate at the 
network layer. While capacity heterogeneity often is considered as a 
problem, we instead try to utilize the situation to our benefit. We aim to 
allocate most of the load to the nodes with the highest available capacity.  
 
Figure 5.1. Typical relationship between capacity and mobility.  
Examining the capacity and mobility of popular customer devices, 
leads us to the following assumption: the devices with high mobility 
typically have low capacity and vice versa. With capacity we refer to 
properties of the device such as processing power, memory, and battery 
power. Especially the power supply is considered crucial from a capacity 
perspective. As depicted in Figure 5.1, the highest capacity is typically 
found in the stationary devices running on a constant power supply, such 
as fixed computers and servers. Laptops have lower capacity and are at 
times connected to a fixed power supply. Mobility is reduced as the 
laptop seldom moves while being used. Mobile phones have limited 
capacity and almost constantly run on battery power. They are used while 
moving. Personal data assistants (PDAs), residing between mobile 
phones and laptops, are currently being replaced with miniature laptops 
and smart phones. In the future, several small portable devices such as 
music players and health sensors are becoming networked and various 
household and entertainment devices will have embedded computers. It 
Increasing capacity
Increasing mobility
Embedded/
Sensor
Mobile
phone
PDA Laptop Fixed computer/
Server
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may not be feasible to connect the smallest devices to all existing long-
range networks. Instead, the smaller and capacity-limited devices should 
use the support of surrounding higher-capacity devices.  
5.6 Virtual backbone for combining proactive and reactive protocols 
In [CBK04] we propose to classify the devices into two groups: smart 
nodes and dummy nodes. A smart node is defined as a node with low 
mobility and high capacity and a dummy node as a node with high 
mobility and low capacity. We propose to utilize capacity heterogeneity 
to support routing and service discovery. Smart nodes are interconnected 
with other smart nodes and run a proactive routing protocol, such as 
OLSR, which requires larger storage, steady available bandwidth and 
high stability (low mobility). These nodes support the weaker nodes, 
which run a reactive routing protocol, such as AODV, requiring minimal 
persistent data. The smart nodes fundamentally form a virtual backbone.  
In resource discovery, it makes sense to place indices on the most 
stable and powerful nodes. These nodes act as upper-layer nodes (super-
nodes) in a resource discovery system. Other nodes are connected as 
lower-layer nodes (ordinary nodes) to these nodes. The main challenges 
are thus to (1) identify high capacity stable nodes with low mobility, and 
to (2) allocate one such node to each of the remaining nodes. In our 
smart/dummy node scheme, indices are located at the smart nodes. These 
nodes are connected by a virtual backbone consisting of the most stable 
nodes and links in the network, which is used for search and index 
distribution between the smart nodes.  
5.6.1 Local role determination 
The simplest way to categorize devices into smart and dummy nodes is to 
perform local decisions based on the node type and capacity. We take this 
approach in [CBK04]. Certain devices with low capacity, such as PDAs 
and phones, are by default dummy nodes, while laptops and fixed 
computers are smart nodes. Roles can change dynamically. For example, 
a smart node may become a dummy node when the battery is depleted. 
Role determination can also utilize information about surrounding 
devices, so that a node may act as a smart node if there is no smart node 
within a given distance even though it is configured as a dummy node. 
The role determination mechanism can be different in different nodes.  
To implement the role determination, each node calculates its 
preference value. The initial value is the default preference that is 
preconfigured depending on node type. The value is adjusted depending 
on the resources. For example, if the battery is half empty, the preference 
value can be halved. The calculation of the preference is a local decision, 
which can be different in different nodes. A node acts as a smart node if 
the preference value is above a threshold; otherwise it is considered as a 
dummy node. The threshold depends on the preference of the surrounding 
devices. The preference value is transported to all neighbors in the 
neighbor detection protocol. In one approach, the threshold is the average 
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preference value of the surrounding device with an added constant. The 
constant determines the percentage of devices acting as smart nodes.  
A node may also decide to become a smart node if it has a stable link 
to another neighboring smart node. A link is considered as stable if it has 
been operating a given minimum time. Such a case appears if both nodes 
are static or move in the same direction with similar speed. It is beneficial 
that smart nodes are connected with stable links. 
5.6.2 Forming a backbone 
If each node individually determines its role, there is no guarantee that all 
smart nodes can communicate with each other. Where several smart 
nodes are neighbors, an isolated island of communicating smart nodes is 
formed. A smart node therefore needs to detect other smart nodes several 
hops away. Once the surrounding smart nodes are found, virtual links are 
set up to some of them. An upper hierarchical layer is formed by the 
smart nodes. The links on the upper layer are either physical links or 
virtual links. Smart nodes may thus need the support of dummy nodes to 
communicate. A virtual backbone is formed by the smart nodes and the 
dummy nodes connecting islands of smart nodes.  
When a node becomes a smart node it performs an Attach procedure. 
The smart node sends a broadcasted message with a TTL of one. The 
message describes the node’s capabilities. A smart node within the range 
can decide whether to accept or deny the attach request. The request is 
denied if the number of surrounding smart nodes is above a defined 
threshold. If the request is accepted, the attaching node can establish a 
link to it.  
If no smart nodes are within a single hop, two alternatives are 
possible. A dummy node may be aware of a smart node, to which it 
relays the request. The dummy nodes cache the address of the smart 
node. Alternatively, the neighboring dummy nodes relay the request to all 
their neighbors. In either case, the scope is limited by a TTL. The 
attaching smart node uses an expanding ring search, which finishes when 
a given number of surrounding smart nodes are found. The attaching 
smart node consequently receives routes to a desired number of smart 
nodes, to which it selects the ones to which links are established. Once 
the smart node has links, either direct or virtual, to its surrounding smart 
nodes, it starts providing its proactive services. Most importantly, it starts 
a proactive routing protocol operating between all smart nodes in the 
network. The attach request can be implemented as extensions to normal 
reactive route requests, where the destination is any smart node.  
Because smart nodes bear a higher load, users must be motivated to 
provide a higher amount of their capacity for the good of the network. 
We analyze the incentive of users to participate as smart nodes in 
[CKB05]. The study reveals that a rewarding mechanism is needed to 
provide an incentive for users. 
When the capacity of a node is reduced, it becomes a dummy node. 
The node then performs a Detach procedure, whereas it detaches itself 
from the surrounding smart nodes and the proactive routing protocol.  
When the backbone is used in routing, a proactive routing protocol, 
such as OLSR, is running between the smart nodes. Dummy nodes 
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implement a reactive protocol, such as AODV. Dummy nodes experience 
a reduced bandwidth and battery consumption as they transmit only when 
user data needs to be sent. To enable communication with dummy nodes, 
also smart nodes need to implement the reactive routing protocol. Thus, a 
smart node participates in two routing protocols. A dummy node that 
requires a route to a given destination sends a route request according to 
the normal operation of its reactive protocol. The dummy node does not 
necessarily need to be aware of the existence of a virtual backbone. Once 
the request reaches a smart node, the smart node replies with the route on 
behalf of the destination. The proactively obtained routing information 
consequently becomes available to the reactive protocol.  
The work principally continued by Costa-Requena on this 
architecture has produced the Scalable Ad Hoc Routing Protocol (SARP). 
Describing the actual routing protocol is out of the scope of this thesis. 
The routing protocol is presented in more detail in [CGK+04], [CVK+06] 
and [Cos07].  
5.7 Clustering based on capacity 
A problem with individual role determination in the above scheme is that 
the control over the density of smart nodes is weak. A high density of 
smart nodes creates an excessive overhead. A low density makes 
interconnection of smart nodes difficult. Virtual links through dummy 
nodes put an additional forwarding overhead on these dummy nodes. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to select remotely located smart nodes in order 
to avoid partitioning of the network. Virtual links are also unreliable in 
highly mobile scenarios. We will therefore take another approach to the 
construction of a backbone. 
In [BKC05] we present an algorithm for dividing nodes with highly 
varying capacity into clusters and an algorithm connecting these clusters 
using a virtual backbone. The aims are the following: 
• To generate a backbone constituting a CDS that can be used as a 
platform for service discovery and routing. 
• To utilize the diversity in resources and mobility of nodes by 
allocating most of the traffic to nodes with high capacity and low 
mobility. 
• To operate with a low and constant message overhead and with low 
computational requirements. 
• To operate continuously without distinct phases of computation and 
no need to restart the computation synchronously in all nodes. 
• To maintain the stability of formed clusters, especially for nodes 
supporting service discovery.  
• To avoid the ripple effect of re-computing the whole network due to 
local changes.  
Our algorithm operates with a single message – the Hello message. The 
Hello message can be integrated into the messages of some other protocol 
(e.g. the neighbor discovery of a routing protocol), making the overhead 
of the clustering algorithm minimal. As the message is sent periodically, 
the overhead is constant and predictable. The objective is to maintain the 
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clusters stable, so that indices for service discover can reside in specific 
nodes. It is important to note, that the routes along the backbone are not 
guaranteed to be optimal in respect to hop-count. Instead, we prefer to 
form the backbone of the nodes that are stable and have a high capacity.  
We represent the ad hoc network using a unit disk graph. Thus, the 
network is modeled as an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is the set 
of nodes and E is the set of edges. All nodes in the network share the 
same communication channel and every node is assumed to have an 
identical omni-directional radio transmitter and receiver. A message 
transmitted by a node is received by every node within a fixed radio-
range of radius Z. Nodes operate in a promiscuous mode, i.e. they are 
able to receive transmission directed to other nodes than themselves if the 
sender is within the range Z. We define the neighbors of a node v as the 
set of nodes N(v) from which v has received a Hello message within a 
given expiration time. We define the full neighborhood of a node v as 
N
+(v) = N(v) ∪ v. 
5.7.1 Objective of clustering 
The basis of clustering is a numerical preference value P(v) calculated for 
each node v. The preference value describes both the capacity and the 
mobility of the node. The value is calculated by a preference function, 
which is not defined in this work. The inputs of the function are 
numerical parameters describing the capacity, including the available 
memory, the processing power, and the remaining battery, and the 
mobility. A device may have a preference that is several orders of 
magnitude higher than the one of another device. An example of this 
situation is the comparison of a laptop with a constant power supply to a 
PDA running out of battery.  
The formula for combining the capacity and the mobility into a 
preference value is implementation specific, provided that the following 
requirements are satisfied: 
1. Low mobility must increase the preference value while high mobility 
must decrease it. 
2. High available capacity must increase the preference value while low 
available capacity must decrease it. 
3. The preference values used by different nodes in the network are 
comparable.   
One approach is to use a weighted sum of the different components 
constituting the capacity and divide the sum by a value representing 
mobility. The mobility can be measured, for example, using GPS. 
However, since the use of physical coordinates imposes additional 
hardware requirements and does not account for group mobility, we 
instead prefer describing mobility as a measure of the average frequency 
of connections and disconnections of neighboring nodes. The preference 
value can change in time. In order to provide a stable operation, the 
change can be smoothed using an exponentially weighted average of the 
current and previous values.  
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The clustering algorithm divides the nodes of the network into 
clusters of one or more nodes. Each cluster has a cluster-head which has 
the locally highest preference. Every node knows and has a route to the 
cluster-head of its cluster. Specifically to our approach is that a node is 
not necessarily a neighbor of its cluster-head; instead the path to the 
cluster-head may traverse other nodes. Clusters are thus multi-hops. Each 
node knows a direct neighbor that is logically closer to the cluster-head 
than itself. This neighbor is the dominator of the node. The dominator of 
a cluster-head is the node itself. The cluster can be modeled as a tree. The 
root in the tree is the cluster-head. A node at the distance k from the 
cluster-head dominates nodes at a distance of k+1.  
The purpose of the algorithm is to create clusters so that the 
preference value increases on each hop toward the cluster-head. Branches 
starting from the cluster-head follow nodes with decreasing preferences. 
The capacity of the nodes toward the cluster center increases with the 
highest capacity in the cluster-head. Nodes forward routing information 
and, depending on the used routing protocol, user data through the 
cluster-head. The cluster-head also operates as the index in a resource 
discovery system. As the index updates are forwarded to the cluster-head, 
the load is the highest on the higher-capacity nodes near the center.  
As the goal is to be stable and lightweight rather than perfectly 
optimal, there may be situations where the preference order is not strict. 
The motivation for preferring stability to optimality is the need to allocate 
rather persistent information, such as indices, to a stable node – the 
cluster-head. As each node in the cluster has a path to this cluster-head, 
the cluster-head can be queried, and the queries follow paths that 
concentrate the load in high-capacity and low-mobility nodes.  
5.7.2 Node attributes 
Every node has a set of attributes summarized in Table 5.2. The 
clustering algorithm operates by continuously assigning a color, a 
dominator, and a cluster to each node. Each node v selects one of its 
direct neighbors or itself as its dominator, dom(v) ∈ N+(v). A direct 
neighbor refers to a node from which a Hello message has been received 
within the Hello timer expiration interval. The aim is to select the 
highest-preference neighbor as the dominator, at the same time observing 
stability. The selection is described in detail in Section 5.7.3. A 
dominatee of a node v is defined as a node u for which dom(u) = v.  
Moreover, each node v is assigned a color C(v) ∈ {white, green, 
black} depending on its function in the network. The color is determined 
by neighboring nodes. The white color represents the special case of a 
node that has recently started or it has no neighbors. Hence, white is the 
initial color of a node. A green node (leaf node) has at least one neighbor. 
Green is the default color for nodes that have received Hello messages 
from other nodes. A green node becomes a black node if one (or several) 
of the neighbors selects it as its dominator. Thus, the black node 
(dominator) is one of the most stable and high-capacity nodes within its 
surrounding. The aim is to keep a small set of the highest-preference 
nodes as black nodes while the other connected nodes are green. The 
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participation of green nodes in message forwarding is minimized. The 
black nodes form a CDS within a cluster: each connected node is either a 
black node or a neighbor of a black node. In addition to the color, a node 
can have an additional role of a cluster-head or a bridge node. 
Table 5.2. Attributes of a node v.  
Attribute Symbol Description Source 
Address A(v) A unique identifier of node v. Manual 
configuration. 
Preference P(v) A value determined by the capacity 
and mobility of node v. 
Calculated by 
the preference 
function. 
Color C(v) The color of a node v, which can be 
white, green, or black. 
Determined by 
the clustering 
algorithm. 
Dominator dom(v) A neighbor of node v or node v 
itself. 
Determined by 
the clustering 
algorithm. 
Cluster π(v) The identifier of the cluster (address 
of the cluster-head) of node v. 
Determined by 
the clustering 
algorithm. 
Cluster-
head 
distance 
hdist(v) The distance in hops to the cluster-
head of node v’s cluster. 
Determined by 
the clustering 
algorithm. 
 
A cluster-head is defined as a node v for which dom(v) = v. Thus, a 
cluster-head considers itself as the most stable and high-capacity of all 
surrounding nodes and has selected itself as its dominator. The cluster-
head is always a black node but not all black nodes are cluster-heads. 
Each node v belongs to some cluster π(v) that is formed around a cluster-
head λ(π). In order to identify nodes in the same cluster, the cluster needs 
a unique name. The cluster is therefore identified with the address A(λ(π)) 
of its cluster-head. Other nodes obtain the name of their cluster from its 
dominator when this dominator is selected. The maximum radius of a 
cluster can be limited with a cluster radius limit, Rmax, so that a node can 
be at most Rmax hops from its cluster-head. An example cluster is depicted 
in Figure 5.2. The arrow from a node v to a node u indicates that dom(v) 
= u.  
 
Figure 5.2. Example cluster.  
Cluster head (black node)
Black node
Other link
Dominator link
Green node
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The colors are ordered so that white < green < black. In determining 
the dominator, the color order is the primary selection criteria and the 
preference the secondary selection criteria. Hence, the black node with 
the highest preference is chosen if there is an eligible black node. 
Otherwise, the green node with the highest preference is chosen. A white 
node is chosen only if there are no black or green neighbors. We call this 
the (color, preference) order. The reason for observing the color first is to 
maintain stability: a black node  remains black even if a new higher 
preference neighbor appears. This avoids modifying routes, as these 
follow the backbone of black nodes.  
Both a green and a black node can act as a bridge node. A bridge 
node is defined as a node v that has a neighbor u belonging to a different 
cluster as itself: π(v) ≠ π(u). The clustering algorithm, described in 
Section 5.7.3, defines the organization into clusters and the connecting 
algorithm, described in Section 5.7.4, defines the connection of clusters 
together.  
5.7.3 Clustering algorithm 
When a node v starts, it sets its attributes to their initial values: C(v) = 
white, dom(v) = A(v), π(v) = A(v), and hdist(v) = 0. It starts a timer which 
triggers a Hello message to be sent periodically at a defined interval Thello. 
The Hello message is sent over a single hop on a broadcast address, so 
that all neighbors of the sending node can receive it. The Hello message 
sent by v contains the fields (A(v), C(v), P(v), dom(v), π(v), hdist(v), 
dv(v)) describing the attributes of v. It also piggybacks a small routing 
table dv(v) described in the following section.  
Upon receiving a Hello message from v, node u stores the 
information of the sender in a neighbor table, and starts a timer Tu with 
the time Texpire. If the timer Tu expires, the entry for u is removed. The 
expiration timer Texpire is a multiple of the periodical timer Thello.  
An attribute determination procedure is invoked (1) after each 
received Hello message, and (2) if a neighbor entry is removed due to 
expiration. The attribute determination procedure consists of two phases. 
In phase 1, the dominator, cluster and cluster-head distance are 
determined and in phase 2 the color is determined. We provide two 
variants of the first phase. 
In the first phase, the node v creates a dominator-candidate list E(v), 
which includes each node w of the neighbor table for which hdist(w) < 
Rmax. The parameter Rmax limits the cluster radius so that node v will not 
choose a dominator that would result in positioning v farther than Rmax 
hops from a cluster-head. 
In the first variant of this phase, node v also includes itself in the 
dominator-candidate list:  
( ) ( ){ }max)(, RwhdistvNwwvE <∈= + . (5.1) 
In the second variant, node v includes itself only if some direct neighbor 
has chosen v as its dominator:  
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The rest is identical for both variants. From the dominator-candidate list, 
node v selects the node w with the highest (color, preference) rating and 
sets it as its dominator:  
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In the second phase, node v determines its color C(v) by checking the 
dominator dom(u) of each direct neighbor u.  
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The difference between the two variants is illustrated in Figure 5.3, 
where nodes are marked with letters and P indicates the preference. In the 
first variant, node A notices that it has the highest (color, preference) of 
the nodes A, B, and C. It selects itself as its dominator. The number of 
cluster-heads is reduced in the second variant. Node A again detects that 
it has the highest (color, preference) rating. Since no neighbor has 
selected A as its dominator, A selects its dominator by comparing the 
(color, preference) of B and C. This node, B, becomes a black node. Note 
that if we limit the cluster radius with Rmax=1, both variants give the same 
results because neither B nor C is eligible.  
  
Figure 5.3. Difference between (a) variant 1 and (b) variant 2.  
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We further examine a strategy for improving stability by avoiding 
moving a node between two clusters. In this Keep-Cluster strategy, a 
node v does not include into E(v) any neighbor u for which π(u) ≠ π(v) 
unless E(v) otherwise would be empty.  
5.7.4 Connecting algorithm 
The above clustering algorithm divides the network into clusters so that 
every node belongs to exactly one cluster. Within each cluster, the black 
nodes form a backbone. To connect clusters together and to form a 
backbone spanning the whole network, some nodes operate as bridges. 
For each neighboring cluster, one node is selected as a bridge to that 
cluster. The bridge is selected so that it is the node that connects the 
cluster-heads of the two clusters with the minimum distance. In case of 
equal distances, the node with the highest preference is selected.  
Since the Hello message contains the field π(v), a node can detect 
neighbors belonging to a different cluster. For each neighboring cluster 
π(v), an entry (π(v), hdist(v)+1, P(v), v) is inserted into the local routing 
table. As π(v) is the address of the cluster-head, this entry thus indicates a 
route to the cluster-head in the given cluster. The distance in the routing 
table indicates the distance to this cluster-head. In case several entries for 
the same cluster π(v) are available, the one with the lowest hdist(v) is 
selected, and in case of a draw, the entry with the highest P(v) is selected.  
The local routing table is transported toward the cluster-head using 
the dv(v) field of the Hello protocol. When a Hello message is received 
from a dominatee v, the entries of dv(v) are copied into the local routing 
table with the distance increased by one. In case several entries for the 
same neighboring cluster are available, the one with the lowest distance 
(or highest preference) is selected. The dv(v) field of a Hello message 
sent by a node other than a dominatee is ignored.  
 
 
Figure 5.4: Example of three connected clusters.  
As information is passed in only one direction, no loops can appear. 
The cluster-head retrieves a routing table with one entry per neighboring 
cluster. These are not necessarily the same entries as further down a 
branch; a message can follow a shorter route to a neighboring cluster if 
such a route is known. The routing tables are used for implementing 
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different routing models as described in Section 5.7.6. Figure 5.4 shows 
an example topology created by the proposed algorithm. A node 
connecting a cluster to a neighboring cluster is called a bridge node, and 
the link between the bridge node and the corresponding bridge node in 
the opposite cluster is called a bridge link. 
5.7.5 Simulation 
The proposed clustering scheme is simulated in order to verify its correct 
operation, to compare the different variants, and to evaluate the properties 
of the clustering created by the scheme.  
Simulation setup 
The N nodes are initially uniformly randomly distributed in the 1000 x 
1000 m roaming area. The random waypoint [GP02] mobility model is 
used. A node selects a uniformly random speed between 1 m/s and vmax 
and a random destination within the roaming area and moves toward this 
destination until it is reached. Then the node pauses for a time uniformly 
random between 0 s and Twait, whereafter it selects the following 
destination.  
The simulation includes only the network layer as the physical layer 
is assumed to operate on a much faster time scale. A message sent by a 
node is received correctly by all nodes within a distance of Z. Hello 
messages are sent at Thello=1 s intervals. A node is considered as a 
neighbor to all nodes that have received its Hello messages within a 
Texpire=2 s interval. Each node has a fixed preference value. This 
represents the situation, where the resources change slowly compared to 
the simulation time. 
Each scenario is simulated Nsim=5 times, each run lasting for 
Tsim=600 s, and the results are averaged. The network state is sampled at 
1000 evenly spaced instances and the results are averaged. Unless 
otherwise mentioned, the default parameter values in Table 5.3 are used.  
In the simulations, we measure the percentage of nodes with different 
colors and roles. We also measure the stability of each role. Stability is 
measured using the average interval between color changes, cluster 
changes and head-selections. The average interval is calculated as 
e
sim
N
NT
T =
,
 (5.7) 
where Ne is the measured number of event, N is the number of nodes and 
Tsim is the simulation time.  
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Table 5.3. Simulation parameters and their default values.  
Parameter Symbol Default 
value 
Description 
Number of 
nodes 
N 100 The number of nodes in the network. 
Radio 
range 
Z 300 m The maximum distance between two 
nodes considered neighbors. 
Network 
area 
A 1000 x 
1000 m 
The size of the area within which nodes 
are allowed to move. 
Cluster 
radius 
limitation 
Rmax 1 The maximum number of links between 
a node and its cluster-head. 
Hello 
interval 
Thello 1 s The interval between two consecutive 
Hello messages sent by a node. 
Hello 
timeout 
Texpire 2 s The time after which an entry for a 
neighbor is removed if no Hello message 
has been received. 
Maximum 
speed 
vmax 10 m/s Nodes move with a speed uniformly 
random between 0 and vmax. 
Maximum 
waiting 
time 
Twait 100 s Nodes wait a time uniformly random 
between 0 and Twait before choosing the 
following random destination. 
Simulation 
time 
Tsim 600 s The time a simulated scenario is run. 
Scenario 
repetitions 
Nsim 5 The number of times a simulated 
scenario is repeated. 
 
Simulation results 
In Section 5.7.3 we presented two variants of the clustering algorithm. In 
the first variant, a node can select itself as its dominator if it has the 
locally highest (color, preference) rating. In the second variant, the node 
can select itself only if it has one or several dominatees. Recall, that 
selecting itself as a dominator implies becoming a cluster-head. We first 
examine the difference between these variants. Figure 5.5 shows the 
percentage of black nodes and cluster-heads in both variants under an 
increasing Rmax. Note that the number of cluster-heads equals the number 
of clusters as each cluster contains exactly one cluster-head. The 
difference between the variants is minimal. Figure 5.6 shows the stability, 
i.e. the average interval between events. In the second variant, the 
stability of cluster-heads is higher, and therefore we choose to use the 
second variant in all the following simulations.  
In the above simulation we varied the cluster radius limit Rmax, which 
indirectly controls the maximum cluster size. The largest difference is 
between the values Rmax=1 and Rmax=2. In the case Rmax=1 all black nodes 
are cluster-heads, and the curves consequently coincide. For Rmax>1 the 
number of clusters is halved and more black nodes are required. The 
stability increases with the increased cluster size. A node can keep its 
dominator for a longer time as the limitation does not force it to change. 
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However, for Rmax>4 the stability drops as mobility causes long branches 
to break more frequently. Increasing the maximum cluster size above 
Rmax>2 does not increase the number of black nodes or clusters. It rather 
increases the variance in the cluster size, whereas the largest clusters 
grow at the same time as the percentage of clusters with a single black 
node increases. 
 
Figure 5.5: Node types in comparison of algorithm versions.  
 
Figure 5.6: Stability in comparison of algorithm versions.  
Testing the Keep-cluster strategy reveals that it is not practically 
useful. While it correctly decreases the interval between cluster changes, 
as shown in Figure 5.8, it performs worse in all other aspects. Especially 
remarkable is the high percentage of black nodes, shown in Figure 5.7. 
This can be explained with a higher probability of selecting a low-
preference node as dominators: a green neighbor becomes a black node 
when it is selected as dominator, even though a black node (of another 
cluster) is in the neighborhood. The keep-cluster strategy also decreases 
the stability of cluster-heads. We do not use this strategy in further 
simulations.   
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Figure 5.7: Node types in Keep-Cluster strategy.  
 
Figure 5.8: Stability in Keep-Cluster strategy.  
The advantage of clustering is expected to increase in a network with 
a high density of nodes. As a measurement of density, we use the average 
degree of a node, i.e. the number of nodes within the radio-range of the 
node. The expected average node degree is calculated as 
2Z
A
N
D π=
.
 (5.8) 
The density can be varied by either varying the radio-range or the number 
of nodes in a network of a fixed size. In this work we use the former 
approach; simulations using the latter approach can be found in [BKC05].  
Figure 5.9 shows the percentage of different node types under an 
average degree varying between 0.39 and 19.24. The degree is 
accomplished by varying the radio range between Z=50 m and Z=350 m. 
The number of nodes is N=50 and the maximum speed vmax=20 m/s. In 
this and the following simulations Rmax=1. When the density is low 
(Z ≤ 150 m), the large percentage of white nodes indicates that many 
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nodes are isolated and the network is disconnected. The fraction of black 
nodes is less than 30% in most connected networks and less than 20% in 
dense networks. About half of the black nodes are cluster-heads in dense 
networks. A typical cluster contains one cluster-head, one other black 
node and eight green nodes when D=10. Figure 5.10 shows an example 
of the clusters generated.  
 
Figure 5.9: Node types in networks of varying density.  
 
Figure 5.10: Example screenshot with added cluster borders.  
Figure 5.11 shows that the stability increases as the network becomes 
dense. Black nodes are more stable than other nodes, and cluster-heads 
are more stable than other black nodes. A node that has become a cluster-
head remains a cluster-head for a fairly long time despite the changing 
topology. Thus, the cluster-head is suitable for storing index data and 
maintaining routing responsibility. Figure 5.12 shows that the average 
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cluster is slightly larger than the average number of neighbors in the 
neighbor information table (NIT). As the density increases, this 
difference becomes smaller. The average size of the distance vector (DV) 
table of the nodes is fairly constant as the number of neighbor clusters 
remains the same.  
Mobility does not affect the distribution of node types, as shown in 
Figure 5.13. In this simulation, N=50 nodes with a fixed radio range 
Z=200 move with a uniformly random speed between 0 m/s and the 
maximum speed vmax, which is varied. As expected, the stability shown in 
Figure 5.14 decreases with increasing mobility. 
 
Figure 5.11: Stability in networks of varying density.  
 
Figure 5.12: Average cluster size and size of the DV and NIT tables.  
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Figure 5.13: Node types under varying mobility.  
 
Figure 5.14: Stability under varying mobility.  
5.7.6 Routing and service discovery based on clustering 
The black nodes form a CDS within a cluster. Together with the bridge 
nodes, the black nodes form a CDS spanning the whole network. 
Broadcasting a message along the backbone reaches all nodes in the 
network. This backbone broadcast can replace flooding in routing 
protocols to minimize overhead. A backbone broadcast in a link-state 
routing protocol provides the same routes as in normal flooding. Using a 
distance vector protocol or a reactive protocol results in routes following 
the backbone instead of the shortest routes. The reason is that a route 
generated by a distance vector routing protocol follows the route that the 
update packet has traversed. This may be a desired property as the 
backbone nodes have a higher capacity and stability.  
Alternatively, a routing approach similar to [DSB97] can be used. In 
this approach, cluster-level source routing is used. The packet is routed 
by a bridge node to the bridge node that connects the current cluster to 
the following cluster on the route. Information about the bridges and 
neighboring clusters is proactively distributed by the cluster-head to all 
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bridges in the cluster. Alternatively, the bridge queries the cluster-head 
for the information.  In order to form the source route, the cluster of the 
destination node and the topology of clusters must be known. This 
information is proactively maintained. The proactive protocol is 
controlled by the cluster-heads. Each node sends its link state updates to 
the cluster-head, which determines which updates to distribute along each 
sub-tree of the backbone.  
In addition to traditional unicast and broadcast, we propose in 
[BKC05] a set of routing models based on the cluster structure. The most 
important routing models and their example use cases are summarized in 
Table 5.4 and presented in the following.  
Local head unicast is implemented by repeatedly forwarding a 
message to the dominator until the cluster-head is reached. Unicast 
usually requires a return path. The return path can be stored as state 
information in the intermediate nodes as the message is forwarded.  
In a head broadcast, the message is forwarded to all cluster-heads in 
the network. It utilizes the fact that a cluster-head has routes to all 
neighboring clusters and their cluster-heads. The message is first 
forwarded to the local cluster-head using repeated forwarding to the 
dominator. The message is then flooded at the cluster-level until it has 
reached all cluster-heads. In this flooding process, a cluster-head must 
remember the identity of a packet that has been seen earlier. 
Alternatively, a list of the traversed clusters can be included in the 
message. The list contains the addresses of the corresponding cluster-
heads. A bridge node can detect and discard a packet that is entering the 
same cluster again as it recognizes its own cluster-head’s address in the 
list.  
In a local backbone broadcast, a message is forwarded by all black 
nodes in a cluster. Each black node repeats a message that (1) has not 
earlier been received, and (2) is received from a node in the same cluster.  
In a backbone broadcast, a message is forwarded by all black nodes 
and all bridge nodes. Each black node and bridge node repeats a message 
that has not earlier been received.  
A backbone broadcast can generally replace flooding both in reactive 
and proactive routing protocols. Combining a local backbone broadcast 
and head broadcast allows using two hierarchical levels in routing and 
service discovery. For example, a local backbone broadcast can be used 
in a proactive routing protocol used within a cluster, which is 
complemented by reactive inter-cluster routing based on a head 
broadcast. A local head unicast is useful for centralized services within a 
cluster. For example, a node can reactively query its cluster-head for a 
route that is based on information collected by a proactive routing 
protocol running between the cluster-heads.  
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Table 5.4. Routing models based on the cluster structure.  
Name Reaches 
cluster-
head in 
local 
cluster 
Reaches 
cluster-
head in 
other 
clusters 
Reaches 
all black 
nodes in 
local 
cluster 
Reaches 
all black 
nodes in 
other 
clusters 
Example use cases 
Local head 
unicast 
Yes No No No Local centralized 
directory  
Head 
broadcast 
Yes Yes No No Inter-cluster 
routing protocols 
Local 
backbone 
broadcast 
Yes No Yes No Intra-cluster 
routing protocols  
Backbone 
broadcast 
Yes Yes Yes Yes In routing protocols 
for replacing 
flooding 
 
In service discovery, the cluster-heads maintain service directories. 
The service directories benefit from the stability of the cluster-head. The 
cluster-head is a node with the locally highest capacity and/or lowest 
mobility. The role of the cluster-head is fairly stable and the routes 
toward the cluster-head follow nodes with high capacity. We provide a 
proactive and a reactive approach for service discovery. In the former 
approach, a service provider publishes its service description to all 
cluster-heads in the network using a head broadcast. A service requester 
queries its own cluster-head using a   local head unicast when the service 
is desired. In the reactive approach, the service provider sends its service 
description to its local cluster-head using a local head unicast. The 
service description is not forwarded. Instead, a service requester 
broadcasts the service query is to all cluster-heads with a head broadcast. 
The search/index ratio determines which approach is most suitable.  
5.8 Summary 
This chapter studied resource discovery in an ad hoc network formed 
between consumer devices, which are assumed to have highly varying 
capacity and mobility. We noticed that the least mobile nodes typically 
have the highest capacity. We presented two approaches for structuring 
the network into a virtual backbone consisting of high-capacity low-
mobility nodes. In our first approach, nodes are divided into two classes 
(smart nodes and dummy nodes) primarily based on local properties but 
also observing surrounding devices. A backbone is constructed by 
interconnecting smart nodes. The weakness of this approach is the lack of 
control over the density of smart nodes and the resulting need to 
interconnect islands of smart nodes.  
Our second approach is based on clustering. The proposed clustering 
algorithm ensures that every node has a backbone node as a neighbor and 
that all clusters are interconnected through bridges. The algorithm 
continuously maintains the clusters without requiring separate phases for 
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construction and maintenance. The algorithm is simple and it uses a 
single periodically sent message. The overhead is fairly low and the Hello 
message can be piggybacked in other traffic. The load is constant and 
predictable. Local changes do not lead to global restructuring.  
Once the backbone is available, by using either of the algorithms, it 
can be used for service discovery and routing. The backbone nodes, 
having a higher capacity and a lower mobility, are suitable for 
maintaining service directories. Moreover, the overhead of flooding can 
be reduced by distributing a message over the backbone. For our second 
algorithm we presented methods for routing to specific types of nodes in 
the clustered network, for example, to all cluster-heads. The cluster-head 
stores centralized information about its cluster and each node in the 
cluster has a route available to the cluster-head. The cluster-head can 
therefore serve as a service directory or as a connection point between 
proactive and reactive routing.  
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Chapter 6  
Conclusions 
In this chapter, we present an overview of the results and summarize the 
contributions. We suggest topics for future research. 
6.1 Results and discussion 
The choice of architecture for a resource discovery system depends on 
several requirements set by the application and the network environment: 
• The type of supported queries. If the application only requires exact-
match single-key queries, or if the queries are simple structured 
combinations of these, the obvious choice is a structured system. If 
the application must be able to support all types of queries, or if the 
data types and the query format are not known a priori, an 
unstructured or loosely structured system is a better choice.  
• Determinism. Many types of distributed applications such as social 
networks, collaboration and information retrieval applications require 
deterministic behavior. The system must then be able to locate a 
requested resource if this resource exists. If determinism is not 
needed, for instance in ordinary file sharing with well-replicated files, 
probabilistic search methods are sufficient, or the search scope can be 
limited using a TTL. However, guarantees for finding a requested file 
may be desirable in file sharing as well.  
• Load allocation. The best network-level efficiency is achieved with 
centralized index nodes. Therefore, we recommend as high a degree 
of   centralization as feasible. However, the centralized nodes need a 
high capacity. Furthermore, the users maintaining the centralized 
nodes need a motive for providing more capacity to the system than 
other users do. Such scenarios appear when an external service 
provider offers a commercial service. When all nodes have similar 
capacity and are maintained by ordinary users, the load must be 
evenly distributed between the participating nodes.  
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• Topological restrictions. In some situations the overlay topology is 
determined or restricted by external factors. For example, an inability 
to maintain links between all participating parties limits the usability 
of architectures likes PIC and PSC. In a social network, the users’ 
social contacts form a topology, which can be used as the overlay 
topology directly. In ad-hoc networks, it is preferred to use an overlay 
topology that closely follows the physical topology.  
In this work, we have focused on architectures that are deterministic 
and support complex queries. Structured systems have not been covered 
by this work. When nodes with a higher capacity are available, we have 
taken a more centralized approach while otherwise the goal has been to 
distribute the load evenly. In the studied cases, we have encountered 
various restrictions regarding the overlay topology. These have affected 
the architectural choices.  
Most of today’s architectures are reactive. Indexing is often limited 
to a small set of centralized nodes, such as super-nodes, which must 
handle most of the load. In several situations, it is desirable that all nodes 
participate in indexing, whereas the load is equally divided between the 
nodes. Such uniform indexing architectures are still rare. The few 
existing architectures include PIC and PSC. While indexing lowers the 
search costs, it introduces indexing costs. So far, not much research has 
been spent on examining how to balance between indexing and 
searching, i.e. between proactive and reactive operations.  
In Section 2.5 we proposed the Search/Index Space model. This 
model allows studying the tradeoff between reactive and proactive traffic. 
With the Search/Index Space model we can show that in many practical 
scenarios, the lowest total traffic is obtained when a certain degree of 
indexing is used. This optimal balance between searching and indexing 
depends on the ratio r between the frequencies of search messages and 
index updates. According to (2.34), fully reactive algorithms, despite 
their popularity today, are only optimal for the marginal case when 
r ≤ Ωi/NΩs in an N-node network. Here, Ωi denotes the index distribution 
overhead, and Ωs denotes the search distribution overhead. In typical 
flooding-based search algorithms Ωs ≈ 5.  Index distribution algorithms 
like Direct Index achieve good efficiency with Ωi ≈ 1. Therefore, a 
traditional flooding-based architecture such as Gnutella is feasible for 
r ≤ 1/5N. At the opposite extreme, a fully proactive architecture, such as 
Direct Index, is optimal when r ≥ NΩi/Ωs according to (2.35). Using a 
value of Ωi ≈ 1, this architecture is optimal when r ≥ N/5. Contrary to 
flooding, the overhead in Direct Index is independent of the node degree, 
which is beneficial in cases such as social networks.  
In situations other than in these extremes, i.e. for Ωi/NΩs ≤ 
r ≤ NΩi/Ωs, it is optimal to combine proactive and reactive operations. 
Such hybrid architectures are particularly beneficial in large networks. 
PIC and PSC are hybrid architectures whose traffic can be minimized 
with an optimally selected cluster size. The optimal cluster size calculated 
by the Search/Index Space model is given by (2.32) for PSC and (2.33) 
for PIC. While being efficient, these architectures suffer from two major 
disadvantages: (1) full connectivity between clusters is required, and (2) 
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the topology is difficult to construct and maintain in a practical network 
so that optimality is preserved.  
The first disadvantage is tackled by the IPIC architecture proposed in 
Section 3.4. For this architecture two new deterministic search methods 
were provided: Stack-Based Random Walk (SBRW) and Replicating 
Stack-Based Random Walk (RSBRW). The IPIC architecture does not 
require full connectivity between clusters. It avoids the exponential 
growth of state information when the network size grows. The drawback 
of IPIC is a slight performance degradation: depending on whether 
SBRW or RSBRW is used, either the message overhead or the delay 
increases. For PSC, we have not found a feasible alternative that would 
allow an arbitrary cluster topology.  
While clustered architectures such as PIC, PSC and IPIC provide 
good performance, their adaptability to changing network conditions is 
low. Clusters are relatively static. To solve this problem, we developed an 
approach with overlapping “clusters”, called zones. The Zone Indexing 
architecture presented in Section 3.5 provides an overhead similar to PIC 
and PSC with controlled delay bounds. It is based on a mindset similar to 
the Zone Routing Protocol, which combines proactive and reactive 
routing in ad hoc networks. As Zone Indexing automatically measures the 
traffic, it avoids the problem of approximating the search/index ratio r. 
The complexity of Zone Indexing is higher than the complexity of PIC 
and PSC due to the zone size control but, on the other hand, a 
corresponding mechanism for adjusting cluster size in PIC and PSC 
would increase the complexity of these architectures as well. As Zone 
Indexing can use any ring topology, it could be used to supplement Chord 
with complex queries using the same ring. 
We found that the optimal scalability of a uniform system supporting 
complex queries is O( N ). This can be achieved with PIC, PSC and 
Zone Indexing. As today’s commonly used unstructured systems provide 
a scalability of O(N), the improvement is significant. However, the ability 
to support complex queries comes at the cost of not being able to achieve 
the O(log N) scalability of structured systems. 
Our questionnaire studies in Section 4.4 provided an overview of the 
behavior and opinions of users regarding peer-to-peer services. One of 
the most important observations was that users want to limit the access to 
given types of resources to people they know. The more personal the 
content is, the lower the number of people that are allowed to access the 
content. A similar tendency is observed in searching: people are more 
interested in accessing files made by the people they know. The cost of 
sharing as well as legal restrictions may reduce the willingness to share 
also content that is less personal and commonly available. The studies 
support our assumption that there is a need for group support in resource 
sharing applications. Group support and access control are not found in 
today’s peer-to-peer systems, which publish resources to everybody. 
Group support is motivated especially in the mobile environment, as a 
major portion of the resources created on phones are personal in nature 
and the cost of sharing (measured in bandwidth, battery consumption and 
money) is higher.  
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Support for groups can be implemented in both an operator-
controlled and a completely distributed environment. The centralized 
control in the former allows several models for group managements to be 
implemented. However, in a completely distributed scenario, the lack of 
central control complicates role-based and collaborative group 
management. For that reason we developed a distributed group 
management method based on the user’s contacts. The group is implicitly 
formed by merging each member’s local view.  
In an operator controlled environment, it is advisable to transfer the 
bulk of the load to the fixed network. The resource sharing service is 
supported by fixed servers that are interconnected with each other. The 
architecture is consequentially hierarchical with the mobile device 
connected to a server as a client. Practically any peer-to-peer architecture 
can be used to interconnect servers. The simplest but least efficient 
topology is a random topology, leading to a semi-centralized architecture. 
A loosely structured topology, such as PIC, PSC, or Zone Indexing 
provides better performance and a lower overhead. However, in a 
commercial environment, the technical performance is not the only 
criteria. The architecture must be compatible with the inter-operator 
agreements, the charging schemes, and the control requirements of the 
operator, and guarantee non-disclosure of customer and network 
information. The architecture must ensure that the indices are contained 
within the operator’s network. Because of these demands, we propose 
using IPIC in the upper hierarchical layer.  
When operator support is unavailable or not desired, a peer-to-peer 
network can be formed between the mobile devices directly. As the 
resources are limited, centralized points among these devices must be 
avoided. Architectures based on flooding are robust and resilient albeit 
very inefficient. The PIC and PSC architectures provide good 
performance but are not suitable because of their lack of an automatic 
cluster maintenance mechanism. On the other hand, Zone Indexing has 
been designed to minimize the overhead and to automatically optimize 
the performance while maintaining the topology.  
An overlay built on top of a social network provides an interesting 
alternative. One approach is to use a completely proactive architecture, 
which is feasible when searches are frequent compared to index updates. 
We presented Direct Index – a proactive architecture suitable for groups 
of moderate size. The update load of Direct Index is proportional to the 
group size and is independent of the node degree, which is beneficial in 
social networks with a typically high node degree. The proactive 
approach generates a minimal search load since searches are local and 
need only a single roundtrip for confirming the results. It allows the use 
of policies to control distribution and access. 
As SIP is supported natively in IMS networks, we consider using SIP 
for resource discovery. Particularly valuable in current networks is the 
ability to route peer-to-peer signaling via SIP servers in the fixed 
network, allowing firewalls and NATs to be traversed. The extensions 
needed for index publication and searching are easy to implement. We 
presented two different approaches. However, the limitations found in 
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current SIP stacks prevent implementing some functions in a way that 
corresponds to the ideology of the protocol. Therefore workarounds were 
required in the prototype implementations.   
The prototype implementations showed that the capacity and the 
network capabilities of modern cellular phones are adequate for peer-to-
peer software. The user perceived experience is mainly affected by the 
user interface and the network constraints. The bandwidth currently 
restricts the downloading of large media files, but is adequate for 
exchanging songs, photos and text files. Large media files can be 
accessed using streaming, allowing the file to be viewed before it is 
completely downloaded. These limitations are not specific to peer-to-
peer. Provided that an appropriate architecture is selected, current cellular 
phones do not set noticeable technical limitations on resource discovery. 
The studied ad hoc networks are assumed to be formed by wireless 
consumer devices with varying capacity and mobility. We utilize the 
capacity heterogeneity in making service discovery and routing efficient. 
We observed an inverse relationship between mobility and capacity, 
allowing us to abstract the capacity and the mobility into a preference 
value. Based on this observation we select the devices with the highest 
capacity and the lowest mobility to form a virtual backbone. This 
backbone assists the other nodes by performing heavier tasks and storing 
information.  
We took two different approaches in categorizing the devices and 
forming the backbone. In the first approach, devices are divided into two 
classes (smart nodes and dummy nodes) according to independent 
choices by the nodes. Smart nodes connect to neighboring smart nodes. 
In this approach, it is difficult to control the density of smart nodes. 
Virtual links are therefore necessary to interconnect islands of smart 
nodes when the density is low. It is also difficult to guarantee that the 
backbone remains connected.  
The second approach creates the backbone using clustering. It 
ensures that every node has a backbone node as a neighbor and that all 
clusters are interconnected through bridges. Nodes are categorized into 
three classes: cluster-heads, backbone nodes (black nodes) and ordinary 
nodes (green nodes). In many situations, it is worth sacrificing some extra 
forwarding hops in order to concentrate the load on high-capacity nodes. 
Therefore, the resulting clusters can have a diameter larger than two hops 
when it is justified by the location of high-capacity nodes. The number of 
clusters is consequently smaller than in many similar algorithms. The 
maintenance of the clustering is continuous without separate phases for 
construction and maintenance. The algorithm uses a single periodically 
sent message that can be piggybacked in other messages.  
Constructing a service discovery system for an ad hoc network 
requires (1) allocating service directories to powerful nodes and (2) 
connecting service directories together with an overlay. In our approach, 
service directories are maintained by the backbone nodes (smart nodes or 
cluster-heads), which have a higher capacity and better stability. Any 
overlay could be used to connect the service directories. However, 
overlays designed for fixed networks are ill-suited for ad hoc networks as 
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the mismatch between the physical network and the overlay topology has 
more severe consequences in the ad hoc network. A virtual backbone 
following the physical topology provides a more efficient overlay. Both 
proposed algorithms connect service directories via high-capacity nodes.  
We argue that in most situations it makes sense to combine proactive 
and reactive routing. The different routing approaches operate on 
different hierarchical layers. A virtual backbone allows dividing nodes 
into two layers: the backbone nodes on the higher layer and the other 
nodes on the lower layer. For clustering the hierarchical division is even 
more evident: the intra-cluster operation on the lower layer and the inter-
cluster operation on the higher layer. A virtual backbone and clustering 
can be seen as dual problems: a virtual backbone connects clusters 
together, and clustering allocates a backbone node to every non-backbone 
node. If a backbone of stable nodes is available, a proactive routing 
protocol can be run globally over this backbone. The non-backbone 
nodes use a reactive routing protocol locally to access the proactive 
routing information of a nearby backbone node. The roles can also be 
exchanged: the proactive protocol operates within a cluster and the 
reactive protocol uses the backbone for remote destinations. This 
approach is rather similar to ZRP, but with disjoint clusters.  
6.2 Summary of contribution 
This work has studied resource discovery architectures where indexing is 
utilized to reduce the search overhead. The architectures are limited to 
those supporting complex queries and deterministic search.  
The work has focused on architectures providing uniformly 
distributed load. To model such architectures we proposed the 
Search/Index Space model. We applied the model to determine the 
optimal level of index distribution. This includes determining the optimal 
cluster size in PIC and PSC. The model was also used to determine when 
a completely reactive or a completely proactive solution is optimal. To 
support the design and analysis, the work specified a set of desired 
properties and metrics and provided modeling of update frequencies, 
overhead and centralization. A new simulator called PONGsim was 
developed.  
This work proposes three novel architectures. Firstly, we extended 
the PIC architecture by allowing clusters to be connected with an 
arbitrary cluster topology. This requires a new search algorithm, which 
we call Stack-based Random Walk (SBRW), operating on the cluster-
level. To reduce the delay associated with random walks, we proposed 
replication of the walker in the Replicating Stack-based Random Walk 
(RSBRW). Secondly, we proposed a new architecture called Zone 
Indexing, which allows the balance between reactive and proactive 
operations to be dynamically maintained at an optimal level. The network 
allows nodes to join and leave without the need to restructure the 
network. We proposed an algorithm to automatically maintain an optimal 
zone size. Shortcuts were introduced in order to reduce delay. We 
proposed a method for overlay maintenance under heavy churn. Thirdly, 
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we proposed a fully proactive architecture, called Direct Index. This 
architecture is more efficient than flooding due to the proactively 
available information. It is suitable for specific scenarios, such as a 
decentralized social network.   
We studied how resource sharing systems can be implemented in 
cellular networks. We performed four user surveys to examine the 
feasibility of resource sharing in mobile networks from the user’s 
perspective. The user studies examined questions such as the willingness 
to distribute and obtain different types of resources. Access control turned 
out to be one of the most requested features in a resource sharing 
network. We studied the application of various architectures to an 
operator controlled resource sharing service as well as a completely 
distributed resource sharing platform. We suggested how access control 
and groups can be implemented. In particular, we proposed a fully 
decentralized system supporting groups for controlling resource access. 
We developed two schemes for using SIP-based signaling in peer-to-peer 
systems. Finally, we examined the technical limitations of the device and 
the network. By developing and testing prototypes we proved that the 
concept works technically. The tests included both the operator-
controlled and the fully distributed model. It was observed that NATs and 
firewalls are the main challenges in a practical deployment. 
We studied ad-hoc networks formed of consumer devices with highly 
varying capacity and mobility. We proposed categorizing devices 
according to their capacity and mobility, and forming a virtual backbone 
of the devices with high capacity and low mobility. We proposed two 
methods for node categorization and backbone construction. The first 
interconnects groups of high-capacity nodes via low-capacity nodes. The 
second forms clusters centered around high-capacity nodes and connects 
these clusters together through bridges. We presented how the virtual 
backbone can be used in resource discovery and routing.  
The main contributions are the following:  
1. the Search/Index Space model, 
2. the IPIC architecture and the related SBRW and RSBRW search 
algorithms, 
3. the Zone Indexing architecture and the related zone adjustment, delay 
control and topology maintenance algorithms, 
4. the Direct Index architecture, 
5. results of user studies based on surveys, 
6. access control and group management methods, 
7. deployment scenarios for resource discovery in a cellular network, 
8. signaling schemes based on SIP, 
9. prototype implementations of resource discovery systems in cellular 
networks, 
10. two algorithms for creating overlays in ad hoc networks, and 
11. a simulator for evaluating the performance of overlay networks. 
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6.3 Future research 
The work has focused on deterministic resource discovery supporting 
complex queries. This covers only a part of the possible architectures. 
Where determinism is not needed, a large range of probabilistic systems 
can be used. Especially determining the suitable amount of replication 
becomes interesting in such systems. For systems not requiring complex 
queries, structured systems are feasible. A lot of research on structured 
systems is currently ongoing. Especially the support of certain types of 
complex queries in structured systems is a promising research area. A 
large fraction of the resource discovery systems are likely to be based on 
structured systems. However, we find it improbable that every possible 
system will be structured. Similarly, in computer programs data 
structures such as trees and hash tables have not replaced the linked list 
and the array. Instead, it is feasible to combine structured and 
unstructured components, which opens up new research areas.  
Between structured and unstructured systems, there is a large gap that 
we have been examining. Our research looks at only a part of the 
different solutions possible by adding some structure to an unstructured 
system without limiting searches to exact-match single-key queries. As 
the Zone Indexing architecture shows, we can rearrange links in new 
ways to obtain systems with interesting properties, especially in terms of 
handing dynamic node membership. Considering churn is important in 
the system design as the churn rate largely determines the index update 
interval and the overhead of the structure maintenance.  
An important design parameter is the degree of centralization. In 
particular, if the devices have a widely varying capacity, how can load be 
allocated according to the available capacity? This becomes challenging 
considering both the indexing and the search load.  
We fundamentally base the balance between proactive and reactive 
operations on the search/index ratio r. However, to better be able to 
analyze practical systems, we need to know the search/index ratios of 
various existing systems. Finding these is challenging because the search 
frequency varies widely between applications and searches are performed 
in bursts. The index frequency depends on several system parameters, 
most importantly on the churn rate of the system but also on the user 
behavior. The possibility to advertise several resources in the same 
message and the user adding multiple resources (e.g. a directory of files) 
simultaneously complicates the evaluation. In systems such as PIC and 
PSC, the search/index ratio must be known in order to divide nodes into 
clusters optimally. The inability of determining this ratio may be a 
obstacle in motivating the development of new hybrid proactive-reactive 
architectures. Zone Indexing solves the problem by automatically 
adjusting to the current ratio.  
So far we have not made an effort to model the performance of IPIC 
using the Search/Index space model. The modeling of IPIC-SBRW is 
rather straightforward while the modeling of the RSBRW search method 
becomes more challenging due to the replications.  
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We provided an algorithm for adjusting the zone size in a Zone 
Indexing network. The provided algorithm is sufficient for moderate 
changes in zone size but slow if all nodes join simultaneously. The 
algorithm can be improved using control theory. It is however important 
to reduce oscillations and quick variations as these create redundant index 
information. The influence of replication in a Zone Indexing network has 
not been examined. Replication can allow reduced search delays and 
overhead as a search can be interrupted when a sufficient number of 
resources have been found. Also expanding ring searching can be applied 
to Zone Indexing. Generally, the effect of replication could be analyzed 
in the general case using extensions to the Search/Index Space model.  
The Zone Indexing architecture has been evaluated using 
simulations. In order to evaluate the architecture in practice, we aim to 
implement a large-scale prototype running, for example, in PlanetLab 
[PlanetLab]. Integration with an existing file sharing application would 
allow evaluating the real benefit of hybrid systems, as the search/index 
ratio is based on actual user behavior. Similarly, we aim to test the Direct 
Index approach with users in order to evaluate the user experience of 
group based sharing and to examine the group sizes and social topologies 
forming the base for sharing. For the operator-controlled scenarios, it 
would be interesting to obtain input from operators. In general, for 
resource sharing applications in the cellular network it is necessary to 
evaluate the commercial possibilities and obstacles. On the application 
level, the prototyping of distributed versions of common centralized 
applications, such as social network (e.g. similar to Facebook) and media 
sharing (e.g. similar to YouTube) reveals the feasibility both from 
technical and from commercial perspective.  
Routing protocols, as long as they have been automatic, have been 
proactive. Only with the introduction of ad hoc networks, the reactive 
approach has become interesting. While considerable efforts have been 
spent on developing proactive and reactive routing protocols, only a few 
approaches have tried to combine the two concepts. Even less research is 
spent on analyzing the optimal balance between proactive and reactive 
operations. We presented a discussion on applying the Search/Index 
Space model to ad hoc networks. The optimal balance between reactive 
and proactive routing in ad hoc networks could be examined in detail 
with a similar model. This model may become complex or inaccurate as 
it is dependent on the physical topology and on the used routing methods.  
While the large-scale combination of reactive and proactive 
operations in both routing and service discovery is still uncommon, it 
seems that both areas could benefit largely from a hybrid approach. The 
same kind of problem can be found in other areas, such as in 
publish/subscribe systems, web-caching and content distribution 
networks. The techniques of combining proactive and reactive operations 
may find fruitful applications in several systems outside routing and 
service discovery. 
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